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THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) rook the Chair at 10.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - PENSIONERS

Federal Prescription Charges and Savings Deposit Assessment
Reconsideration

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) [ 10.02 am]: I have a petition in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, being concerned at the Federal Governrnent's attack on
pensioners in the recent federal budget, urge the Stare Government to denounce the
Federal Government's impost on pensioners and urge them to reconsider the
introduction of prescription charges and the assessment of pensions savings deposit as
earning 10 percent per annum interest.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this mailer earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 75 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House

[See petition No 15211

PETITION - MIT LESUEUR NATIONAL PARK PROPOSAL
Coal Mining or Power Stations - Opposition

DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [10.06 am]: I present the following petition -

To: Th-e Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, request that the Parliament, in recognition of the immense
biological diversity and importance of the Mt Lesueur area:

(L) create a National Park with boundaries as recommended by the Environmental
Protection Authority,

(2) no coal mining or power stations be permitted within the boundaries or
adjacent to the Mt Lesueur National Park.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioner, as in duty bound, winl ever pray.

The petition bears 158 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 153.]

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION AND AUDIT ACT AMENDMENT
(APPOINTMENT AND REMUNERATION OF AUDITOR GENERAL) BILL

Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Macinnon (Leader of the Opposition), and read a first
time.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL

Second Reading - Budget Debate

Debate resumed from 23 October.
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MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [10.09 am]: I bring to the notice of members of this
House matters relating to the electorate of Scarborough. I have a mixture of good and bad
news. The Government can be the judge of the relativity of the news. Firstly, I will record
some of the good news in the district; that is, the historic occasion of the relocation of the
Japanese school in Perth on 21 September to Scarborough Primary School. I participated in
that ceremony at which the Government was represented by Hon Sam Piantadosi. The
school was officially opened by the Consul General of Japan, Mr llirayoshi Sakuina, and he
was assisted by the principal of the Japanese school, Mr Hiroshi Yoshigiwa, the principal of
the Scarborough Primary School and the district superintendent, Mr George Halleen. The
Japanese school was previously located at the old Graylands Teachers College and it had to
be relocated because of the termination of the college's lease.
The Japanese school spent in the order of $340 000 to assist in its relocation and it provides
the staff for its school which has 50 students ranging from year I to year 10. The school was
given the status of a private school in 1978. The curriculum of the Japanese ministry of
education is used at the school because the students from the school may be required to
retumn to Japan if their parents are required to return. The Scarborough Primary School and
the P & C association strongly support this move in view of the benefits to the school. Those
benefits include the experience of a different culture and the opportunity to use Japanese as a
second language in that school.
The original building of Scarborough Primary School was built in 1934 and it needed
considerable renovations. Those renovations have been undertaken and the school has been
given the opportunity to use a modem air-conditioned bus which it would otherwise have
been denied. The opening ceremony was most enjoyable and it was the first time [ had heard
Click Go The Shears Boys sung in Japanese.
I wilt now reflect on some of the matters I raised during the Budget debate last year and what
I see as important for the Scarborough district. Last year I referred to the Newborough
Primary School and members may recall that it had been a matter of some contention and, at
election time, promises were made to provide additional facilities at that school. In fact,
after the Budget was presented to the House last year we were successful in sending a
deputation to the then Minister for Education, Dr Carmen Lawrence. I will place on the
record a letter from Dr Lawrence to me which acknowledged the needs of the school and
outlined the way in which those needs could be addressed. A letter in a similar vein was sent
to the school. It is a very important part of the process to agree to the requirements of certain
projects before they can be considered for inclusion in the Budget. The Minister's letter
stated -

However, the schedule outlined below will achieve the necessary school
improvements and will also allow the District Office to move from the transportable
units it currently occupies.

Further on the letter states -

As a first step towards this, arrangements will be made for a repair and renovation
program to be initiated and this wrnl include pafiting and carpeting .. . The following
phase of the building program will include the provision of appropriate student
toilets, and an administration area. Subsequently, there will be modifications to the
classrooms to modernize the buildings generally to provide for art/craft, music,. and
the like, together with a covered assembly area. The final phase will include the
provision of a pre-primary centre on the Newborough site.

The rcontents of the letter were welcomed by the P & C association., One- of the problems
with which we are faced is that the Ministry of Education is a large ministry and by necessity
is has to, by devolution, allow other people to make decisions about the funds to be allocated
to projects.
I will now illustrate to the House how things can turn sour by referring to a letter sent to
Mr Skivinis, the Director of Operations of the Ministry of Education, which was signed by
Mrts Chris Hunter, who is the President of the Newborough P & C Association. It reads -

I would like to bring to your attention the feelings of the Newborough P & C
concerning the inequable allocation of funds for building repair and renovation of
Newborough Primary School compared to that for the District Office.
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At a recent P & C Meeting it was reported that an amount of approximately $105,000
had been allocated to upgrade the future accommodation for the District Office.
These are buildings, that just 5 years ago, received a major upgrade at obviously
considerable expense to the Ministry and are in good repair. All this for the 12 or so
staff who work there?

In comparison, Newborough Primary which is 45 years old and hasn't yet seen an
upgrade was allocated just $40,000 to facilitate the merging of Years 1, 2 and 3 with
the upper primary under the conditions of amalgamation. The total number of
children in this school is now 216.

This situation is intolerable. The children of Newborough deserve at least equal if
not more consideration for their working conditions than do the Ministry staff.

I will now refer to a letter dated 10 August 1990 which was sent to the district
superintendent, Mr George Halleen, from the president of the P & C association -

Once again I am writing to you on behalf of a very disappointed and frustrated group
of parents who want nothing more than a fair and just deal for the children of
Newborough Primary School.

Further on the letter states -

Why is it that we, Newborough Primary School, have to wait years and years to get
any major works done and yet the district office has been totally restructured and
re-decorated within months... The District Office then magnanimously moved out
of the five transportables they were in and into the beautifully appointed new
buildings, thus "freeing the transportables for urgently needed classrooms...We
had been led to believe that by vacating the Junior Primary and moving years 1-7 up
to the Newborough site we would accelerate the release of funds to upgrade our
school and make it worthy of the children and staff who work there (refer letter to
Dr Carmen Lawrence from Mr Ron Smith 12.9.89).
In our view, it was the amalgamation of our two schools that freed the Junior Primary
buildings for District Office use and as a result released the five trarisportables for
'urgent classroom use'. Therefore it was Newborough Primary School who saved the
Ministry $250,000 NOT the District Office.

The parents of children who attend that school are my constituents and members of the
public and they are aware that 20 air-conditioners have been installed at a modem building,
the steps of which have been tiled. In total, $105 000 has been spent on the district office.
They see themselves as volunteers helping to spread that $40 000 for the kids while getting
good value for it. However, it is falling short of upgrading the painting, and so on. They
then start to question what are the priorities of the ministry, and rightly so.

The good news in the Budget for Newborough Primary School is that $200 000 has been
allocated for its upgrading. I record my appreciation and the appreciation of the children and
parents of the school for that allocation. One of my concerns relates to not only the capital
cost but also what is happening with regard to maintenance. In last year's Budget the
Scarborough district office was allocated about $225 000 for minor works on schools and
another $180 000 for essential maintenance. They were reasonable sums. Those allocations
were paid out in two moieties. The first, which bridged the financial year and came into this
year, amounted to $112 000. [ am informed that that $11 [000 is almost all gone. I am also
told that only $20 000 has been allocated for urgent and essential maintenance. By this time
next year no money will have been spent on minor works and I am told that only three out of
five faults will have been attended to. That is an indication of the impact caused by a
shortage of money. I am talking about three out of five faults being corrected and not about
keeping up the painting, and so on. This will create a great problem for all schools in the
Scarborough district.

The next disappointment for the Scarborough district relates to the Sussex Hostel, which is a
home for the intellectually handicapped. It houses 31 people and was built in 1978 as a
hostel for younger age groups. For all sorts of reasons, including transfers and
rearrangements within the system, the occupants' ages now range between nine years and
67 years. This is causing a problem in the home because of the social environment created
when trying to group people of similar age and interest together. I am talking of severely
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intellectually handicapped people who are also physically handicapped. The staff of the
Sussex Hostel do a marvellous job. They are supported by a small group of volunteers who
raise money to buy such things as televisions and the little things that assist the home. One
of the big problems in the home relates to bathing hours, which extend from 6.00 am to
10.30 am each morning. The occupants sometimes have to be lifted in special ways using
support harnesses, and so on. Some have to be placed in beds which are wheeled under the
shower. Others have to be placed in baths. It is a time consumning and difficult business.
The matron who runs the home assessed matters and found that two changes are essential.

The first is to level the floor of the shower. Members would realise that shower recesses
have sloping floors to allow the water to drain and an edge to prevent water entering the
general bathroom area. That is all very well for someone who can stand to have a shower,
but when people have to be wheeled into showers on trolleys it results in two wheels of the
trolley being on one level and the other wheels on another level. There are three levels
involved which cause the trolleys to rock all over the place, making it difficult for staff to do
the showering.

The second change needed relates to the toilets. Taking the occupants to the toilet is a long
and protracted business. Staff lock the door into one bathroom and put up a temporary
shower curtain to conceal a potty chair they have put there so that they have sufficient toilets
for the inmates. This is also done so that the inmates are not queued for long periods to use
the toilet because of the time consuming process involved. To fix these problems using cost
effective methods would cost between $30 000 and $40 000.
The hostel rearranged its priorities in relation to its budget allocation cutting it to the bone
and not replacing things such as crockery and other standard items. What happened? They
did their thing to address the problem and now money is not forthcoming. They have missed
out on a lot of things but their top priority has been shot down leaving them stuck with these
problems. I bring this matter to the attention of the Government hoping that it will have
reflected on what I am saying before the Budget for next year is put in place and will do
something to address this problem.

I am concentrating, first, in my remarks on my district before turning to the Budget in
general. Last year I raised the matter of assistance for the Trigg Island Surf Life Saving Club
(Inc). Members will recall that the Scarborough Surf Life Saving Club was the beneficiary
of a grant of the order of $500 000. The surf life saving movement was encouraged greatly
by that grant. At present, three life saving clubs are awaiting Government assistance which
are probably also dependent on local Government support. Last year the program was
suddenly stopped and no money went into it. Again this year no money is going into the
program. This means that three clubs are waiting for assistance. If one club receives
assistance each year, one of these three clubs will not receive any assistance until 1994.

Millions of dollars are allocated in the Budget for the World Swimming Championships. I
acknowledge that is a nice thing to be involved with, but perhaps we sometimes forget about
the basics because the surf life saving organisation plays a valuable role in our State. These
people are volunteers who work their butts off every weekend for nothing. It is important to
encourage them. The Scarborough Surf Life Saving Club, with which I am involved as a
vice patron - and proud of it - has everything a good committee and Government and council
support can provide. It has magnificent facilities, probably the best in Australia.

Further up the coast is the Trigg Island Surf Life Saving Club of which I am also a vice
patron. I have extensive involvement with that club, which perfonms 60 per cent of the
rescues each year in this State. That is where the danger is, at the Blue Hole. These people
are saying that they are prepared to accept that the State centre allocates priorities but that
they have a need, as well. Up and down the coast this inequity occurs. When it comes to
attracting members, many people want to go to a club that has everything.
So the other clubs find that their members drift away, and that is a problem for them. The
Government claims to be working towards equalisation, but we need equalisation of support
so that all the clubs up and down the coast will have the same facilities to enable them to
attract members.

Mr Gordon Hill: That is certainly a desirable situation.

Mr STRICKLAND: Yes. I want to place on record for the second year in a row my concern
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that that need has not been addressed in the Budget. I spoke last year about the impact on
local government of the grants formula that is used in the allocation of moneys. That
continues to impact in Scarborough, which is part of the City of Stirling, which is a large,
efficient and well run city, but it suffers because it is getting less money because of the
application of that formula. That situation is continuing to worsen and is impacting on my
constituents.

Last year the gross rental values were revised. AU property owners pay a fraction of the
gross rate bill, and they are affected when the fractions change. So while the Government
and local councils may claim that they are keeping water and council rates to the level of the
Consumer Price Index, when die fractions change people rn into problems. Small business
people have suffered because 'of the revaluation of gross rental values, which has led to large
increases in their water and council rates. That is just another difficulty for them along with
everything else. I will talk more about small business later.

Mr Mensaros interjected.

Mr STRICKLAND: Yes, councils do have some say, but there are two sets of rates, water
rates and council rates, and they cannot alter the formula determined by the Valuer General.

Last year I referred to the artificial reef. The chairman of the committee which was set up by
the Government prior to the State election to examine this proposal said a year or two ago
that the Government would build an artificial reef. However, no money was allocated in the
Budget last year and no money has been allocated this year. I have been told that Tracks
magazine, which is read by all surfers, is looking for sponsors for this project. So the
artificial reef proposal appears to be a fizzer. The impetus for that proposal was given before
the election for political reasons, but because we are now mid-way between elections it has
been put in limbo. That is a disappointment because there is great interest in it among
surfing people.

Sewerage matters impact heavily on Scarborough and everywhere else. I want to give the
Government credit for what it is doing with regard to easing the constraints and readjusting
its policy on sewerage in a way which is allowing people to build either units or duplexes on
blocks which are unsewered but which otherwise would qualify to have units or duplexes
built on them. When I was at the City of Stirling I was instrumental in getting the council to
revise its town planning scheme to allow this to take place, and we were successful in getting
the Department of Planning and Urban Development to support it. I am disappointed at the
amount of time it has taken the Health Department to finalise the details of that policy.

The Government has basically divided the City of Stirling into either constrained or
unconstrained areas. People in an unconstrained area are allowed to build units and
duplexes, but in a constrained area, where it may well be sensitive to health or environmental
considerations, all sorts of safeguards are put in place. I strongly support that policy because
it allows. many of my constituents to retire in the area in which they now Live, without the
burden of maintaining a quarter acre block. I also support it because what is happening at the
moment is that because some streets are sewered and others are not, the developers of units
and duplexes have been very busy in the streets which are sewered. That has had a shock
impact on the district because it has created pockets of high density residential unit-type
developments, and many of the residents are concerned about that. It would be more
desirable to have a fairly even spread of high density developments, with a mix of retirement
villages and quarter acre or 750 square metre blocks and houses where children can grow up
with a back yard. As we go through life, our needs change. My parents enjoy living in a unit
in their retirement years, but I enjoy my house, and when I had children living at home it was
essential for them to have a back yard in which to play. These days perhaps that is not as
essential for my children but it is essential for our present lifestyle.

I congratulate the Government for what it is doing but even though the Government has said
its No 1 priority is still the development of a sewerage system, because of this Government's
lack of progress in developing that system people have to either install a septic system, which
is very expensive, or pay $130 every two or three months to have their tanks emptied. I
received a phone call from a constituent who said that she was upset at the delay in providing
sewerage to her area because it now costs her $130 every six to eight weeks to have her tanks
emptied. So die Government's lack of support for establishing a sewerage system is
impacting on people. I notice that last year in the sewerage budget the Government said
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there was an $86 million problem for other works, and it budgeted $16.3 to address it. This
year, the problem has grown somewhat - I am not sure for what reason - to $175 million, but
all the Government has set aside to address that problem is $5.6 million. That is another
impact of WA Inc on a very basic Government servicing requirement.

I will now range a little wider in my Budget address and refer to the northern suburbs
railway. I support that project. It is an exciting concept, and is very necessary. I notice that
last year the Government allocated $10.3 million in the Budget but only $7.85 million was
spent. There was an underspending of $2.49 million, or 24 per cent, That concerns me
because if we keep underspending the completion time for the project will be delayed. Since
I have been in this Parliament the Government has been talking about completing that
railway by the end of 1991. It is now talking about the end of 1993.

Mr Macinnon: When is the next State election?

Mr STRICKLAND: It will be at the beginning of 1993, or earlier. So the Government is
gradually letting the time frame for that project blow out. That does not help alleviate the
problem because while we want to encourage people to use public transport, every morning
the traffic flow on the freeway is still very slow. That problem can only get worse as the
metropolitan area develops further. The news that the progress of development of the
northern suburbs railway is slowing is disappointing.

Turning to another subject, in the Budget the Government has clobbered Captain Cleanup.
Until this year the Keep Australia Beautiful Council has received its income from
Government grants of $184 000 a year and from industry, under an Act of Parliament,
basically through levies on the beverage industry. Through levies, 80 per cent of the funding
came from private industry; however, the $800 001) that used to be the budget of the Keep
Australia Beautiful Council included a Government component. There should be a
Government component in these things, if Government wants to have its say as part of the
marketplace. A committee was established for recycling, I think about 1985, under an Act of
Parliament and was given certain responsibilities. Suddenly that committee finds itself
without Government funding, and therefore it will be subject to pressures in its directions
from the people who are now fully funding it; that is, private industry.

The disappointment that has been expressed to me is that this is the body which started the
recycling push with Tidy Towns competitions, television promotions, Captain Cleanup and
all those things in 1985. The Keep Australia Beautiful Council has had one full time officer
on recycling projects and promotion since that time. Eighteen months ago the Environmental
Protection Authority started to become interested in recycling and formed a committee. The
authority has two officers working on recycling, so there was a total of three officers in the
State addressing recycling matters. What is going to happen now to the recycling program of
the Keep Australia Beautiful Council?

Dr Alexander: I understand it will continue in a different form. Grams are available to local
government for recycling.
Mr STRICKLAND: The different form will be a reduced form.

Dr Alexander: Stirling City Council told me a few weeks ago that it thought it was a great
initiative.

Mr STRICKLAND: That is all very well, but the people who work there and who have been
enthused with the whole program are not very happy about the funding cut and believe that,
in a way, they have been snotted. The Government has clobbered Captain Cleanup and I do
not think that is necessarily a smart move on the Government'.s part

I want now to concentrate on the Budget in general. [ indicated that I wanted to mention an
example of the impact of the Budget on small business. The business I will use as an
example is my local garage, which provides me with petrol. By way of background
information, I advise members that tankers supply the petrol in 43 000 litre loads, and most
of the companies will not split a load; in other words, they will not sell one fraction of a load
to one proprietor and another fraction to another proprietor; so people are stuck with getting
a tanker load of petrol at a time. The turnover of the average garage is something like
200 000 litres a month. People in the district who have to buy their petrol do not have any
more dollars to spend, and although the price of petrol is rising they are still spending the
same amnount of money on petrol, so the volume of turnover has gone down. In other words,
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people are watching what they spend and watching the number of kilometres they drive in
their cars.

The income from that monthly turnover used to be in the order of $10 000 a month; and,
because the volume has gone down and the retailers are on a fixed number of cents per litre -

60 per litre for cash and 2.4g per litre for credit cards; that is why they are not happy with
credit cards - their income has effectively dropped from $10 000 a month to $8 000 a month.
I did an analysis, and on the basis chat they must be open for 61 hours a week, to run the
average petrol station the costs are these: About $4 000 a month rent; about $6 000 a month
wages; they must enter into franchise agreements, which come to about $800 a month; so the
recurrent Costs amount to approximately $ 11 000. If they have to finance, say, a $ 180 000
loan, which might be reasonably typical, that is another $3 000 a month. Therefore, to run
chat garage costs about $14 000 a month. I have already said that the income from selling
petrol is about $ 10 000 a month, so how do they get by? The answer is that they rely on their
workshops to subsidise them, and the typical workshop will subsidise them to the extent of
about $6 000 a month. They make a little profit on spare parts and a little on the work.

So, before the petrol price crisis, this typical garage had a $6 000 subsidy to add to an income
of $10 000, which gives a total of $16 000, and costs of about $14 000. It was getting by and
making a profit. However, since petrol prices increased that income has gone down by
$2 000 a month, so the garage is now running at a loss. The concern is that the Government,
with no problems at all, gets a percentage and continues to get extra money, but the retailers
will go broke. That impact will severely affect the service to the constituents and also to the
garage proprietors themselves. It is interesting to note that people in the Eastern States are
advertising petrol for 41.8g a litre, plus tax. Of course, by the time they add the tax on the
price goes up to over 800 a litre, but apparently that is quite legitimate.

I place that matter on record. Small businesses are under pressure because instead of a small
profit margin they are now making a loss through no fault of their own and they are stuck in
a most difficult situation.

Mr Shave: A critical situation.

Mr STRICKLAND: It is critical, because no-one can keep that up.

in conclusion, I notice that at the back of the Supplementary Budget Information the
Government has produced figures on taxation per head of population. We all know about the
financial institutions duty - it has risen from $24 to $32 per head, which is a 32 per cent
increase- The tobacco licence is an interesting one - it went from $45 last year to $58 this
year, which is an increase of 29 per cent. Motor taxation is so big that it has a separate
category in this document. Business Franchise (Petroleum Products) Licence Fees have risen
from $56 to $85, an increase of 34 per cent. At the end of the day, what does this mean? It
means that State taxation is costing $977 per head of population per year. If we talk in terms
of the family - our side of politics is very interested in the family because we believe that by
strengthening the family we can reduce the drain on State resources - and if the average
family has four members, the State is taxing families in our commnunity nearly $75 a week.
Members might think that is bad enough, but if they take into account the whole State
Budget - that is, all the things this State Government is involved in, which is $5.1 billion
worth - do members know what that cost is per week per family? It is $239 per week per
family. Those figures are horrific. I know the State Government must do many of the things
it does in the areas of education, health and so on, but people do not know that it is costing
them $239 per family per week. Many of them do not earn $239 per week.

My contention is that one of the things that must be looked at is less Government, which
means less action being taken by Government. It needs to start raking the monkey off the
backs of famrilies.

I hope no natural disasters occur this year because relief funds available for natural disasters
last year amounted to $3.6 million and this year the amount nil. No money is available for a
natural disaster unless we cut someone else's program.

in 1986-87 the Department for Community Services' capital works budget was 29 per cent
underspent. [ do not have the figures for 1987-88. However, in 1988-89 it was 72 per cent
underspent and for 1989-90 it was 33 per cent underspent. This concerned me a little so I
examined the figures- I will pluck one example out of the air. We were told last year at
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Budget time that under the heading of remand and training centres, the new works would
include some workshop ablutions and some conversions at Longmiore. The total amount
allocated for that project was $200 000. The taxpayers believed that a facility would be built.
I do not know what happened, but this year, all of a sudden the total estimated cost has risen
to $301 000. 1 am not arguing that the Government cannot revise the cost of the project.
However, expenditure last year was a measly $3 000. Money allocated this year is $298 000
which will fund the project until completion. At the very least, that is deception by the
Government. What is the source of the money proposed for those projects? I will be asking
that question during the Committee stage of the Bill. Those moneys may have been loan
moneys and the loans were not taken up. In chat case deception is occurring when the
Government says that a new project will be undertaken one year and that the same new
project will be undertaken again in another year. If that were to be funded from
Consolidated Revenue, what would happen to the $197 000 that was not spent? Further,
when I totalled the cost of the new work last year for the Deparment for Community
Services it amounted to about $1.6 million. How much was spent on those new works? The
amount was less than $1t00 000.
The Government told the public last year in Parliament that $1.6 million in new works would
be spent. Yet it spent less than $100 000, or six per cent of that proposed amount. That is
deception. The Government underspent more than $2 million of the $6 million allocated to
the Department for Community Services capital works budget. It is, therefore, 30 per cent
underspent. That kind of underspending must stop. If the Govemnment intends to undertake
a project, it must say that it is going to do that in the Budget and carry out the work.
Underspending has been occurring year after year. Has the Government been including
dumnmy projects in this Budget which will not be undertaken until the next year and which
will enable the money to be taken out of capital works and shunted into CRF, thereby
propping up projects that Parliament does not even know about? Questions will be asked
about that in the Estimates Committee next week. I hope someone in Government is
listening to what I am saying and will be prepared to provide the answers at that time. The
Government must be up-front and say from where it intended to fund those projects and why
it has not funded them.

DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [10.55 am]: I wish to make a contribution to this Budget
debate. Essentially [ wish to focus on one of the big Budget initiatives; that is, the East Perth
project. Listening to some of the speeches opposite one would gain the impression that no
new initiatives have been included in this Budget, that everything is being cut back or
cancelled.

Mr Clarko: Virtually everything. You have put your finger on it pretty closely.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is far from the tmuth. In the case of the East Perth project it is not
so.
Mr Blaikie: What ase you going to do about Aboriginal sites in East Perth?

Dr ALEXANDER: I will come to that eventually. The West Australian of 12 October gave
a comprehensive report about the unveiling of the plan by the Premier the previous day on
the banks of the Swan River. As part of that report which pointed out that this will be one of
the biggest urban renewal programs in an Australian city in recent years, which is very
welcome news indeed, it included a couple of paragraphs to which I want to draw attention.
It talked about the Burswood bridge and northern by-pass road about which I have previously
expressed strong opinions and so have many others.
Mr Clarko: It is very essential for the traffic of Perth.

Dr ALEXANDER: Wait a minute. The paper said - many people took this out of context
because the paragraphs were mentioned separately -

Perth MLA Ian Alexander criticised the plan.

He said it would devastate Northbridge.

If one read the report inside the paper one would see that my comments referred to my
assessment of the Burswood bridge and to a northern by-pass road and what effect it would
have if it went ahead as originally planned. Those two paragraphs were taken out of context
and put on the front page as if - a nice little photograph of me is next to the Minister's -
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somehow Alexander is having a go at a Government initiative. I want to set the record
straight. That was not the case; I support the East Perth redevelopment plan. The idea of
redeveloping and regenerating this part of the city is important to the central city and in due
course will be important to the metropolitan area.

Mr Strickland: I accept your commnent. This often happens to us with the Press. Can you
clear up the situation? The other day were you properly quoted in the paper about the rally?
Dr ALEXANDER: I was quoted generally correctly in that instance, I do not want to talk
about that today. *The member should have listened to 6PR this morning and he would have
learned the full story.

Mr Clarko interjected.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is not the topic of my speech for today. That item has been in Labor
Party policy for a number of years.
Mr Pearce: You should ask them if they are proposing to make that matter a criminal
offence when they return to Government. They were very coy about that the other day.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is interesting. The Opposition would probably repeal the reformed
Act that went through Parliament last year and return homosexuality to the Statutes as a
criminal offence.

Mr Clarko: The previous legislation was desirable and the present legislation is disgraceful.

Dr ALEXANDER: The member said so last year. Does that mean he would go one step
further and repeal it if and when he was elected to Government?

Mr Clarko: Do you support the preamble?

Dr ALEXANDER: No I do not, but the preamble was necessary to ensure legislation was
passed, The member for Mannion is saying that he would repeal the legislation altogether.

Mr Pearce: He is saying that. That is interesting because none of the Opposition members
has been prepared to say that before. Can you speak for the Opposition in giving a
commitment to make this matter a criminal offence after the next election?

Dr ALEXANDER: It will put the State back 100 years.

Mr Clarko: The day the legislation was brought in you said you would change the legislation
because you did not like the First part either. You were the person who brought in one of the
Bills.
Mr Pearce: That is right.

Mr Clarko: Ft is disgraceful. AIDS is the result of it.

Mr Pearce: Many people would like to know that the Liberal Party is proposing to make
homosexuality a crim-inal offence again.

Mr Clarko: You are concentrating on the tie instead of the suit.

Dr ALEXANDER: The member for Marmion should know. It is a pity he does not
concentrate on some better ties himself.

Mr Pearce: It is a very embarrassing issue to the Liberal Party.

Dr ALEXANDER: It is not embarrassing for the Goverrnent, it is embarrassing for the
other side. The Opposition will take us back to the nineteenth century.

Mr Strickland: We are embarrassed because we are members of this Parliament. All sorts of
things are quoted in newspapers which do not necessarily reflect credibly on the members of
this place.

Dr ALEXANDER: My comnments in the paper on Monday were my personal opinion. It
should not bear any reflection on members opposite. If they do not agree with it it is up to
them to say so.

Several members interjected.

Mr Pearce: What is your attitude to making it a criminal offence?

Mr Strickland: I do not have a fixed attitude on the matter.
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Dr ALEXANDER: When, if ever, the member for Scarborough is elected to Government,
the community has much to fear.

Mr Strickland interjected.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is not the case at all, we want equality before the law.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! Members know full well what the Standing Orders say about
interjections. They also know that I chink it is a good idea to have interjections as long as
they are made in an orderly fashion and to the person on his or her feet. Let us proceed along
those lines.

Dr ALEXANDER: I set out to talk about the East Perth land and would like to return to that
topic.

On 12 October1 the Press correctly said that I have reservations about the plan incorporating
the Burswood bridge and the northern bypass road. The history of that road is long and
interesting and I do not intend to detail it here. Suffice it to say that the idea of an inner city
ring road first surfaced in the 1955 Stephenson plan for Perth. At that time, the northern
bypass existed as an idea for a major road along Roe Street, north of the city and parallel to
the railway line.

At the time it was greeted as a reasonable idea because ring roads were in vogue and it was
thought that that would help to solve the traffic problems of the city. By the early 1 960s, the
road engineers had more grandiose ideas and turned that Stephenson ring road into a much
larger concept which was to go along the Newcastle-Aberdeen Streets alignment. That was
incorporated in the 1963 metropolitan region plan. Since then, a number of things have
changed. The Government has seen fit, for very sound environmental reasons, to cancel the
Swan River drive which was to connect into the Burswood bridge. It has been increasingly
realised -

Mr Clarko: The City of Stirling pressed for the removal of that for 20 years.

Dr ALEXANDER: I am glad it was finally successful because it would have been very
damaging to have a major roadway along the river.

Mr Clarko: You are going to have trouble getting rid of the one you are talking about,
though.

Dr ALEXANDER: It has been increasingly recognised, particularly by this Government,
that the city is in need of improved public transport. [ have spoken on that topic in the House
before. It is clear that gradually the Government is moving to a position of providing
transport facilities to the central city, including the new northern railway to Joondalup and
beyond, that will allow the majority rather than the minority of commuters to travel to the
city by public transport.

The Buxswood bridge and the northern bypass will be very expensive. Various figures for it
have been quoted over the years. The last plan, when it was released three years ago, had a
price tag of approximately $60 million. I do not know what the latest estimates are, but I
expect the cost to be considerably more in 1990 dollars. That means that a very large slice of
the Main Roads Department budget would be spent on that project. It is my belief and the
belief of a number of people who are looking at the metropolitan transport system, that those
resources would be better used by fur-ther improving public transport to the city.

1. am aware that worries some of my colleagues south of the river, because the Burswood
bridge is planned to connect to the Ortong Road extension and iultimnately to the south eastern
suburbs. There is no doubt, as the member for Belmont will testify, that there are transport
problems that need attention in that area. Commuter access to the city ftom that pant of the
metropolitan area is not very good because of the river and because of congestion on existing
roads. However, a number of people have looked at the proposal for the Burswood hridge to
link in with the northern bypass and back into the Orrong Road extension point. Certainly
the Main Roads Department and Department of Planning and Urban Development are
working on a revised plan, which I have not seen but which they say will be less intrusive.
They point out that, firstly, the project will be very expensive and, secondly, a major road
along the Newcastle Street alignment and through East Perth would create a barrier across
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the north of the city - unless it is in a tunnel which is another possibility. For that reason and
because of the retarding effect it would have on the Northbridge area - a number of
Northbridge residents and business people agree with that point - a project of this sort in the
1990s cannot be justified and is not suitable. It would also create extra problems with
congestion and pollution by encouraging commuters to drive into and around the city.

There are alternatives. The people opposed to this project are not saying, "Hands off; no
development, that is it." We are saying that a positive alternative is the provision of'
improved public transport services along the south east corridor area that will not be served
by the railway. For example, I believe it would be possible to plan for and build a light rail
system such as that built in Melbourne which would connect into the metropolitan rail
system.

Mr Blaikie: Similar to Adelaide?

Dr ALEXANDER: No, that is a busway system. This is a fixed rail system and therefore it
probably has less flexibility than a bus.

Mr Clarko: They are very expensive.

Dr ALEXANDER: Yes, they are, but they are not as expensive as the conventional heavy
fixed rail. If the heavy rail system is being extended, which I think is very sensible, to the
northern suburbs, we have to consider smaller sectors of the metropolitan area such as the
south eastern sector eastwards from the area served by the railway line. A light rail system is
an option that has a lot of potential because the light rail vehicles can then connect into the
rest of the metropolitan rail system.

Mr Clarko: I think you will find that the northern suburbs rail system will only be as well as;
it will not be instead of.

Dr ALEXANDER: I understand buses will connect into that system and allow transport
interchange at all of the major stations.

Mr Clarko: It is like a spine arrangement with the buses bringing the commuters to the
station. However, the timne taken on the buses to get from the periphery of the area served by
the bus will rake as long as it now takes for those people to drive to Perth.

Dr ALEXANDER: I doubt that.

Mr Clarko: From where I live that will be the case. The tine will be as lo ng. If I am right -
I do not want to be right because I want that to be successful - people will not use it.

Dr ALEXANDER: If the member is right, that will be the case. However, I understand that
service will be a five or 10 minute service. The train service will be very frequent and very
attractive and the buses will be coordinated -

Mr Clarko: But they have reduced the number of railway stations.

Dr ALEXANDER: They have talked about putting an extra one at Leederville in the future.

Mr Clarko: The rail workers' union has written to me and others about the deletion of two
stations which were previously included in the plan. I agree with the union; I think it is right.

Dr ALEXANDER: It may be. I do not want to get into the details of the northern suburbs
line. I think it has been carefully planned.
Mr Clarke: But it is part of your issue.

Dr ALEXANDER: I think we have to look at this issue on a metropolitan-wide basis.

Mr Clarke: We have to get the people of Perth out of their cars.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is dead right. A number of people call me a "nimby" - not in my
backyard - when I raise these points about the Burswood bridge and the bypass. They say
that I do not want the road in my backyard but that I want it somewhere else. I tell those
people that we are trying to use this project as an example of how the whole metropolitan
transport system could be gradually - it is a long term thing - turned around so that, instead of
pouring major resources into new road links across the city, we substitute alternative public
transport. We are not denying people access but are providing them with an alternative.
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Mr Blaikie: That is a fair comment. The important part is that the planning of this has to be
right the first time round, because if it is mucked up, Perth will pay the penalty for the next
50 years.

Dr ALEXANDER: Absolutely. Planning authorities in the past have assumed that because a
road reserve exists, the road eventually must go ahead. I believe that people, including those
in the Department of Transport, are realising dhat it is not as important as that.

Mr Clarko: Would you make a comment about the Riverside Drive argument as that is a
major pant of this issue, too?

Dr ALEXANDER: I was coming to that. The unfortunate thing about the presentation in the
Press of the plan for East Perth was not the comments that it attributed to me with which I
have already dealt, but the fact that the bridge and the bypass were mentioned as a central
part of the plan when they are separate issues.

One of the other points that people raise on this issue is that we must take traffic from
Riverside Drive and that the northern bypass will enable us to do that. In a simple traffic
modelling sense, that is true. If we want less traffic on the foreshore, which seems to be a
desirable objective because people cannot get the access they desire in that area to recreation
facilities and so on, the traffic can go somewhere else. The trouble with that argument is
twofold: Firstly, it ignores the possibility of modifying the route along Riverside Drive so
that, as has been suggested in the past, that route could be either moved away from the
foreshore, direct'or sunk and, secondly, it allows the continuing syndrome of providing
greater vehicle access to the city. That is where the plan falls down. I do not see why traffic
should be transferred from an attractive waterfront area to the back of the city where it would
also have impacts, many of which would be undesirable.

Mr Blaikie: The problem can be that by providing greater access to the city you can kill it
off.
Dr ALEXANDER: According to studies around the world a certain point is reached when a
city has about 100 000 workers in it, as Perth has now, where the amount of parking required
takes so much of the ground that other activities in the city are killed off. Therefore, it does
not become More attractive. It is easier to get to but it is less attractive because of reduced
activity and mixture of activities.

Mr Clarko: That is the way to get people on public transport in Western Australia, by
emphasising the negative effect because we cannot offer the positive effect.

Dr ALEXANDER: As long as it is not done with a sledgehammer and people are not told
that no access is available to the city and they must use public transport. Public transport
must be upgraded at the same time to provide people with a viable and comfortable
alternative.

Mr Clarko: The problem is that we cannot charge the right price for public transport.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is another problem. I would like to make a number of conments
on the East Perth plan itself which may help to put my previous remarks into context. This
East Perth plan has been on the books for a number of years and it was first promoted in
1984-8 5. A number of volumes were published suggesting a possible future for East Perth.
It is good to see a concept plan now being released which calls for public comment. I know
that the community in and around my electorate is very interested in this plan; it has been
pushing for its release and the people were sceptical that the plan would ever see the light of
day. That scepticism can now be removed and the comnmunity will have a chance to
comment on the plan. I am sure they will-.take -advantage of that comment period. ...
The East Perth area is in the middle of the Perth electorate, but it will affect not only local
people, so people all over the metropolitan area and State should take the opportunity to
comm-ent on the concept plan. I am pleased the Government has released the plan, it is a
very positive and exciting initiative which has the potential to regenerate the city in a very
dynamic way. That is particularly the case as far as the residential component is concerned.
Under stage I of the plan 600 new dwellings are called for and it is suggested that eventually
there could be between 1 500 and 2 000 new dwelling houses in this area. That would mean
an additional population of perhaps 1 000 in the first stage and 2 000 to 3 000 in the long
term. 1, and a number of people I have spoken to, would like the residential component to be
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taken a lot further. In the initial concept plan released some years ago it was suggested that
this area could accommodate an additional 5 000 to 6 000 new residents, rather than the
2 000 to 3 000 proposed in the latest plan. The population of the central city has declined
substantially over the past 20 years. An article in the Press recently pointed out that this has
had a devastating effect on the vitality and life of the city itself. The resident population of
the city central area, as usually defied to include West Perth and areas north of the railway
Line, fell from 14 000 in 1966 to only 2 500 in 1986. That is a huge decline over 20 years
and no doubt the figure today is much less than that. It is estimated that in 1990 the resident
population of the city is only 1 000 and half of those are in Royal Perth Hospital! The next
census will be taken next year and I predict that it will show a population of perhaps 1 500 Or
less residing in the city area. Over a 20 to 25 year time span the city has been depleted of its
resident population. I acknowledge that the residential areas nearby have regenerated but
chat has not resulted in a huge increase in their populations. Renovations have taken the
properties upmarket and they have displaced some people. Apart from some public housing
in the Northbridge area there has been little compensation for housing for people on low
incomes.

My second comment on the East Perth plan is that, firstly, there is scope for an increased
residential component in the plan and I will certainly be pressing for that during the public
comment period. Secondly, the residential component should include a greater allowance for
low income residential development. The original plans released three or four years ago
suggested that possibly a quarter to a third of the housing stock would be allocated to low
income residents. I understand it is proposed to reduce it to perhaps 10 per cent1 although
that has yet to be decided. Certainly the plan refers to the desirability of accommodation for
a range of income levels, and that is good. It states that in the development agreements for
these sites steps will be taken to ensure that a variety of housing types will be available to a
variety of income groups. That is important but it needs to be taken fuirther. The decline in
population has hit hardest those people who need access to the city, such as service workers
and pensioners. Those groups have a continuing need to remain in city housing. Of course,
some may want to relocate to the suburbs but others want to, and have not been able to, find
housing closer to the city. There is still a large number of relatively low paid workers in the
hospital and transport industries and in various other processing activities located in and
around the city. Many of those people have been squeezed out of the city as a result of rising
prices, the spread of commercial development, and generally the way in which inner suburbs
have gone more and more upmarket. l-omeswest has come into the picture and provided
some compensation in the form of new units in the inner city area in Highgate, Mt Lawley
and North Perth. It has provided boarding house accommodation also in the Newcastle
Street and Aberdeen Street area. That is a progressive move.
Incidentally, some of those upgraded properties would be threatened by the northern bypass
road. It is a good thing to regenerate property under State control, but it is contradictory to
then threaten it with a major road. I hope that the latest plan for the road, which will be
released in a couple of months, will take account of that objection. I do not believe that road
is necessary but, if it must be built, it should not be to the detriment of recently renovated
properties, particularly if they have been reserved for low income people.
The East Perth concept plan refers to the packaging together of land and an invitation to
tender for development to private sector developers, with some specification in the sales
agreements that the housing provided should be for a range of income types. That aspect
needs to be looked at very closely indeed. There is scope for greater participation by
Homeswest or public housing cooperatives in that type of venture. Certainly nobody wants
another situation where Horneswesr housing dominates the development and it becomes a
ghetto situation similar to that in some middle and outer suburbs. However, neither do we
want a ghetto for the yuppies and the rich. The sales agreements for this land and
participation by different developers, from both public and private sector, must be considered
so that the range of income types is catered for in the East Perth area. I understand
Homeswest is keen to participate in this development. It has made a number of suggestions
to the planners, who as yet have not fully agreed to those suggestions. I hope the planners
will listen to the submissions from the public and the public sector agencies, such as
Horneswest, because it is important that they play a major part in any regeneration of the
East Perth area.
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MIr Shave: Do you believe that Homeswest should be involved directly in the development
of that project?

Dr ALEXANDER: There is scope for some involvement in that way.

Mr Shave: Do you know that there is some public concern that over the past 12 months
Homneswest has been involved in speculative land investments?

Dr ALEXANDER: We are not talking about speculative land investments. This land would
be packaged and sold on the condition that it is developed within a certain period of dine, so
we are not talking about people buying land and speculating on it. Even if Homeswesr has
been guilty of doing that elsewhere - and I doubt it - it would not be interested in buying land
in East Perth or in taking land from other agencies with a view to speculating on it. It would
participate and should only be allowed to participate on the condition that it develops the
land, in the same way that private developers would have to develop it, within a certain
period of time.

Mr Shave: So you are saying its role should be purely in building houses?

Dr ALEXANDER: Absolutely. I am not advocating that Homeswest should acquire large
tracts of land and sit on them for years, as it may have done in the past in other parts of the
metropolitan area. I am advocating that Homeswest should become a partner - not a major
partner but a minor partner - in this redevelopment project. I understand that Homeswest is
keen to participate in that way, subject to the availability of funds. Homeswest is involved in
a number of projects in the inner city area at the moment. A new block of aged units is about
to be commenced in Goderich Street in East Perth, which is part of the proposed East Perth
development area in a broader sense. I know also that Homeswest has some control over one
of the sites in Plain Street, which it is keen to develop. It is a matter of Homeswest working
out with the planning authorities how that can best be done so that that development will not
stand out like a sore thumb as a Homeswest development but will be properly integrated into
the whole development and provide attractive accommodation for a large number of people.

Mr Clarko: Would you have Homeswest tenants going into units which have a value of
$100 000 or $200 000?
Dr ALEXANDER: That question has been discussed in this House previously. I believe that
I-omeswest tenants and clients should have the same opportunity to live in desirable
locations as does anybody else.

Mr Clarko: That argument is nonsensical.

Mr Strickland: That is provided those tenants have the money.

Dr ALEXANDER: Homeswest has actually put forward a proposal for a site in Plain Street
that would be self funding, where some desirable accommodaiiii would be provided for
Homeswesr tenants but that would be subsidised by selling or lebisitg the additional units to
people with higher incomes. It has been shown in other pants of the world that that is
possible if the units are well designed and do not have the obvious faults of poor design and
the concentration of huge numbers of people, as has happened in the past.

Mir Clarko: If you put Hoineswesr tenants on expensive land that will leave the queues long
for other people who may only be able to get a block in Girrawheen.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is a question of judgment, and we have had many debates about
that. I believe that Homeswest tenants are often squeezed out of desirable sites for no good
reason, and they should be considered in a development of this sort.

Mt Clarko: Ir is socialism gonte mad if-you rdothar.- You would not put Homeswest tenants
in riverfront areas, such as Peppermint Grove.

Dr ALEXANDER: The member would not.

Mr Clarko: Would you?

Dr ALEXANDER: If Homeswesr had a site in that area it would be reasonable for it to
accommodate some people there.

Mr Clarko: One answer would be to sell that site and accommodate an additional X number
of people somewhere else.
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Dr ALEXANDER: That is the member's answer. That is not necessarily this Government's
answer.

Mr Clarko: The other way would be to put Homeswesc tenants there to prop up your vote.
Dr ALEXANDER: That has nothing to do with the topic. I do not think there were too
many Labor voters in Peppermint Grove at the last count.
Mr Clarko: Herbie Graham was the master of that.

Dr ALEXANDER: That sounds like a good idea! When it comes to public housing, IHerbie
Graham made one of the greatest contributions of any politician in this State. The Graham
flats are just up the road, in my electorate, and there should be more of that sort of
development in the inner city area. llomeswest is moving in that direction at the moment,
and that move is to be applauded. People like Herbie Graham set the scene, and it is good
that sort of thing is coming back into fashion..

Mr Clarko: Those Austrian style houses that were built in Doubleview are a disgrace, yet
people continue to live in them.

Dr ALEXANDER: At the timne they were probably reasonably well designed.

Mr Clarko: That was a cheap solution.

Dr ALEXANDER: The member is looking at it with the benefit of hindsight but at the samre
time they were building good quality units close to the city, which provided the pensioners
who lived in them with tremendous access to the city and to medical facilities which
otherwise they would have been completely denied. That block of flats is one of the few
remaining residential components of an area that has been completely devastated as far as
housing is concemned over the last 20 to 30 years. Several thousand people used to live in
West Perth, on the doorstep of Parliament House, and now there are virtually none, but one
of the remaining developments is that Homeswest development, which provides its residents
with the opportunity of living close to the city.

Mr Clarko: Only a small percentage of people live in the city.

Dr ALEXANDER: Yes, but it is a very valuable percentage.

I am glad to see that by and large the East Perth plan advocates opening up the foreshore to
people rather than closing it in with development. It is proposed to create a riverside park
along that entire strip of the Swan River, with access by the public. That is absolutely
essential. It is very good that the planners have seen fit to integrate development with
recreational reserves. I have some reservations about the proposed development on Haig
Park.

Dr Gallop interjected.

Dr ALEXANDER: Yes. Some very famous crkcketers have played on that reserve, and it
would be a pity if that reserve were developed for housing. The planners say they will
compensate by providing equal open space elsewhere, but that is one matter which must be
considered further in the revised plan for the area.

The other part of the foreshore plan about which I have some reservations is the proposed
development of a major marina and hotel on the Claisebrook inlet. The issue of Aboriginal
land rights will, I expect, as we have seen already, be a contentious issue in this
development, but I understand the Goverrnent will consult those people and has already
started to do so, despite the reports in the Press, and that matter will be resolved in due
course.
Mr Blaikie: it should never have been a contentious issue. When the Government
announced the East Perth plan it could have carried out the surveys and had them completed,
and determined what was or was not a sacred site.

Dr ALEXANDER: It is a question of whether that work is done beforehand or during the
planning period.

Mr Blaikie: If you do it after the announcement has been made, you are simply asking for
trouble.

Dr ALEXANDER: The member does not understand that this is a concept plan. It is not set
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down in stone. There are a number of ideas wit which some people would agree and other
people would disagree. Basically the thrust of the plan is tremendous, as I have said. I have
pointed out a number of ways in which the plan could be improved, but the idea of the
current period is that the plan will be open for public comment, and groups in the
community, including the Aboriginal community, should be, and I am sure will be pan of
that process. If they object to a particular provision in the plan, of course they will say so; let
us face it, they are very good at expressing their opinion, and so they should be. This is an
outline development plan. It is not a fixed plan that will occur willy nilly. The plan is now
open for public comment, and that is the objective of this period.

Mr Blaikie: In relation to Aboriginal sites, it is the Government which determines whether a
site is to be a declared site, not the Aboriginal people.

Dr ALEXANDER: It is not the Government. It is agencies of Government, consulting with
the Aboriginal communities.

Mr Blaikie: They can consult, but only the Government can make the decision.

Dr ALEXANDER: It is agencies of Government advising the Government about what is or
is not significant, and the Aboriginal groups can agree or disagree with that, as we have seen.

Mr Clarko: We have spent five years on the old Swan Brewery debate and we are still a long
way off.

Dr ALEXANDER: That is about to be resolved.

Mr Clarke: It is not resolved.

Dr ALEXANDER: No, but it will be in the near future. I do not want to talk about the old
Swan Brewery today. That is a side issue as far as my focus here is concerned.

We are talldng about the idea of dredging out the Claisebrook inlet and using the surrounding
land for hotel and marina purposes. It seems to me that that proposal runs the danger of
becoming rather elitist. Penh is already well supplied with luxury hotels and marinas.
Indeed, some members of the yachting fraternity have already pointed out to me that that part
of the river is very shallow. There is a small yacht club at Maylands but that is largely for
VJ yachts and other such small craft, and if this is envisaged for large yachts, as some of the
sketches suggest, it is not quite clear how they are going to get there. There would have to
be major dredging in the vicinity to allow that area to be opened up to larger yachts.

Mr Clarko: Isn't it possible they are trying to increase the capital value of the site?

Dr ALEXANDER: That might be in the planners' minds. They have been under pressure to
produce a development proposal that is financially viable. Where I think they might have
missed the boat a little, to use a perhaps slightly inappropriate analogy, is that they have not
taken into account the social costs and benefits at this stage. The plan includes many
financial calculations but I do not see anywhere an inclusion of a measure of social benefit -
for example, for inner city housing. Studies in Sydney in the 1970s when the Wooloomooloo,
development was being undertaken - which was a joint local-State-Federal Government
exercise, and I will come to the question of how to administer the plan in a moment - showed
that the social benefits of including housing near the city, particularly low income housing,
were very high indeed, in terms of savings on transport costs and other access to facilities for
the people who find accommodation of that sort near the city. Once we include the social
benefit element in these calculations, it opens up the possibility of not having to include
things which attract a high value and therefore increase the financial value of the project. I
would like to see that element revised so that it is. made perhaps more of a people orientated
development that is not necessarily an exclusive, upmnarket one.

The implementation of the plan is also important, and a number of factors need to be looked
at in this regard. First, as I pointed out, this riverside renaissance outline development plan,
as it is called, is open for public comment. At the moment that public comment period is due
to close just before Christmas. Given the importance of this project, its large nature and its
social significance, which I have already dealt with, I believe that period should be extended
and I have already asked the Minister for Planning to do just that. I would like to see the
public comment period on this plan extended from two months to six months so that
everyone can have their say and nobody can say afterwards that they did not have a chance to
make an input. I think two months before Christmas, when people are very busy with other
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commitments, is not long enough. The Minister has already indicated informally that she
may be sympathetic to that point of view. She has not made a committnent but I hope the
public comment period can be extended.
Mrt Clarko: If the time is too short the concept outline becomes the plan.
Dr ALEXANDER: That is right, and people do not get a proper comment period and it runs
a risk of being railroaded through. I am sure that is not the intention.

The second point is that it has been suggested in the literature associated with the release of
the plan that a separate development authority should be established to take the plan forward.
I can understand the logic of having a separate development authority to do this, because a
number of public and private sector actors are involved. The plan needs efficient
administration and implementation, and a single purpose authority with the power to draw
together other public sector agencies and say, 'This is how we want it done now we have the
plan agreed" is probably a sensible idea. However, I want to point out to the House that at
the moment - and I think even the member for Marmion commented on this recently - there
is much debate about the possibility of having a central city authority to replace - or
supplement, shall we say - the Perth City Council planning powers in the central area. As
members know, this is a subject dear to my heart. I mentioned it in my initial speech in the
Parliament over three years ago, and suggested at that point that a joint council-State
authority with public input should be established.
I am not saying I started the discussion; I certainly did not. I took it up from a number of
other people, and since that time a number of other people have come in behind that idea.
The City Vision group and the Western Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry - I
hope that is not the kiss of death for the idea - have also endorsed an idea along these lines
and a number of comments in the Press recently have also supported this concept. I
understand the Government is considering a submission from CityVision, the Chamber of
Commerce and the Institute of Urban Studies at this moment with a view to considering
changing the legislation or changing the planning arrangements for the city. The Deputy
Premier recently pointed out that Perth's planning needs a shot in the arm, and one of the
ways of doing this - though certainly not the only way - might be to set up a new planning
framework. If we are to do that, I do not believe it would be sensible to simultaneously, or
just before that, create a separate development authority to look after a particular part of the
city. I believe the two should and could be integrated so that the East Perth project would
become one part of the charter of this new planning body if it is to be set up; because there
are many other pants of the city - Northbridge, for example, the city centre itself and West
Perth - which need urgent planning attention. I think a new planning authority would be in a
position to set about revitalising not just East Perth, which is very important, but the whole of'
the central city area.
Mir Kierath: Are you plumping for the job yourself?
Dr ALEXANDER: That is the furthest thing from my mind. I think it would be a terrible
job - even more difficult than being the member for Perth. So if the member is thinking of
promising it to me at some time in the future I will say no.
Mr House: After the next election you will be looking for a job.
Dr ALEXANDER: I think the deputy leader of the National Party will be looking for a job.
Perhaps we will have to go into partnership together.
Mr House: That is a real worry!
Dr ALEXANDER: It is a worry to me too, but needs must!
Mlr House: I want to be successful - I do not want to have to drag you around!

Dr ALEXANDER: I was thinkinig the same thing.
Mr House: We might be old school mates but there is a limit!

Dr ALEXANDER: That is true. I was thinking of setting up an alternative planning
consultancy, which probably would not be quite the same alternative path that the deputy
leader of the National Party would take. Perhaps that is a matter for another day.

Finally, I want to comment on the implementation of the East Perth plan from the point of
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view of acquiring land in the area. In acquiring further land I do not favour any further use
of compulsory purchase powers, and in fact the people in the Department of Planning and
Urban Development have recently agreed that in the case of longstanding resident owners,
and perhaps a few others who have a particular attachment to the area, they will not proceed
with the use of compulsory purchase powers. I cited the example of a person who lives in
Constitution Street, East Perth, which is part of the redevelopment area. In 1981 he received
a letter from the Main Roads Department saying that, because the alignment for the proposed
new northern bypass had shifted, that department did not need his property any more. He
was very happy about that, but a couple of years later he received a letter from the
Department of Planning and Urban Development saying, 'Wait a minute, we might actually
require your property for the East Perth project.' He was a bit upset about that, but I am
pleased to announce that just last week he received another letter - and let us hope this one
sticks - which said, "We do not require your property because we recognise that you have a
particular attachment to the area and you do not want to move." His mother is nearly
80 years old and he has been there for 50 or 60 years, as has the family. This illustrates that
in some instances - and this may be a change of view on my part - the compulsory purchase
powers can be misused if they are used to push around small landowners, as I believe has
happened in certain parts of the metropolitan area recently.

Mr Clarko: You couldn't do it with a house right in the middle of the project.

Dr ALEXANDER: He could be very well placed.

Mr Clarko: That has probably happened ever since the Act was introduced.

Dr ALEXANDER: It probably has, but seeing this example has brought that graphically to
my attention and I wouid advocate that no further compulsory purchase powers are used in
that context.

Mr Clarko: The 10 per cent figure is often inadequate.

Dr ALEXANDER: I agree; often the compensation is inadequate. That must be examined
as well, because people suffer dislocation and all sorts of emotional hardship if and when
they have to shift.
Mr Kierath: This is a very pleasant change in attitude from you.

Dr ALEXANDER: When have l ever said anything different?

Mr Kierath: I thought you represented the left wing.

Dr ALEXANDER: The member for Riverton misunderstands the left wing. In fact it is very
people orientated.

Mr Kierath: The member for Fremantle has a quite different view on that.

Dr ALEXANDER: No, he was talking about the heritage legislation, not compulsory
acquisition.
Finally, in disposing of the land as opposed to acquiring it, it is important that certain
conventions are observed so that multiple ownership of large development sites in this area is
not possible, in order to avoid any suggestions that the land would fall into the hands of
particular development companies and that they would have an unfair advantage over others.
The land would be better leased than sold. If it is sold the provision against multiple -

ownership of large sites would be important. The planning authorities have considered some
of these ideas and I look forward to a consideration of these suggestions, along with other
suggestions from the community, for the creation of a great plan for the East Perth area,

MR MENSAROS (Eloreat) [11.40 am]: The overall characteristics of the Budget which
have been heralded by the Government, accepted by the media and understood by the public
can be abbreviated into three central characteristics, The Budget will, firstly, cause
reductions in Government expenditure in real terms, secondly, not increase taxes excessively
and, thirdly, create virtually no increases in total revenue. On the surface the Budget - even
if it only implies this - accepts the policies of this side of the House by calling for smaller
Government and fewer taxes. However, that is only the surface picture. I intend to explore
below the surface and make some, not necessarily critical for 'the sake of being critical,
objective observations. From these I want to point out some lessons which the Government
of the day ought to learn.
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It could not be contradicted that these surface characteristics, that is a reduction in
expenditure and no real increase in tax revenue, have resulted from not a voluntary policy
decision by the Government, but the Government having no oti er chokce. There are several
reasons for this but I identify only three central causes: Firstly, as we all know, the WA Inc
related losses; secondly, the shrinking economic activity - that is, a recession - resulting in
fewer transactions of lesser value and decreasing productivity creating, at worst, a smaller
tax revenue and, at best, the arrest of tax revenue increases; and, thirdly, the
Commonwealth's not contributing to the aggregate revenue of the Budget.

Although the Government did not cause 100 per cent of the conditions for all three
characteristics of the Budget, it cannot deny that it caused the WA Inc losses. It caused them
despite constant and increasing opposition by this side of the House against the actions it
took which were not kept entirely secret. In some cases transactions were ferreted out by the
Opposition which were initially denied by the Government. Therefore, it is the Government
which has caused 100 per cent of the reasons for the lean Budget resulting from the WA Inc
losses.

The reduction in economic activity or recession in Western Australia, however, has not been
caused in coral by the Stare Government; ic can share the blame with the Federal
Government. I say that because previous recessions, as would be known by everybody who
has studied this, have been caused by international economic events which have influenced
our economy. The State and Federal Governments had very little to do with the causes and
were not able to do much to prevent those previous recessions. The present recession,
however, scarred in Australia at a time when there was no slowing down of economic activity
overseas. Indeed, most of the international conditions which influence our economy were in
very good shape. The commodity prices affecting the mining and construction industries
were at a peak. The agricultural industry through reasonable, average produce prices was
also in an acceptable shape. The two main sources of our income, mining and agriculture,
were in a shape which could not have caused any slow down of domestic economic activity.
The tourism industry and other industries which are sources of our income were not
impaired. Therefore, the original reason for the recession was the Federal Government's
management of the economy. The State Government could and should have done much
more to lift our own resource based economy by creating further processing and resource
based acivities-

No-one would argue with the need to take proper environmental measures but if these
measures are taken to the extreme, as has been done in Western Australia, it will be
particularly hard to maintain resource based economic development. These environmental
conditions must take account of economic development. For how long can such an artificial
process continue? I do not doubt that if these environmental measures take complete charge
and development does not occur people will simply starve and they will demand a reversal of
the procedure.

I have stated that the third reason the State Government had no choice but to reduce
expenditure and nor increase taxes was the fall in revenue contributed by the
Commonwealth. The revenue returned from our taxes in the form of Commonwealth grants
traditionally comprised about half of the Budget revenue. The 1982-83 Budget by the
Liberal Government was composed of 49 per cent of Commonwealth grants. In this Budget
it fell to 41 per cent. That, in money terms, amounts to $1 141 million from a total of
$2 335 million. At present only $2 082 million is allocated from a total of $5 072 Million.
However, we have two Governments of the same persuasion in Canberra and Western
Australia and one would have expected that the State Labor Government would have been in
a position to use more persuasion so that the Comnmonwealth's contribution to Budget
revenue would not have sunk from 49 per cent to 41 per cent. The Government for all of
these reasons had to implement some austerity but the question is, did it go far enough and in
the right places?

I maintain chat the Government did not go far enough, although, admittedly, it was fairly
difficult for the Government to go very much further. In the seven Budgets designed by this
Government during its term in office is has incessantly increased expenditure on services far
beyond the proportion of population increase. The last conservative coalition Government
Budget allocated $2 335 million in total expenditure; this year's Budget allocates
$5 072 million. That is an increase - in dollar terms - of 117 per cent. When considering
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the CPI increases, and considering the figures in real terms, the increase is approximately
34 per cent from 1983 to 1990. However, the population in 1983 was 1 363 200 compared
with the present 1 594 700, which is an increase of 17 per cent. So, Goverrnment expenditure
has increased at exactly twice the rate of population growth.
It could be considered a good deed by the Government to have incessantly increased services
to the people; however, the Government has not ensured that corresponding increases in
revenue were obtained. Most of the increases in expenditure should have been directed into
assets through the Capital Works Fund programs rather than wasting it, to some extent, in the
Consolidated Revenue Fund programs. As a result people have become used to the increase
in services, and it is always difficult to reduce the substantial increases without a great outcry
of dissatisfaction. More importantly, the increase in services has not necessarily been in the
areas mn which they would have had the most cost beneficial effects. The increases occurred
in areas which do not provide for future wellbeing or do not give valuable services evenly
throughout the community.

The comparison between the last Liberal Budget and the current Budget is very difficult,
because, almost without exception, the departments and their functions have been shuffled
like a pack of cards over the intervening years. Since 1982-83 some departments have grown
from nothing. Risking the accusation of speaking against a motherhood concept, an example
can be given of the portfolio of the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations - the
responsible Minister is in the Chamber. It is not possible to draw a direct cause and effect
relationship between the activities of the department and the employment figures. When
unemployment was down, the Minister of the day bragged about his achievement. However,
when unemployment is up, as at present, the blame is shifted elsewhere. In 1980 the
unemployment rate was 6.1 per cent; in 1983 the unemployment rate was 10.1 per cent; in
1986 the figure decreased slightly to 8 per cent, and in 1989 the rate was 6.5 per cent - this
was the time that the Minister bragged about the tremendous result and claimed that it was
due to the activities of the Government.

Mr Gordon Hill: Nobody has bragged in that way.

Mr MENSAROS: The Minister should look at the Press releases.

Mr Gordon Hill: We cannot claim credit for that; it was obviously the ability of industry to
soak up unemployment.

Mr MENSAROS: I question the cost of running a department like this. I cannot see the
cause and effect relationship between the activities of the department and the rate of
unemployment.

Mr Gordon Hill: I believe there is a relationship regarding training and with programs such
as Joblink, which actually links skills with skills shortages.
Mr MENSAROS: The Government may increase some skills area -

Mr Gordon Hill: I am talking about existing skills.
Mr MENSAROS: It may be possible to provide jobs to some people, but the overall figures
cannot be increased by the department; it does not foster the economic and business activity.
At the same time the potential income producing departments such as the Department of
Mines, the Department of Agriculture and the Fisheries Department, which promote our
main economic activities, are suffering cuts in this Budget. Yesterday the member for
Nedlands spent some time discussing the closure of a section of the geological survey section
in the Mines Department. I will not repeat the member's comments, but I simply add that
this is a shortsighted policy.

Despite the hard drive by the Government to cut expenses, endless duplication remains; that
is not just with the Commonwealth and State Governments, but also within the State
Government, to gratify the Public Service. For example, it can be said that economic
research sections - these are important activities - can be found in virtually every department.
They can be found in Treasury, in the Department of Regional Development and the North
West, in the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, in the Deparment of
Agriculture and in other departments. These activities can also be found within agencies
pertaining to the various regions of the State; namely, the Geraldton Mid-West Development
Authority, the South West Development Authority and the Great Southern Development
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Authority. Would it not be more cost effective, and produce better results, if the research
units were combined in one area? In that case al] the facilities would be in the one place.

Also, some Government services could easily be privatised and this would be more cost
effective. For instance the State Printing Division is still operating despite the fact that it
farms out some contracts to industry. Private enterprise could have looked after Government
printing in a cheaper manner and with better results. The same applies for cleaning. The
Government still directly employs cleaners for schools, and some other Government
facilities, and this could be done by contracting the job out.

[Leave granted for speech to be continued.]

Debate thus adjourned.

RULINGS BY THE SPEAKER - STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE
COMMISSION

Notice of Motion - Argument Correction
THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Bamnett): Before calling the Leader of the Opposition, I
draw members' attention to mailers which I think are particularly important. Firstly, a point
of order was taken yesterday during the parliamentary sitting in respect of the answers that
were being given to a question relative to this motion. During that time, when ruling on that
point of order, I indicated my concern about the argument being put into the notice of motion
and I utilised this notice of motion as an example of argument being improperly put into
notices of motion. I was incorrect. It is perfectly proper in this circumstance, but only in this
circumstance, to put argument into a notice of motion, because notices of motion that take
action against certain members must, under our Standing Orders, be specific. I apologise to
the Leader of the Opposition for that ruling.

Sub Judice Ruling
The SPEAKER: I am concerned about debate continuing on this notice of motion and the
sub judice ruling. Members will be aware that at least two members of the public are named
in this notice of motion. If I allow the debate to continue on the motion, we may well
transgress sub judice in that those people are to appear in court and certain dates have been
set down for them to appear in court. I do not intend ruling the notice of motion out of order
under the sub judice ruling. I intend to allow it to continue. I ask members to be on their
honouir not to enter into debate which may preclude those two persons from obtaining a fair
and reasonable trial. I cannot be aware of every detail. Therefore, having asked members to
be on their honour not to transgress that ruling, I also ask members of the House for their
support in drawing to my attention at any time what they feel are transgressions on those two
persons' rights for a fair and reasonable trial.

MOTION - DEPUTY PREMIER. HON IAN TAYLOR

Resignation - SGICICESB Investment Decisions

MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [12.04 pm]: Thank you for that
guidance, Mr Speaker. I move -

That this House calls on the Premier to stand down Deputy Premier, Hon Ian Taylor,
in view of -
(a) major discrepancies identified between his statements to the Parliament on

Thursday, 18 October and the facts;
(b) the claims by former senior Government advisers and public servants, Kevin

Edwards and Tony Lloyd, that major investment decisions described by
Mr Taylor as being "unacceptable" had been made contrary to his advice to
the Parliament, in some instances with Cabinet approval and in other cases the
decisions had been taken after consultation and approval by the Premier of the
day, the responsible Minister at times of which he was the Minister and other
Ministers,

and then within one week the Premier to report to the Parliament on -
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(1) which investment decisions subsequently carried our by the State Government
Insurance Commission/Government Employees Superannuation Board were
made by or with the knowledge of the Cabinet;

(2) which investment decisions subsequently carried out by the SGIC/GESB were
taken after approval and consultation or with the knowledge of the Premier of
the day;

(3) which investment decisions subsequently carried out by the SGIC/GESB were
taken after approval or with the knowledge of the responsible Minister;

(4) which investment decisions subsequently carried out by the SGIC/GESB were
taken after approval or with the knowledge of other Ministers;

(5) which investment decisions subsequently carried out by the SGIC/GESB were
taken after advice from Government advisers or public servants purporting to
represent the wishes of any Minister, the Premier or the Government; and

(6) why in each instance these decisions were made.
Last Thursday, the Deputy Premier tabled in Parliament a report by Mr Wyvern Rees, the
Chairman of the State Government Insurance Commission. When tabling that report, he
spoke to the Parliament from a prepared speech. In that docunent, he endorsed the report by
Mr Rees and made several important comments that form the core of the motion today. The
first of those is as follows -

Mr Speaker, as the Premier said in her ministerial statement on the McCusker report
there was a lack of prudence and proper scrutiny by the Government and its statutory
authorities in conmnitting funds to Rorhwefls.

I will expand on that point as I go through my speech. It is astounding that the Deputy
Premier would try to refer to the Government in that way as some other body or group of
people that were to blame for these mtiistakes. H~e referred to the Government as something
that had no responsibility to this House or the Parliament for that affair. He referred to the
Government as involving people who were no longer here. I remind the Deputy Premier that
13 of the Ministers who-were Ministers at that time and who made those decisions still sit in
this Parliament. 1 also remind the Premier and the Deputy Premier of what would have
happened in the companies area if those Ministers had been directors of corporations. Do
they think that one of the directors would have said, "All of those people were to blame, but
not me; I was on the board, but it is not my fault"? That is not the way that corporate law
works or the way our Westminster system of Parliament works.
When the Deputy Premier says: "There was a lack of prudence and proper scrutiny by the
Government and its statutory authorities", we must remember that chat reference was made
about the Government that sirs in this Parliament today. I remind the Deputy Premier also of
the comments made by the former Premier, Peter Dowding, in his media statement on
3 November. It was a fateful media statement because it was the one. that began - we can all
have a laugh at it now

The Western Australian Government has refused to take part in a further rescue of
Rothweils merchant bank.

Mr Blaikie: He was dead set serious.
Mr MacKINNON: He was, and he was supported by every member opposite including the
Deputy Premier.
What did the formner Prem-ier say when talking about the SGIC's investments in Rothwells?
He said -

The bulk of the SGIC's investments had been in place since January this year when
the Government guarantee facility was in place and were not part of any recent
.rescue' plan.
The Premier said the SGIC's investments were taken with the full knowledge of the
Government.

That was a very important statement for the Premier of the day to make. They were
undertaken with the full knowledge of the 13 Ministers still sitting in the Parliament today.
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It was with the full knowledge of the Minister at die time who was the deputy to the Premier
in the Treasury portfolio.

Mr Taylor: What date was the announcement made?

Mr MacKINNON: On 3 November 1988. 1 remind members that published in the front of
Hansard at the time is the Dowding Ministry from 25 Febmuary 1988; Hon Ian Frederick
Taylor is recorded as the Minister assisting the Treasurer. Not only did the Premier of the
day say that the SGIC investments were made with the full knowledge of the Government,
but also the Deputy Premier was, in fact, the Minister assisting the Treasurer at that time. I
ask members to tell me whether they recall any statement by the Deputy Premier disagreeing
with the statements made by the Government at that time. Do they understand that the
Deputy Premier in his capacity then as Minister assisting the Treasurer had some
responsibilities in that portfolio? We should ask questions in relation to this period of tint
and his role as assistant to the Treasurer. What briefings was he given with respect to the
State Government Insurance Commission and Rorhwells?

Mr Taylor: I will tell you exactly what I have to say when I am on my feet,

My MacKR*NNON: My predictions have been pretty accurate in this Parliament in the past
few years, and 1 predict that the Deputy Premier will not explain to this Parliament, as he
should, exactly what briefings he was given, when and by whom. What discussions did the
Deputy Premier have with Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards during this period? That is a very
important point. This member of the Government at all times knew - in the words of the
former Premier - what was going on in respect of this affair and, secondly, he was the
assistant to the Treasurer. At the time he had prime responsibility, as I have said before
outside the House, since he was acting in that job while the Premier was not here.

I now turn to Messrs Lloyd and Edwards, and I can assure members that I will say nothing
that will prevent them from getting a fair trial. We should ask ourselves why Tony Lloyd
and Kevin Edwards made a Press statement last Friday. It was because the Deputy Premier,
on behalf of his Government1 tried to give the impression, as the ABC news report said this
morning, that all the problemns of the SGIC were the fault of Messrs Edwards and Lloyd-
That is exactly what the Deputy Prem-ier endeavoured to achieve last week. What did
Messrs Lloyd and Edwards do in response? Those members who are interjecting should ask
themselves why Messrs Lloyd and Edwards made the Press statement in the first place. The
report included the following -

Mr Taylor, on at least one occasion, and other Ministers of the current governme~nt,
participated in those decisions in the knowledge that the vehicle for investments
would be the SGIC.

In response to the interjection that it was because of bad media reporting, I obtained a copy
of the release by Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd to determine whether that was the case. [ will
read from the Press statement -

Mr Taylor, on at least one occasion, and other Ministers of the current government.
participated in those decisions in the knowledge that the vehicle for investments.
would be the SGIC.

That is word for word, and it demonstrates that Government members should not shoot the
messenger but should listen to the message. The message clearly was that they participated
in those decisions in the knowledge that the vehicle for these investments would be the
SCIC. The vehicle for what investments? If the Deputy Premier's only answer will be that it
does not state that, I remind him that the statement by Messrs Lloyd and Edwards and his
statement last week were all about Rothwells. Therefore, what else could they be talking
about? The vehicle into Rothwells for which money? Is it Spedleys, the SGIC, Bell, Bond,
the Government, Treasury or Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd? I could go on. What vehicle
were Edwards and Lloyd referring to? The Press statement said -

Mr Taylor, on at least one occasion....

Which occasion? The Deputy Premier last week made a speech and a report by Mr Rees was
tabled. Was Mr Taylor's name mentioned in the Rees report or in his own statement to the
Parliament? I will demonstrate that the Deputy Premier, Mr Taylor, was involved in much
more than those decisions. I ask the Government to tell us which occasion is referred to.
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Mr Pearce: You tell us.

Mr MacKINNON: The Leader of the House can perhaps answer another question for me.
Again, this statement was probably the most important statement made since the beginning
of the WA Inc fiasco. It was the first time that people directly involved indicated who was
involved and why. I repeat the first part of the Press release -

Mr Taylor, on at least one occasion, and other Ministers of the current
government ...

Who does that exclude? It excludes former Premier Burke, former Premider Dowding, former
Deputy Premier Parker, the member for Eyre, Mr Grill, and the Deputy Premier. It talks
about other Ministers in the plural; which Ministers?

Mr Pearce: I do not know.

Mr MacKINNON: Is the Leader of the House one of those Ministers?

Mr Pearce: How would I know?

Mr MacKINNON: Is the Premier one of them? Is the Minister for Mines one of them?

Mr Pearce: Ask Lloyd and Edwards, they made the statement.

Mr MacKINNON: Was lion J.M. Berinson one of them? He probably was. What is the
answer from the Government? I do not think Government members read the editorial in The
West Australian today or the editorial in the Kalgoorlie Miner.
Mr Taylor: I did read that editorial. It will be very good for me at the next election because
it said what a good job I am doing in Kalgoorlie. I was very pleased to read it.

Mr MacKINNON: It did say that and, therefore, if the Deputy Premier accepts that, he
should acknowledge the truth of the rest of the comments. He should acknowledge what I
have just said and the statement made by Messrs Lloyd and Edwards that other Ministers of
the current Government were involved in those decisions. Members opposite sit on the
Government benches and ask who those Ministers were. Lloyd and Edwards made the claim
and yet Government members 'are asking me who those people were. I believe the
Government has a very significant responsibility to answer that question. Who were the
Ministers and what decisions did they make?

Mr Pearce: It is not the Government's statement.

Mr MacKINNON: Finally, that shows why the editorial in The West Australian today was
spot on, and if the Government continues to take this attitude its rating in the opinion polls
will go below the record 22 per cent at which it currently stands. The statement by Lloyd
and Edwards said -

... other Ministers of the current government participated in those decisions in the
knowledge that the vehicle for investments..

Which investments?

Mr Pearce: Ask them.

Mr MacKINqNON: It can be seen that the Government does not want to answer those
questions and why it does niot want to do so. It will- not say who the Mintisters were; it -could-
give that information but it will not. The Government will not tell us which investments
were involved and to what they referred. The Deputy Premier will not tell us to which
decisions Messrs Edwards and Lloyd referred and neither will he indicate to the Parliamnent
his involvement in terms of advice to the -SGIC during his time as Minister assisting the
Treasurer.

Several Government members interjected.
Mr MacKINNON: The interjections we have heard today from members opposite are
exactly the same as the interjections I must have heard in this place about 50 times, because
every time we debate this issue we have the same sorts of interjections. I remind members
opposite of what has happened from the beginning of this debate until today. The
Government's standing has continued to decline. The truth has slowly but surely been
extracted from the Government, not because it wanted to disclose it but because it had to. If
members opposite want to continue with that attitude, so be it, but I remind them that if they
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do, they will be hoist wirh their own petard. They have made their bed and they can lie in it,
just as the editorial in today's The West Australian said.

The Deputy Premier said on page 4 of his statement about the Rees report, bearing in mind it
was a report which he endorsed -

Several Government members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: Does the Deputy Premier deny thar he endorsed that report? It is
interesting chat the man who stood here last Thursday and so proudly defended the Rees
report will now not even claim to support the Rees report.

Mr Taylor: Who said that?

Mr MacK~iNNON: Does the Deputy Premnier support the Rees report?

Mr Taylor: Listen to what I will say when I get up.

Mr MacKINNON: Does the Deputy Premier support the Rees report? We have just pointed
out that the Deputy Premier now knows that the Rees report - the report which he tabled here
last week but now will not even support - is fatally flawed.

Ms Taylor: I did not say a thing about not supporting it.

Ms MacKJNNON: So the Deputy Premier does support it?

Ms Taylor: Do not put words in my mouth.

Ms MacKIN4NON: The Deputy Premier will not support it, and I believe for very good
reason. The Deputy Premier said last week about the Rees report that -

The report points out that major investments were introduced to the State
Government Insurance Commission by commissioners who were senior Government
officers. The report also says the board then made decisions based on information
which included independent valuations of the proposed investment and outside advice
on its validity.

The Rees report said that -

The major investments made berween October 1987 and May 1988 were introduced
to the State Government Insurance Comidssion by a Commissioner, usually
Mr. Kevin Edwards or Ms. Tony Lloyd.

The Deputy Premier fully endorsed chat statement last week but now refuses to endorse it;
and little wander.
Page 1 of the Rees report, which was endorsed by the Deputy Premier, lists the investment
activities and financial transactions which have been the subject of much scrutiny, and I will
go through them one by one. The first investment is the purchase of property from
L.R. Connell on 23 October 1987. Let us remember the test which is to be applied, as stated
in the Rees report -

The major investments made between October 1987 and May 1988 were introduced
to the State Government Insurance Comnission by a Commissioner, usually
Ms. Kevin Edwards or Mr. Tony Lloyd. The investment proposals were subsequently
presented to the Board which then made decisions based on the information presented
to it. This information included independent valuations of the proposed investment
and outside advice on its validity. The Minister was kept informed by the Board of
major investment decisions and in one case ministerial direction was sought by the
Board before proceeding.

Ms Pearce: Which case was that?

Mr MacKINNON: If the Leader of the House listens he may find out, Let us see what
Mr McCusker said about the purchase of property from L.R. Connell on 23 October 1987.
Was that investment introduced by somebody else? Were decisions made by the board?
Were valuations obtained? Mr MeCusker reports that on or about 23 October 1987
Mr Connell contacted the then Premier, Ms Brian Burke, to request assistance in assuring the
immediate sale of L.R. Connell and Partners' 50 per cent interest in the Midtown Property
Trust to the SGJC, which had a beneficial interest in the Midtown Property Trust, which
owned the Central Park development, formerly the David Jones site, and the Perth Technical
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School site, and which were held equally by L.R. Connell and Partners and Bond
Corporation. Subsequent negotiations were probably held with Mr Tony Lloyd. On
23 October 1987, the sae of Midtown was made to the SGIC for $30 million. The SGIC
paid $30 million by R & I Bank cheque into the L. Musca and Co trust account.

That indicates, firstly, that the day before the weekend rescue of RothweUs, the SOIC
supported Mr Connell and Rothwells through this transaction; secondly, that Mr Burke
introduced this deal to the SGIC; and, thirdly, that no independent valuation was made
because the transaction took place on the same day. Finally, the board did not sit down and
assess seriously the investment of $30 million made on that day.

Mr Pearce: What profit was made on the deal?

Mr MacKINNON: The defence that a profit was made on the deal is irrelevant because the
point made by the Deputy Premier last week and by Mr Rees was that the major investments
were all introduced by two people, supposedly acting without the direction or knowledge of
the Government. Connell contacted Burke first, and it was Burke who ensured that the deals
went through.

Mr Pearce: What is your evidence for that?

Mr MacKINNON: That is a fact. Members opposite can interject all they like but
Mr McCusker points out quite clearly who he believes was involved in the deal; that is,
former Premier Brian Burke. As I have said many times, how many times have the Premier
or the Deputy Premier, or any members opposite, bought a house and settled for it on the
same day without getting a valuation? The second deal which was claimed to be a major
investment introduced to the SGIC by a commissioner, usually Kevin Edwards or Tony
Lloyd, was the purchase on 13 November 1987 of properties from Bell Group. The third
deal was the purchase on 18 November of 2.5 per cent of BHIP from Bell Resources. I turn
for evidence of that to the book Burkie.

Mr Pearce interjected.

Mr MacKIN4NON: Does the Leader of the House not think that was an authoritative
account?

Mr Pearce: I like John Hamilton but I think that was a very shallow and superficial account
of those years, and I said so publicly at the time.

Mr MacKINNON: First, the Deputy Premier would not endorse Mr Rees, and now the man
who tried to stand behind Brian Burke at the time has shown that the Government is prepared
to ditch Brian Burke. It certainly decided to ditch David Parker. He was on the
Government's disposal list, there is no doubt about it, and I do not doubt either that
Mr Edwards is on the same list. The Goverrnent has some sympathy for Mr Lloyd, and will
probably try to do something to salvage his career, but Mr Burke and Mr Parker were on the
disposal list.

Let us look at what was said in Burkie. We must remember that Mr Hamilton said when he
wrote this book he was very grateful to Mr Burke for letting him use his files and
cooperating with him over six months to enable him to get the facts. Page 210 of Burkie
begins -

On 11I November, with rumnours eddying around. the city that Mr Robert- Holmes.
a Court's Bell Group was in serious financial trouble, Burke had instructed his
Minister for Minerals and Energy, David Parker, to ring the tycoon.

Parker had a long association with Holmes a Court which began soon after the _young
- union official's election to Parliament in 1980.

It goes on to tell how that occurred. It then says -

Parker reached Holmes a Court in Melbourne. The Minister told what happened
next:

These are David Parker's own words. Members opposite will probably now try to discredit
David Parker, the man they stood behind and supported for many years. To continue -

I asked him how he was going. He said that he thought that inherently he was
very strong with a strong asset base, but that he was under tremendous
pressure because of the share market collapse.
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I will bet he was! It goes on -
..I knew the SQIC was interested in acquiring properties with good tenants

and I asked him if he would be interested in talking to the SGIC. He said
'yes' and he was anxious for a quick start, because I think he wanted to
demonstrate to the banks that he could raise money quickly when he needed
it. So I got in touch that night with the SOIC people and suggested that they
talk to the Bell people here in Perth the next morning.

Mr Pearce: Which SOIC people did he talk to?

Mr MacKINNON: Who was it, therefore, who introduced the biggest deal - worth
$491 million - in a couple of days? It was Brian Burke, instructing the then Deputy Premier,
David Parker, who then said to the SGIC, "You had better start talling.

Mr Taylor: That is not what it said at all.

Mr MacKINNON: I will continue to quote -

They did, and when the Bell people came to meet them they said we'd not
only like to sell you the Forrest Centre but all these other properties. They
negotiated over the next couple of days and came up with what I thought was
a very good commercial arrangement. During the course of that Holmes
a Court also said he was looking for a quick sale of his BHP shares because he
had reached the limit he was allowed.

Several members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: Might I add that I sincerely hope that when members opposite are
speaking I will have the same liberty to interject as they are getting now. [ will continue to
quote -

Parker said that although the SGIC initially was nervous about the BHP investment,
outside advice from an independent Sydney investment bank helped to alleviate their
concern. After two Cabinet meetings at which the issue was analysed, -

I ask the Deputy Premier whether this is his well-known involvement which he was talking
about.
Mr Taylor: It is on the record.

The SPEAKER: Order! I was going to respond immediately to the suggestion by the Leader
of the Opposition regarding interjections but I thought that perhaps I had better give it a little
extra thought before responding, because it is fairly important. I will be endeavouring to
give the Leader of the Opposition the same liberty to interject, but I cannot promise him the
same liberty because it is not his character that is being besmirched. I believe that there are
occasions in this place when I ought to allow a few more interjections than normal, and this
is one of those occasions. I do not believe it is fair, right or proper of me to preclude a
member or members on one side of the House from responding by way of interjection when
it is their characters and their jobs which are on the line.
Mr MacKJNNON: I will continue to quote -

- the Government allowed the commission to proceed with negotiations over the
share purchase, subject to certain price constraints.

Let us look now at the tests applied. Who introduced the deal to the SGIC? On his own
admission, the former Deputy Premier. It was worth $491 million, and members should
remember what we have heard: The major investments made between October 1987 and
May 1988 were introduced to the SOIC by a commissioner, usually Edwards or Lloyd.

Again, the Deputy Premier supported that last week, but will not support it this week and he -

Mr Taylor: What do you mean, "will not"?

Mr MacKINNON: - now tries to say that a verbatim comment by David Parker admitting he
was the person introducing the deal to the SCIC at the request of former Premier Brian Burke
is somehow wrong. Was there an independent valuation? Bearing in mind that we are
talking about $206 million worth of real estate, the phone call to Holmes a Court was made
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ont 11 November, the deal with the Holmes a Court organisation was confirmed and signed
on Friday, 13 November but the valuation in fact came later to confinn. The shares were
discussed at two Cabinet meetings - the shares; but not the property. Perhaps that is what
Deputy Premier Taylor was talking about. He said last week is involvement was well
known, but he wrnl not tell us which deal his well known involvement was connected with.
Perhaps it was this one, where he was at those two Cabinet meetings. He was at other
Cabinet meetings, as I will explain later, with respect to other share purchases too. So
perhaps it was that one he was talking about, where his involvement was well known.
The other interesting point is that one of the conditions of this deal which was discussed at
two Cabinet meetings. - the share deal, not the property deal - was that $50 million went to
Rothwells. Was that discussed in Cabinet?

My Taylor: I will be quite happy to answer when I stand up.

Mr MacKINNON: I am amazed that the Deputy Premier came in here last week, when all
this information was on the public record, most of it tabled in another place -

Mr Taylor: That is exactly what I said last week; it is on the public record.

Mr MacKIIN4NON: It was forced out of members opposite again.

A precondition of the deals going forward was that out of the $491I million paid by the SQIC,
$50 million was going to find its way into Rothwells by the shortest possible route. We have
been given evidence that on 13 November $ 100 million was paid by the SOEC to Bell Group
as a down payment for the properties. That was the evidence given. It was a condition of the
sale agreement signed on 13 November that the $100 million would be paid that day. We
will see what happens with that in a minute. It is very interesting indeed. We have a copy of
the Authorisation For Payment form which notes the $ 100 million transaction. It is properly
approved and noted that the payee is Bell Group Limited, and that it is for an investment in
property.

We have been given evidence that on 16 November $56 768 813.70 - let us say $57 million
roughly - was paid to Bell Resources as a down payment for the shares. It was a condition of
the sale agreement signed on 16 November that that money, the $57 million, would be paid
before 5.00 pm that day. They signed it on 16 November and paid the money on the same
day. We have a copy of the Authorisation For Payment form which notes the $57 million
transaction. It is properly approved, but instead of the payment going to the payee -
presumably Bell Resources - which is where the other cheque for $100 million went, it goes
to an "adrnin payee" - that is the tidle on the SGIC form - the R & I Bank, though it is noted
that it is for the purchase of the BHP shares.

Why is the second transaction different from the first? Why does Bell Resources not simply
get the $57 million? The answer is simple: That $57 mnillion cheque was broken into two
pieces: The first, for the roughly $7 million, went to Bell Resources; the second went to
Rothwells on the same day - that is, 16 November.

Now it gets interesting. The $57 million cheque - that is, the one for the shares that was
negotiated after the property, so-called - is cheque No 25995, and let us call it cheque No 5
for the purposes of this debate; and the $ 100 million cheque, which was supposedly written
three days earlier, is cheque number 25998,. three cheques later, yet supposedly the deal was
done earlier. Further, the $56 miflion-odd transaction, the second deal - that is, the share
deal - is entered into general ledger No 503, and the $ 100 million transaction is entered into
general ledger No 707. That is rather perplexing, is it not? What does that suggest?
Mr Pearce. -Are these cheques. dated?

Mr& MacKfNNON: Quite clearly, what happened was that the SOIC had seen to it that the
$50 million out of Bell Resources was pocketed safely in Rothwells before the $ 100 million
was released to Bell Group. It is as simple as that. The SGIC did all of that, but did it do it
off its own bat? Was that what was discussed at the Cabinet meetings? There were two
Cabinet meetings to discuss the share deal and none to discuss the property deal, and we find
with respect to these vouchers that the $100 million, dated 13 November on the sheet I have
here, appears in the ledger later than the cheque made out on 16 November, and the cheque
number, of course, was the same.

Mr Lewis: And the deals were not related!
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I Taylor: And they were not discussed in Cabinet.

Mr MacKINTNON: We now hear, by way of interjection, that it was not discussed in
Cabinet: Then why did the SCIC take that action? Was it because Lloyd and Edwards asked
them to?

Mr Pearce: It was not discussed in Cabinet, which is what you allege!

Mr MacKINNON: Did the Minister know?

Mr Pearce: It was not discussed with us as Ministers.

Mx MacKINNON: The State Government Insurance Commission knew, and yet we are
expected to believe no Governiment direction was made.

Mr Pearce: It was not their money!

Mr MacKINNON: The first three investments to which I have referred total $500 million or
more, but the claim by the Deputy Premider last week and by Mr Rees in his report was totally
and demonstrably wrong. It was not true.

I cannot expand on the fourth investment, the exchange of properties between Bond
Corporation and the SQIC on 24 December. Perhaps the Ministers are correct. Let us
assume they are. The fifth investment, the sale of the property to Consolidated Press and
Tipperary Developments on 20 March 1988, was referred to in The West Australian of
24 August by Mr Hilton, a former director of Rothwells. He was quoted as follows -

I became aware of Tipperary having placed a deposit wit Rothwells, which as far as
I was concerned was something connected with a transaction involving the
Government in some sale of property.

The sale of that property was contingent upon $50 million going to Rothwells from the
Packer-Anderson group, backed by the 32 000 square metre underwriting from the SGIC for
the property to be developed. Is this matter unrelated? Did Lloyd and Edwards do that deal
or was the transaction Government-inspired?

The sixth investment was the purchase of 20 per cent of Bell Group on 29 April 1988. In
respect of that matter it is clear, as has been pointed out in this House previously, that deal
did involve many people in Governiment including Messrs Dowding and Berinson.
Mr Berinson has confirned his own involvement.

Mr Taylor: Again, that is on the public record-

Mr MacKINNON: Yes. Mr Beninson confirmed being consulted about the matter.

Mr Pearce: He was consulted about the valuation, nothing else.

Mr MacKJNNON: A Cabinet meeting was held on 26 April, the day after Anzac Day, and
the day after Mr Berinson was consulted on the issue. In attendance were Berinson,
Dowding, Taylor, Lawrence, Grill, Parker, Hallahan, Carr, Pearce, Hodge, Wilson, Beggs,
Troy, Bridge, Hill, Edwards and Henderson. The meeting was held to approve the purchase
of those shares.

Mr Taylor: It was not.

Mr Pearce: That has been denied by a number of Ministers in this place, including me.

Mr MacKIN4NON: Was it discussed at the meeting?

Mr Pearce: There was no approval.

Several members interjected.

Mr MacKIN4NON: Is it not amazing, Mr Speaker? The meeting was on 25 April, Cabinet
met on 26 April, and the deal was approved that day by the Government for the 20 per cent
purchase of Bell Group shares. We know that the Government was acting in collusion with
Bond; subsequently, because of pressure by the National Companies and Securities
Commission, a further deal was done. The seventh deal related to the Bell Group share
indeminity with Bond Corporation on 3 June.

As a consequence, let us consider "The 7.30 Report" transcript of 30 September. It reads -

But another thing happened just as the NCSC was about to produce its findings on its
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investigations. There was a late night meeting at Laurie Cannel's office. Present
were Tony Oates and other Bond representatives, Julian Grill, Solicitors for Connell
and Rothwells, and by phone contact from Melbourne - Peter Beckwith. That night
Bond lent $100 million to Rothwells. According to Bond it was persuaded to do so
by the Government. So what persuasive power did the Government have.

It was more likely the incentive was the deal struck with the SOIC - a deal which
meant the SCIC wouldn't demand a full payout for its shares from Bond
imrmediately. As long as there was an undertaking that Bond would, at a later date,
pay the SG0K the full price $2.70 a share, which incidentally is a moot point whether
there was legally binding undertaking to pay out the SCIC - then Bond would put
$ 100 million into Rothwells.

That was the beginning of the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal. It is interesting that
deal was not mentioned in the report. I wonder why! Why was the $100 million
Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal done? Was that arrangement introduced to the SGIC
by a non-Government person? Julian Grill was at the meeting representing the Government.
The property deals I have numbered one, two, three, five, six and seven were introduced to
the SOIC by the Government.

We now trnm to the variation to The Bell Group shame indemnity with Bond Corporation,
deposits in Spedley Securities Ltd, Rothwells, and PICL, between December 1987 and April
1989. Does the Government deny it worked in this way with Spedleys, Rothwells, and
Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd, and that it directed these deals? All these deals were
directed by the Government. I do not know about the sale of Bell Group shares in April
1990.
Mr Taylor: No, it did not. I happen to be the Minister responsible at the time. I know full
well that was not the case.

Mr MacKINNON: Eight of the 11 deals were directed by the Government. Is it not
interesting that no reference is made to the meeting in respect of the share indemnity and to
Mr Grill? Was that because he is the mate of the Deputy Premier?

Mr Taylor: How can you possibly suggest that that can be the case?

Mr MacKINNON: Why was not Mr Grill involved? Perhaps because he is a mate of
Mr Taylor; Mr Grill is still here and he is an embarrassment to the Government. Two
transactions actually begun or concluded in that time firame were the Bell convertible notes
and the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal. Would the Deputy Premier agree that the
Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal was put to the SGIC and that it was involved at the
request of the Government? Does the Deputy Premier say that Lloyd and Edwards were
behind that?

Mr Taylor: The Leader of the Opposition should read the report; he will find a comment
about the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd matter.

Mr MacKINNON: Was it at the direction of Lloyd and Edwards?

Mr Taylor: Read the report.

Mr Pearce: Nothing was done at the direction of Lloyd and Edwards.

Mr MacKINNON: Nothing?

Mr Pearce: You should read the Rees report.

Mr MacKINNON: Mr Rees said the, board took action after having been. introduced to -the
deals.

Several members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: I have already shown that in many of those cases the deals were not
introduced by Lloyd and Edwards.
Mr Pearce: To the board!

Mr MacKINNON: I could go on about the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal, about the
desperate transactions and the gifts involved, and so on. The facts demonstrate that Lloyd
and Edwards were not involved; as they stated in their Press statement, they were acting in a
A7014165
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manner well documented and on behalf of the Government. The decisions were Government
decisions.
The Deputy Premier, in his statement, went on to say -

..the report points to unacceptable involvement in the SOIC's investment processes
by those in Government who were concerned with the SCIC at the time.

He does not say who in Government he was talking about. Perhaps today the Deputy
Premier will tell us who were the people in Government he was talking about. I return to the
earlier comment where Uloyd and Edwards indicated many people in Government were
involved with the SOIC. They do not include the people we were led to believe last week
were involved - Lloyd, Edwards, Burke and Parker. Messrs Lloyd and Edwards say other
people were involved, including Mr Taylor - and he has not told us which well-known deals
he was involved in. I assume it was the Hell shares purchase in November 1987. He has not
stated whether he was involved in anything else. Who were the other Ministers involved?

The Premier denied the comments which were reported in The West Australian, that serious
questions needed to be answered about the role of former Cabinet Ministers and advisers in
the State Government Insurance Commission's loss making deals. I am disappointed that
she denied that because I agree with the comments. Serious questions do need to be
answered. We will not get those answers by referring this report to the Auditor General or
the Solicitor General. That is a totally irresponsible action. The Auditor General's job is to
look at the Government's financial and performance operations, not to examine a report
drafted by the man involved asking him to check the veracity of comments in the report.
Will the Auditor General be able, or allowed, to question the Premier and Deputy Premier
about which Ministers were involved in the decisions?

Mr Taylor: He can do what he likes.
Mr MacKINNON: Is that within his purview? It is not, and it should not be. It should
properly be the purview of a proper inquiry, a Royal Commission, which would enable all
the facts to come out. It would enable us to find out whether Messrs Lloyd and Edwards are
right and that other Ministers were involved; what their roles were; whether we have seen the
truth about who was involved in providing the information and the direction to the SGIC to
act as it did. The SGIC acted hurriedly using taxpayers' funds and in due course it lost those
taxpayers' funds. The Deputy Premier should read the editorial of The Kalgoorlie Miner.
The member for Applecross will indicate some other major areas of concern that the
Opposition has about the report. One concern is the discrepancies between the report of
Mr Rees and information that is on the public record. One of those discrepancies was
referred to in The West Australian today, but that is not the only discrepancy. Major
discrepancies exist in information that has previously been given as fact to this Parliament by
Ministers and others. The Rees report totally contradicts those facts. I argue strongly that it
is not good enough for the Government to have Mr Rees, an officer involved directly in the
matter, prepare a report and then ask the Auditor General to assess it. We should have a full
and open inquiry into the affair because Mr Rees' report only touches the tip of the iceberg
with respect to the SGIC and matters about which the public are concerned. He has not
answered the questions that should be answered.
The Government can continue, if it wishes, to make the inane comments that it has made
again today - that there is no need for an inquiry and that the Auditor General can assess
whether the Rees report is accurate or otherwise. The issues surrounding the affairs of the
SGIC, Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd, Rothwells. Spedley Securities Ltd, Bond
Corporation and The Bell Group are much more complicated than dhe information we have
received to date. Many more people are involved than the Government is prepared to admit
today. I said at the outset of my remarks that these matters involve 13 Ministers who are
sitting on the other side of the House today. Those 13 people have a vested interest in hiding
the truth, and not in disclosing the truth. I will quote from The Kalgoorlie Miner which did
say that Mr Taylor had done a good job for that community as a member of Parliament. He
should be proud of the paper's comment - whether it is true or not.
Several Government members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: If Mr Taylor believes the first half of the editorial surely he must give
credence to the second part which states -
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Only a full and frank judicial inquiry into WA Inc. is going to Clear the air. All WA
taxpayers, who are now paying for the State Government's involvement in business, -

Ask the people in hospitals in country areas or the school at Cannel.

- have a right to know exactly what went wrong and who is to blame.

Goldfields electors have a right to know the roles of Mr Grill and Mr Taylor.
As I explained today in Parliament Mr Grill had a role. The editorial continues -

Mr Taylor chose an unusual forum, the Communicator of the Year presentation last
weekend, to attack the Press and the electronic media.

He said the media has an obligation to get things right .. , to tell the truth. He is
right.

And the same onus rests wit the State Government.

The State Govemnment has an obligation to get things right and an obligation to tell the truth.

Sitting suspended from 1 .00 to 2 .00 pm
MR LEWIS (Applecross) (2.02 pm]: I formally second the motion. From the outset I
advise members that this motion is yet another chapter in the continuing imbroglio of
WA Inc. It is the albatross which wilt continue to haunt this Government until it decides to
hold a comprehensive and independent inquiry into the affairs of WA Inc and all that has
been revealed since the McCusker report was introduced into this Parliament eight weeks
ago.

Mr Pearce: As Minister for the Environment I will not let that slur on the albatross go
unchallenged.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member should be given the opportunity to start his comments.

Mr LEWIS: It has resulted in another motion in a raft of motions which have been moved by
the Opposition, week after week-

Mr Pearce: It is a sinking raft too.

Mr LEWIS: The Leader of the House is on it and he is sinkcing. How appropriate! The
Opposition has brought revelation after revelation into this Parliament and the Government
will still not accept that an inquiry is necessary.

Mr Pearce: Did you write this speech yourself'?

Mr LEWIS: The Leader of the H ouse can be a s personal as he likes, and he can try co put me
down as much as he likes, but he will not stop me from having my say. He should listen to
what I amn saying and he should grin and bear it.

What does the Opposition and the public of Western Australia have to do to make this
Government see the light?
Mr Pearce: Let me give you some advice from Shakespeare, "More matter, less art".

Mr LEWIS: Sure. It is time the Government accepted what is said in the editorial in this
morning's The West Auseralian. It can no longer hide behind McCusker for the extraordinary
deals which were done time after time. Questions have to be answered and who will own up
to them? Why were those actions taken? Was bribery involved in them?

Mr Pearce: What evidence do you have?

Mr LEWILS: Is that a legitimnate question?

Mr Pearce: No, it is not. What evidence do you have?

Mr LEWIS: Was bribery involved or are Government members too frightened to have an
inquiry in case it is found out that people have been bribed?

Point of Order
Mr PEARCE: Mr Speaker, the Government appreciates the fairness with which you ruled at
the start of this debate and the broad ambit which you have given members on their honour
to avoid making claims which could reflect on people who may be before the courts. The
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member for Applecross has now shouted the word "bribery" across this House and is making
allegations of bribery. It is going beyond what a member should do, on his honour, under
those circumstances and as he has not produced one skerrick of evidence for that
proposition -

Mr Watt: He has not made any accusations; he has simpiy asked a question.

Mr PEARCE: I am happy to leave ic to you, Mr Speaker, to rule on the matter and to not call
on the services of the member for Albany. It seems that the member for Applecross has
already overstepped the bounds of what is reasonable in this debate with a claim, made
without any evidence at all, of bribery.

Mr CLARKO: As I recall it, Mr Speaker, my colleague, the member for Applecross posed
the question, "Was bribery involved?" As far as I could gather he did not directly attribute
bribery to anyone.

The SPEAKER: That was my understanding of it also. While I am not happy with that
method of attack, I cannot find a Standing Order that would allow me to rule that what the
member said was improper and should be withdrawn. I would rather that sont of innuendo
was not utilised in any debates. in particular this type of debate.

Debate Resumed

Mr LEWIS: Thank you, Mr Speaker. The point I am making is that it is a legitimate
question which should be asked. The Government refuses to have an inquiry. What are
Government members afraid of? Are they afraid of an inquiry revealing that some of them
have had their fingers in the till?

Mr Taylor: What a disgrace.

Several members interjected.

Mr LEWIS: Why will the Government not have an inquiry?

Mr Pearce: We have had inquiry after inquiry. If you have something to say, say it to the
Parliament - give us a fact or two instead of making that kind of allegation or innuendo. It is
disgraceful.

Mr LEWIS: It is not disgraceful and it is a legitimate question which my colleagues, the
public, and [ ask this Government. It has been suggested by the Government that if anyone
has any allegations they should be referred to the appropriate authorities. Who or what are
the appropriate authorities? Are they the Government, the Auditor General or the Solicitor
General?

Mr Pearce: There is the Solicitor General, the Auditor General, the Official Corruption
Commission, the police and the Corporate Affairs Department.

Mr LEWIS: Who will carry out the investigation?

Mr Pearce: The appropriate authority.

Mr LEWIS: Who will put together the comprehensive matrix of all the rot in which this
Government has been involved.

Mr Pearce: "Appropriate" means those authorities which have responsibilities for various
sonts of things. The allegation will be referred to the authority which will deal with the
allegation you want to make. We would expect the relevant authority to be given evidence.

Mr LEWIS: Evidence after evidence has been given and this Government will not accept it.
There has been a continuing prelude in the saga, sequence after sequence, and it is a
production which is bigger than Ben Hur. The Government cannot accept that people want
to know what happened. Does the Govemrment not understand that?

Mr Pearce: You tell us what happened.
Mr LEWIS: Three questions have to be answered. First, who was responsible and will
anyone own up?

Mr Pearce: Will anyone? There is no-one here.

Mr LEWIS: We have noticed that. Why were such incredible deals done involving about
$1 billion ftom the Government agencies of this State? Will those responsible for those
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decisions be brought to justice? These questions must be answered. Was Burke involved?
Was it Dowding, Parker, Grill, or any of those who resigned because of the shame they
brought on this Parliament and this Government? Was it Rees or Rolston? Were these the
people to blame?

Mr Pearce: For what?

Mr LEWIS: For what has happened. Was it Parker, Edwards and Lloyd as accused by the
Deputy Premier? They have denied it. Was it Connell, who might have had something on
certain people in Government? Was he responsible for what has happened? Who directed
Ministers to direct Edwards and Lloyd?

Mr Pearce: Who said Ministers were directed to direct Edwards and Lloyd?

Mr LEWIS: Edwards and Lloyd said they were directed. Did Cabinet make those decisions?
Were members of the present Cabinet involved in those decisions? These are the conflicting
questions which members opposite must answer. Conflicting statements appeared in the
Rees report, the Deputy Premier's statement and the statements of Lloyd and Edwards.
Mr Pearce: You are making a fool of yourself.

Mr LEWIS: Okay, maybe I am, but the Leader of the House should answer these questions
instead of being the constant fool he is. Did Dowding lie when he said that Edwards and
Lloyd were not involved, because he said that in the Parliament? However, the Deputy
Premier said the other day that Edwards and Lloyd were involved. These questions must be
answered. Does one just shrug one's shoulders and say, "Refer them to the appropriate
authority"?

Mr Pearce: Which side of the corridor did you have your lunch today, can we ask?

Mr LEWIS: I know that this is a tactic of the Leader of the House, hut he will not put me off
and I will not listen to him. Did the Deputy Premier mislead the House in the statement he
made last week? The Leader of the Opposition has more than adequately highlighted the
conflict between statements made since the Rees report was released last week.

Mr Taylor: If the member is happy with that he is easily satisfied.

Mr LEWIS: The Deputy Premier must answer these questions because he is seen as having
misled this House. Overwhelmningly this Parliament and the public of Western Australia
have the right to know the answers to these questions. Do they not have that right? Will the
Government continue to hide behind the liquidator of Rothwells or Mr McCusker? Now it is
the Attomney General and the Solicitor General whom the Goverrnment hides behind.
It is interesting that the Deputy Premier and the Premier have both said that what has
happened was unacceptable conduct. Unacceptable conduct by whom - by members
opposite as a Government? These questions must be answered. The Government must give
reasons for the incredible decisions that were made. Were those strategic investments of the
SGIC and the GESB - and I say "strategic" because that was the ward used -for the benefit
of those Governmnent agencies? We have heard from the Leader of' the Opposition today that
they were not. They were really to infuse $200 million into Rothwells on the back of the
funds of superannuants and the State Government Insurance Commission. Deny that! There
was deliberate contrivance, deception and, indeed, malfeasance by this Government.

Mr Gordon Hill: Ma! what?

Mr LEWIS: Malfeasance; it means "breach of trust". There was malfeasance by this
Government in its handling of these affairs, yet Government members sit opposite laughing,
giggling and thinking it is a joke. They hide behind obscure reasons why there cannot be an
inquiry. Why can there not be an inquiry?

The other incredible thing is that decisions were made with the full knowledge that
Rothwells was insolvent. That is the fact of the mailer! The Leader of the Opposition has
identified those contrived and engineered deals with the BHIP shares and property purchases
that saw $50 million go to Rothwells. The Packer-Anderson property deal saw another
$50 million go to Rothwells. The Bell purchase, in collusion with Bond Corporation, and the
convertible notes saw another $100 million go to Rothwells. The deals were not done for the
benefit of the State but to shore up the position of Rothwells. This Government has done an
incredible thing. Those deals were done after knowledge of Rothwells insolvency was
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available. On the face of it, corruption is certainly evident. I use the word "corruption"
deliberately. Corruption means "morally corrupt". The Government told the public that
these deals were for the benefit of the SOIC and the GESB when the real reason is that they
were manufacturd and contrived to infuse money into Rothwells. That is the truth, and if
that is not corruption I do not know what corruption is. The deals were rotten! They were
influenced for a purpose other than for the benefit of the SCIC or the GESH.

Point of Order

Mr PEARCE: I suppose in a sense the speech being made by the member is so over the top
that no-one is taking it seriously. The fact of the matter is that the member is now, although
not naming individuals, attributing motives and reasons to why certain things were done
inside the Superannuation Board. The fact is that there are people -

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! This point of order will be heard in silence.

Mr PEARCE: The fact is that there are people before the court in respect of some of these
matters. The Speaker, when letting the debate proceed in the first instance, placed members
on their honour with regard to making claims about people before the courts. The member
for Applecross is clearly doing that. It is not incumbent on him to launch into that kind of
attack on people. If he has evidence of that sort he should give it to the appropriate
authorities so that it can be used in the courts. When the Speaker asked members to be on
their honour he overlooked the fact that as far as some members opposite are concerned his
words were falling on deaf ears because they do not have any.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I can see the point being made, but I do not believe the member
is in breach of Standing Orders. I listened carefully to what the Speaker said earlier, in case I
would be put in this position. That ruling still applies. [ suggest two things. One is that
unless specific members are named, in which case that order would directly apply, I cannot
make a ruling that the member is in breach of Standing Orders. The second thing is that the
member for Applecross should direct his remarks to the Chair. If he does, and he continues
to address the subject matter, these problems will be avoided.

Debate Resumed

Mr LEWIS: Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker. The facts are that so much evidence has been
presented in this Parliament and revealed in the media that this Government is seen to be
corrupt and it is seen to be not trustworthy. The only way in which the Government can
clear its name, if at all, is to have a full inquiry so that people will know if it has been guilty
and if it has been corrupt.

The deals were contrived, by collusion, and done for a purpose other than what they were
purported to be done for. That has been demonstrated beyond any question. The
Government was influenced by reasons other than those mentioned by members opposite.
Mr Pearce: Where is your evidence?

Mr LEWIS: How much evidence do members opposite need? How thick are their skins?
The Governmient was morally and politically corrupt. The deals were dirty, rotten deals full
of implications, full of concealments from the public. There has been gross malfeasance by
this Government, and it is about time it was brought to book.
The questions of bribery are legitimate. Why would members opposite make such incredible
decisions? Were they made for the good of the Government, for the good of the SGIC, for
the good of the GESB or for the good of Rothwells? Is there something the Auditor General
or the Solicitor General can investigate? Do they have the resources? The McCusker report
is seen to be deficient. It was not wide enough. Everyone in Western Australia knows the
range of his report was inadequate. It did not target the people who should have been on
trial - this Government. Everyone knows that the McCusker report was deficient in that way,
but the Government still tries to hide behind it. Only a full judicial inquiry will ever winkle
out these things so that the truth can be known.
I refer to another occurrence during the BHIP share purchase deal; a deal which the Deputy
Premier has been game enough to put his label on as knowing all about it. Will he explain
what happened here? What I shall reveal raises questions and doubts associated with the
$284 million deal to take the BHP shares off Mr Holmes a Court or to purchase them.
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Mr Pearce: Let us have your revelation.

Mr LEWIS: It concerns a payment of $1 135 376 to an obscure company in Sydney called
Jonray Holdings Ltd. If it is accepted by members opposite that Mr Holmes a Court
introduced the BlHP share deal to Parker and to the SOIC, there should not be any
commission. Is that acceptable?

Mr Taylor: Go on; tell the story.

Mr LEWIS: Is it acceptable?

Mr Taylor: Mr Holmnes a Court unfortunately is not here.

Mr LEWIS: I am not saying anything about Mr Holmes a Court. Members opposite should
listen. If Freehill Hollingdale and Page were appointed as solicitors for the SGIC to
negotiate or draw up the agreement and to ensure that the scrip or stock of BHP was properly
transferred - and the company was paid a handsome commission to do it - obviously Jonray
was not paid for doing that. What was Jonray paid for?

Mr Pearce: What is your allegation?

Mr LEWIS: The Minister should just listen. If he wants information about one of
Australia's corporate giants, a corporation that has probably been analysed more times than
any other corporation in this country, and he wants professional advice on the substance of
BHP he can ring any of the major brokers in the country and they wili tell him. Did we need
to pay someone in Sydney $l.135 million to tell us that BHIP was a good deal? Members
opposite must remember that this BHIP deal was introduced by My Holmes a Court to Parker
on 10 November 1987. The SOIC and the Holmes a Court people sat down on Thursday,
11 November. An emergency Cabinet meeting was held on the Thursday evening. On
Friday the SGIC board was directed to enter into negotiations to purchase those BHP shares.
On the Friday cheques or deposits were paid to Mr Holmes a Court totalling $56 million, as
revealed by the Leader of the Opposition and previously in ths Parliament. Deals worth
$491 million were concluded in two days.

Was the $1 135 million paid for a valuation by the Jonray Group? This is someone who
resides in Sydney, a Mr Ross Grant, who never ventured into Western Australia until he was
appointed to the boad of the Western Australian Development Corporation in January or
February of 1988, a couple of months after this deal. Why was he paid the money?

Mr Court: The Deputy Premier will tell us.

Mr LEWIS: He knows all about the BHP deal. Let us look at the board minutes of
13 November -

BHIP - Strate gic Share Investment

RESOLVED that the Chairman and Deputy Chairman be authorized to execute the
necessary agreement to purchase a 5% holding in BHP, from Bell Resources
Development Pty. Ltd., subject to appropriate direction from the Hon. Premier.

The Premier then gave the appropriate direction - an approval to borrow $160 million to set
the deal. Brian Burke did that, although he told lies to this Parliament. He came into this
Parliament and denied to the Leader of the Opposition that he had ever approved the ability
of the SOIC to borrow money. Brian Burke lied to this Parliament.

Was the $1 135 mullion paid on the basis of securing the finance? I do not think so.

Mr Pearce: You do not have any proof of any of this.

Mr LEWIS: I have these documents and I shall table them in a minute.

Mr Pearce: Please do.

Mr LEWIS: I point to a letter from the State Government Insurance Commission addressed
to Mr Grant dated 13 November 1987. The documents were tabled in the upper House. The
letter which deals with the BHP share transaction reads -

I refer to our discussions in which you agreed the fee basis for the assignment the
State Government Insurance Commission has asked you to undertake.

The agreed fee basis is as follows:
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A commission of 0.A per cent of the total consideration payable for any shares
acquired in the target company by negotiation between the parties, by the
Government or its associates.

Any disbursements or other out of pocket expenses will be to the account of the
Commission, but will be rebated against any fees.

- Would you please sign a copy of this letter and return it to me by way of
confrmation.

The letter is signed by Wyvem Rees.

Mr Pearce: It is clear what was the assignment; it is a commission.

Mr LEWIS: What that represents could be the laundering of money. Can the Leader of the
House explain why that was paid?

Mr Pearce: The letter involves a commission on the equalisation of shares.

Mr Court: Why pay a commission if both sides agree to a deal?

Several members interjected.

Mr LEWIS: I now refer to a private and confidential communication from Jonray Holdings
Ltd to Mr Rees, as folows -

I refer to your letter dated 13 November 1987 and my faxed acceptance of same on
even date.

Based upon the purchase consideration of $283,844,068.50, we calculate the
commission due to us as $1,135,376.27. As agreed, we will meet all disbursements
incurred by us (including legal costs) out of this commrission.

The particular Jonray company involved was Jonray Securities Limited and we would
appreciate your cheque being made payable to Jonray Securities Limited.

At the bottom of the Jonray voucher appears -

Being commission cost involved with BHP Ltd to share purchases from Bell
Resources Ltd.

Was that commission paid? That represents the deal done by Mir Parker with the SOIC. It
was a deal to which both parties agreed. It was a deal in the interests of a particular party;, it
was negotiated on behalf of the Government and the SGIC by Freehili Holiingdale and Page,
solicitors. What was the commuission paid for?

Mr Taylor: You have answered that yourself.

Mr LEWIS: The interesting point is that no minute is available where the SOIC authorises
the deal or outlines what it was for. It was agreed to, just like the agreement for the
$1.135 million - was it to some obscure company?

We should remember that when the Bell share purchase was done parallel with Bond
Corporation, a commuyission of $375 000 was paid to Salomon Brothers by the SCIC for
advice on the share deal. The person involved with Salomon Brothers travelled to this State.
He was here for two or three days and wrote two reports; he advised the SGIC for a fee of
$375 000- In this case the fee is $1.1 35 ilion and no-one knows what it is for.
Mr Pearce: It is a commission. You have the documents. You said this was a mystery, yet
you read out the information.

Mr LEWIS: I sucked in the Leader of the House, as usual. In the time remaining, it is
appropriate to sumn up. We have witnessed a constant revelation over eight weeks sintce the
presentation of the McCusker report; but a great need still exists for a comprehensive Royal
Commission.

As asked in the editorial of The West Australian today: Did Burke, Dowding, and Parker tie
to Parliament about the SGIC deals? Did they lie to McCusker? Were Edwards and Uloyd
truthful in their statements of last Friday? Has Rees contradicted himself? Have the Premier
and the Deputy Premier misled Parliament? Who directed those unacceptable deals that the
Government seemed to accept? These deals involved $1 billion of the State's finances. Why
were those extraordinary deals done? Why were they conditional upon the $200 million in
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the aggregate being infused into Rothwells when it was insolvent? We are told that if we
know anything we should refer the matter to the Auditor General and other appropriate
authorities. What resources does he have to investigate these matters? How can he put
together the matrix of the situation?

Several members interjected.

Mr LEWIS: This is going on the record. The Auditor General does not have an
understanding of the whole matrix. To whom will he refer his complaints? These are the
questions which need an answer.

I commend the motion to the House. The Deputy Premier should stand aside.

DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Premier) [2.30 pm]: I have seen today from the Leader
of the Opposition and the member for Applecross a typical performance. When the Leader
of the Opposition spoke he pulled together a range of statements - all of them by his own
admission on the public record;, he sought to tie them together in particular ways which
belied a state of mind that frankly would have most psychiatrists worried. The extraordinary
lengths to which he went to attempt to tie events together which cannot be tied together was
typical also of the member for Applecross.

Mr Lewis: Ask your brother; he will tell you all about it.

Dr LAWRENCE: If he thinks like the member does, he has the same problem. It is
important to indicate what we have seen today. We have heard the most extraordinary
allegations by both speakers, but particularly by the member for Applecross. It no longer
surprises me to hear such allegations from the member for Applecross. It no longer surprises
me to see him linking events and ideas which have no connection at all. It no longer
surprises me to see him using Parliament to attempt to discredit almost anyone who walks
into his firing line, and for reasons - fromn my point of view - which must remain a matter of
speculation. I will address that later.

I ask the member for Applecross and the Leader of the Opposition the same question they
asked: Why are they doing what they are doing? What is the reason for their behaviour? I
do not believe the answers that those members particularly give. I will go into the reasons
for that in a moment.

Members opposite have no interest in these matters. They have no interest in the State of
Western Australia. They are acting-on behalf of others; that is clear. Members opposite have
launched a scurrilous attack, particularly on the Deputy Premier. They have used what they
regard as a fail-safe technique - apart from the extraordinary and tortuous logic in which the
Leader of the Opposition engaged - "when in doubt, character assassination will do". That is,
if one cannot hit particular individuals, go for the lot; if one cannot hit particular individuals
because of sub judice rules, just have a general slash, just take as much mud as one can and
fling it across the House.
The member for Applecross talked of corruption and then cutely tried to qualify that by
calling it moral, political, or some other form of corruption. I absolutely reject the
implications of the member for Applecross. In any other Parliament, he would be before a
Privileges Commnittee as quickly as he spoke those words. There is no point in somebody
like the member for Applecross appearing before a Privileges Committee because he has no
sense of what Parliament is about. The first day that the member for Applecross walked into
this place he demonstrated his colours, and he has been showing them ever since; and they
are not attractive. It is important to indicate that one of the reasons that members opposite
have tried to target the Deputy Premier is he -is s 'o effective. He gets under their skin. He is a
person who can stand in this place and do them over. The member for Applecross is-not fond
of that, although he often does that to himself. The Deputy Prem-ier is a man. of impeccable
reputation, honesty and integrity. lHe is not a man whom I would ever stand aside on the
basis of the nonsense the Opposition has dribbled across the Chamber today. They were the
most extraordinarily facile and witless propositions. Let us be clear that the two members
who have spoken have selectively quoted ftrm the evidence on the public record. In a
paranoid fantasy these members can see behind every piece of paper and public statement a
motive other than those clearly indicated. Through the selective drawing together of these
matters they seek to weave a web, a ghost, or whatever the analogy was. Through this
unreliable and capricious use of information members opposite tried to convey wrongdoing.
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Mr Clarko: Cover-up!
Dr LAWRENCE: Cover-up, corruption or whatever the word of the day is. Members
opposite seek to convey the impression that corruption has occurred, although they have not
actually said so. I can understand why they would want to do so. If I had members sitting
behind me l ike the Leader of the Opposition has, I would know that I had little choice than to
attempt to denigrate my opposition. He does this in order to disguise the fact that he has no
policy and no right to present the Opposition as an alternative Government.
I have seen this technique employed since 1986, and members before me would have seen it
since 1983; members opposite have never been able to accept that an Opposition is required
to do mare than it has done. They have employed a technique of selective quoting which
they will continue to use. Quite often members opposite will gain headlines in The West
Australian and other newspapers and on the television news because journalists too have
short memories. Many of the matters to which I have referred today are on the public record.
They have been the subject of debate in this Parliament; they have been the subject of
answers to questions on and without notice; they have been the subject of an investigation by
Mr McCusker, and by the Ministers responsible.

Mr Macinnon: They have not been the subject of an investigation by Mr McCusker; that is
untrue and the Premier knows it!

Dr LAWRENCE: I did not say all of them. The Leader of the Opposition used the
McCusker report in putting together his most incredible concoction. Therefore, he should
not say that the McCusker report does not touch on these matters because his own use of the
McCusker report indicates that it does.

Members opposite have a very strange attitude to the MeCuskeir report. This attitude was
revealed last night and was evident again in the interjections from the Leader of the
Opposition. It is quite clear to anyone listening to debates in this Parliament that members
opposite will use documents in a way that suits their own purposes. Members opposite have
indicated that they are not interested in accountability, openness and telling the truth. The
Opposition will claim that it is; it will claim to be the heroes of the oppressed, as the ones
who want to get the matters out into the open. 'he truth of what members opposite are doing
is otherwise.

When the McCusker report came out, because the response from the media was positive, it
took the same line. Members opposite said, "Yes, it is comprehensive. Yes, the
Government's reaction to it is responsible and the actions it has taken are quite proper."
However, two weeks later the Opposition comes into the Parliament selectively quoting
evidence from one of the witnesses to the McCusker inquiry who clearly has been discounted
by McCusker, or found to be an unreliable witness, and members opposite trotted that out as
though it were more important than the McCusker report itself. Last night the member for
Wellington called the report a "whitewash", and today we have had a similar observation by
the Leader of the Opposition. So, the Opposition will selectively use whatever material is
presented to it. The Opposition has taken a formal report which has taken 18 months to
compile by a highly qualified and reputable Queen's Counsel -

Mr Mac Kinnon: With limited ternms of reference.

Dr LAWRENCE: I accept that the Leader of the Opposition has always said that, but what
members opposite have done is to say that the matters investigated by Mr McCusker have
not properly been investigated. It is clear to all members of this House that the Leader of the
Opposition and the member for Applecross cannot be trusted to deal with any information in
a straightforward, truthful and matter of fact fashion. They have become incapable of doing
that. Members opposite are so obsessed with this matter that frankly it has warped their
brains.

Mr Lewis: Is your brother obsessed?

Dr LAWRENCE: I think my brother is obsessed, but I do not think he is warped - I make
that distinction.

If the Leader of the Opposition had bothered to read Mr Taylor's statements correctly, and if
he recalled Mr Taylor's statements to the media, he would come to a very different
conclusion. Clearly, the Leader of the Opposition has taken a paragraph here, a paragraph
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from a book there, a newspaper report from somewhere else, a paper which has been tabled
in the upper House, and if they do not quite make sense in the way he wants, he just
stretches, pulls and pushes them until they appear to make sense. He can then use words like
"corruption" and "dishonesty".

It is possible to create an impression that is damning, but it is dishonest and wrong to do so.
Members opposite may feel that they are riding on a high because of an editorial in The West
Australian and a Westpoh which indicates that 20 per cent of the population are undecided; I
do not know why The West Australian pays for these polls when they come up with an
undecided figure like chat! Even if the vote were plummeting, this Government has ensured -
and will continue to do so - that these matters are fairly on the public record so that
individuals who are before the courts are not prejudiced. Members will not hear members on
our side of the House making statements which are designed to cast reflections, to imply, to
impute motives, to undermine, to smear or to denigrate people who are, or may be, before the
courts and are involved in civil and criminal matters. As I have said before, this Parliament
is not a court. This Parliament is not a place in which people are found guilty or innocent,
despite the attempts of the Leader of the Opposition to be a lawyer. It was the most inept,
incredible performance as a barrister that I have ever seen. He asked rhetorical questions and
leaned across the Chamber saying, "Do you know this? What do you know?" Those
questions make sense only when they come from the paranoid fantasy which he has wound
around himself.

The Government has been open in providing the information to Parliament last week by the
Deputy Premier. If we had wanted to protect ourselves in a way in which members apposite
claim we are doing, clearly we would not have brought that report to the Parliament. What
surprised members opposite was that the report that Mr Rees made to the Deputy Premier
was placed fully on the public record in the Parliament. Mr Rees' version of those events is
before the public. This matter has been referred to two bodies because they raise serious
matters; it has been referred to the Auditor General who can examine it, as he properly
should. He is responsible for the financial operations of the Stare Government Insurance
Conmnission and the Government Employees Superannuation Board. The Auditor General
must examine those matters as carefully as he can and advise the Government about what
action should be taken if deficiencies in financial prudence and practice are found in the
records of either of those organisations.
That is what the Auditor General does. No-one is overestimating what the Auditor General
does; we all understand what he does. The functions in relation to the State Government
Insurance Office and Government Employees Superannuation Board are spelt out clearly in
the Financial Administration and Audit Act. Members opposite know and there is no hiding
that there are limits to the Auditor General's powers in that respect. When it comes to
referral to the Solicitor General, members opposite also know that, when allegations are
made of the kind which were made, it is important that we have advice about whether laws of
this land have been broken and what action should be taken.

The allegations that there has been a cover-up, corruption, impropriety or any of the other
negative pejorative phrases that are used by members opposite, clearly cannot be sustained
by the actions which have been taken by this Government and initiated by the Deputy
Premier. The Opposition obviously expected far less than that. It obviously believed,
because it kept asking the question in the Parliament, that the Government -would
manufacture the report, that it would in some way fix it up before it camne into the
Parliament, or that it would modify it in some way to appear to hide the truth. Clearly, that is
not. the case nor will it ever be the. case while -we, are. in Government. Under Mr Taylor's
deputy leadership and under my leadership that will not occur.
As indicated in Mr Taylor's statement to the Parliament, there was involvement of Ministers
in chose decisions. I invite the two members who made their speeches earlier to indicate
when that has ever been denied. It was not denied at the time -

Mr Macinnont: "The major investments made between October 1987 and May 1988 were
introduced to the State Government Insurance Commission by a commnissioner, usually
Mr Edwards and Mr Lloyd". Do you support that statement?

Dr LAWRENCE: That is a straight quote from Mr Rees. The important thing to recognise is
that there were a range of investments described in Mr Rees' report. It was suggested by
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Mr Rees - if the Leader of the Opposition looks at the public record about B HP, the Bell
shares and some of those other matters - that quite clearly Ministers knew of and were
involved in those at the time. What Mr Taylor and I have said is that we believe chat should
not be the case, precisely because of the sorts of imputations which can be placed on those
individuals, and precisely because it does not distance Government sufficiently from the
operations of those organisations. The word "unacceptable" was used precisely because we
do not accept that as a continuing practice. However, the Opposition needs to be clear about
this: The Statutes of the SCIC and the GESB do not preclude those actions. Members have
tried to suggest that there is some illegality or impropriety in that and certainly that question
needs to be asked and is being asked of the Solicitor General. However, if the Opposition
suggests that there are other nefarious reasons to which the member for Applecross referred,
the Opposition is barking up the wrong tree. The Government did put money into Rothwells.
through the guarantee. Those organtisations were also putting money into Rothwells with the
same purpose I have no doubt because they were exposed to a degree.

Ministers were also making suggestions to the SGIC about the nature of its investments and
that is what I said cannot happen in future. If members opposite have a look at
Mr McCusker's report on the Rothwells fiasco it is quite clear that, like a black hole,
everyone was dragged into it. The expressions used by Mr McCusker to describe what led to
the collapse of Rothwells and the subsequent behaviour of the directors, including
Mr Connell, in relation to the books of Rothwells clearly mean that those people who got
involved got burned. That did not include only the companies which got directly involved to
assist in the liquidity of Rothwelis, but also the Government organisations such as the SGIC,
the GESB and the Government through its own guarantee. Those mistakes have been
acknowledge and admitted. The reasons for them have been clearly outlined in the public
record and, more than that, the former Premier and former Deputy Premier are no longer
here. They have resigned, taking responsibility under the Westminster system for that sorry
course of events. There has been no suggestion from this side of the House that any of us
want to see those events repeated. There has been no suggestion that we want to prevent the
proper course of justice, because we do not.

As I said earlier, I think we might ask questions about the motives of some members
opposite. We have assiduously avoided placing any of these trials in jeopardy by very
carefully selecting, for instance, the words spoken by Mr Taylor in the House, not to be cute
or duplicitous as members opposite might suppose, but to ensure that the people before the
courts are properly protected and to ensure that the State's interests are properly protected.
Members opposite may not remember that Bond Corporation has a half billion dollar claim
against the State or that there are claims against the SGIC as a result of this sorry course of
events. As the Prem-ier I cannot, nor should I, ignore that. It may suit the Opposition, but it
cannot be the proper action of a Premier or a Government.

The Opposition's campaign to have a Royal Commission is not credible. I respect the
reasons of some members of this community for the holding of a Royal Commniss ion and
some members opposite may be decent about it. However, I question the expediency of the
Leader of the Opposition and the member for Applecross who will use any technique to
undermine the Government because they do not believe that they have any other technique
available to them except to attempt to besmirch the Deputy Premier or to throw mud at the
Government. The Opposition's goal is quite clear and in political terms it is reasonable - the
defeat of the Government and the Opposition's accession to the Treasury benches. However,
most decent people think there is a limit to how far any individual or any party should go in
that process. As I said, the mistakes have been acknowledged. The people responsible have
taken responsibility uinder the Westmninster system and action will be taken to bring these
matters further into the public record. I would be the first to recognise that there axe people
in this community - maybe many - who believe that more than that needs to be done.
However, I am acutely conscious of court cases -

Mr Macinnon: Of your future and your need to retain that future.

Dr LAWRENCE: If the Leader of the Opposition's analysis is correct, I would save my soul
and the Govemmnent's reputation by having a Royal Commission tomorrow. The Opposition
cannot have it both ways. The Government mid I are resisting the Opposition's interpretation
of the events because of its motives.
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As I was saying, a critical question in all of this, and one of the reasons I indicated before the
McCusker report was released that would make it very difficult to hold the sort of inquiry
described by the Opposition, was that there are a huge number of investigations and court
cases in process.

I take this opportunity to announce to the House that today, as a result of the McCusker
inquiry and as a result of the follow up by the Rothwells task force and the Crown Law
Department, and as a result of the insistence of this Government that we should pursue those
funds as the very least and most important thing that we can do, the State of Western
Australia commenced proceedings in the Federal court against L.R. Connell, Rothwelis Ltd
in liquidation, Bond Corporation Holdings Ltd and Wardley Australia Ltd. The Crown
Solicitor has advised that these proceedings follow directly from Mr McCusker's
investigations and the claims are for damages for loss and damage suffered by the State.

Mr Macinnon: Isn't it amazing that this happens today?

Dr LAWRENCE: There is a limitation. There is an outside time limit, and if the Leader of
the Opposition thinks about the date, he will realise why.

The claims are for damages for loss and damages suffered by the State following on the
contravention by the respondents of section 52 of the Trades Practices Act - engaging in
conduct that was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive. In respect of
Mr Conniell and Rothwells there are further claims for alleged fraudulent conduct. The
claimns relate to the conduct of the respondents in connection with the so-called Rothwells
rescue in October 1987 which resulted in a State guarantee or indemnity to the National
Australia Bank of accommodation to Rothwells Ltd of $150 million, the subject of many
discussions in this place. The loss and damage sought in these proceedings is the amount of
the loss to the State of $22.5 million, plus accrued interest.
Members opposite may not want to see those consequences follow from the McCusker
report, the task force and other matters we have referred to the appropriate authorities. But
they will, as sure as night follows day, flow from these proceedings. They will be before the
courts where there is a claim of that kind for damages, whether it is civil action by Bond, or
action against some of the individuals involved in the deceitful events surrounding the
collapse of Rothwells. Whatever the matters may be they will come before the courts. They
must came before and be dealt with fairly by the courts. If we in this House attempt to
pre-empt the decisions of the court, to find people guilty before they have had a chance to
place their case before the court, and to place an interpretation on the evidence they might
put before the court or have put before the court, we stand condemned. As Premier, I will
not preside over any Government which takes the expedient and comfortable route. The
comfortable route is to appoint a Royal Commission, because a lot of people want a Royal
Commnission - mainly because that is the only form of inquiry they understand. A lot of
people believe that we are covering up. I know that I am not covering up and, therefore,
although it is damaging I do not accept that accusation. I utterly reject it and I know I speak
for the Deputy Premier in that respect. Information provided to Government will be acted
upon. It will be placed in the public arena and appropriately dealt with, not by the sorts of
techniques used by members opposite. Members of the Opposition are engaged in an
obsessive and one-note campaign to hold a Royal Commission.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! I will not single out an individual member on this occasion,
although perhaps I should. I understand that emotions may run high in this debate.
However, that type of interjecting is improper and those members indulging in it know what
I am talking about. I ask them not to do it again.

Dr LAWRENCE: I understand that members of the community, the leader writers of The
West Australian and some others are very clearly sharing the view the Opposition holds. I
see it, I hear it, and I understand it. But members opposite will know, and should understand,
that the judgment the Government has made about the right way to proceed is based on
careful analysis of what is in the best interests of the Stare, not in the political interests of the
Liberal Party or of the Labor Party. I understand that people are not accepting that analysis.
Any suggestion of a cover-up, as the Opposition has attempted to imply, is wrong. There is
no cover up. The Government is attempting to ensure, however, that there is a proper and
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full accounting of these events, as provided for. There should be court cases on these matters
and they are proceeding; and there should be recovery of funds and that is proceeding.
Those people who have broken the law should be brought to a fair trial in the courts of this
country. Investigations, such as the Sulan investigation into Bond Corporation, should be
allowed to proceed quite properly. Those investigations when completed can lead to the
appropriate prosecutions without those prosecutions being pre-empted or aborted because of
the sort of nonsense likely to be trotted out by members opposite if this matter were brought
before a Royal Commidssion. Imagine the member for Applecross, and other such people,
standing before a Royal Commission and speaking the sort of nonsense he spoke today.
Reputations would be darnaged and individuals would be sulied with no recourse,
particularly those people who were already facing prosecution and trial.

I will cop the judgment of the people of Western Australia, and the Opposition may be right
in saying that in the end it may lead to the destruction of this Government and me as Premier.
I make it absolutely clear that members opposite have no credibility in this matter. They
shift and move, and they use evidence selectively. Members opposite are quite capable of
misleading this Parliament, of indicating that people have motives they do not have and of
casting slurs on anybody, it does not matter whom. Whoever is in the firing line is a target
for the Opposition. Why does it do this, apart from the obvious political reasoning? Why is
the Opposition being used as a conduit for Mr Connell and Mr Bond, and why is it
selectively quoting material which gives advantage -

Mr Macinnon: I said this would be coming, it is the same again. You are protecting
yourself.

Dr LAWRENCE: That is an important question to ask. The Leader of the Opposition asked
the question, and I am now asking him.
Mr MacKinnon: Bond tried to get rid of me as leader.

Dr LAWRENCE: I am asking the Leader of the Opposition a question. Who benefits from
the sorts of questions and information that the Opposition presents in this House? Who
provides the Opposition with the information? Does it fall off the back of a truck? Who
provides the innuendo?

Mr MacKinnon: You said most of it was on the public record.

Dr LAWRENCE: I am glad the Leader of the Opposition has acknowledged that. I am not
talking about the speech made today by the member for Applecross because the papers
referred to were tabled in the upper House. However, we have seen people in this House
wave pages of evidence from the McCusker investigation and I know that Mr McCusker
would not have given it to anyone.

Mr MacKinnon: Your brother gives it to us.

Dr LAWRENCE: I am sure that he does, but who gives it to him knowing that it will get to
the Opposition? I do not care whose hands it goes through but it is important that Opposition
members ask themselves whether it is an honourable way to proceed. Is it fair to the people
before the courts; is it fair to the State that the substantial claim of Bond's and the SGIC's
indemnity, and claims against the State, may be prejudiced and jeopardised by the
Opposition's actions? Does the Opposition care? No. Does the Opposition give a damn?
No. Is the Opposition interested in anything other than its own political future? No. That is
the accusation the Opposition makes of the Government but, if it looked at the situation
dispassionately, it would acknowledge that if I were to do what the Opposition and the leader
writer of The West Australian wanted that would be the easy solution. I could damn the
court case and the interests of the State and do what was politically expedient. I will not do
so, neither will the Deputy Premider nor any member of this Government. We will not act
from self interest and prejudice the interests of the State and the process of justice.

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) 13.08 pm]: I thought this morning bhat when
this stage of the debate had been reached I might be feeling a little battered, given the nature
of the motion before the House asking the Premier to stand me down because of major
discrepancies which had been identified and other claims. However, I feel as bartered as I
would if I had been hit with a damp chook feather. That indicates how pathetic has been the
performance of the Opposition in relation to the silly motion before the House.
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The Leader of the Opposition debated this motion and gave a kangaroo court performance by
asking question after question. Similarly, the member for Applecross asked question after
question. No answers were supplied by the Opposition in relation to this issue. The
Opposition said that the Government and I should prove ourselves innocent in relation to
these issues. I will not start down that path, because I do not feel obliged to. If I were
dealing with these issues in that way, why would I have gone back to Mr Rees having
received his two page report and asked him for more information, know ing full well that I
had every intention, no matter what Mr Rees said, of making certain the information was
made public? That is exactly where the informnation ended up. As I said then, and I repeat
today, the Rees report is the report Mr Rees chose to put before me knowing full well that it
would become public information.

That report is where it should be, with the Auditor General and the Solicitor General. They
can make judgments in relation to support or otherwise of that report because I am not in a
position to make that sort of judgment. I am in a position to respond to the sorts of
comments that have been made by Opposition members today. As far as I anm concerned,
and as far as my role in these issues is concerned, I have nothing whatever to hide. Nor
would I have ever asked for such a report if I considered that I had something to hide,
because others could find out later on.

These sorts of dollar a day motions that talk about people standing down and resigning really
do not deserve the paper they are written on. Since I have been a Minister in this
Government - as I said to a journalist at lunchtime, when I was Health Minister, Police
Minister and on the first day I was appointed Deputy Premier - members on the other side
have said I should resign. They said that again today. It is not even worth decent
consideration so far as I am concerned. It was a weak effort, and the Leader of the
Opposition knows that.

It was quite clear at lunchtime today what the instructions of the Leader of the Opposition
were to the man sitting alongside him - "Go out and say the worst you can possibly think of
in relation to these issues. Raise bribery and corruption and all those sorts of issues. If you
are a little bit lucky it may get you a run or two somewhere around the place." That is
exactly how the member for Applecross acted. For an East Fremantle supporter, he
disappoints me.

I had to find an opportunity at some time during the next week or so to quote from Scoop,
which is occasionally good reading and occasionally not enjoyable reading. A report was
written by a journalist about the Leader of the Opposition and his performance in relation to
the death of the Daily News, as follows -

MacKinnon made his announcement about lunchtime: No support for the
legislation, -

Mr Lewis: What has this to do with the debate?
Mr TAYLOR: Everything. The member should listen.

Mr Lewis: T'he Deputy Premier is doing what the Premier accused us of doing.

Mr TAYLOR: I did not write the article, but it is fair reading. The article continues -

followed by his usual dribble about WA Inc and how cynical the Labor Government
of WA is.

AUl the attacks we have become bored with hearing were put again. But this time,
-Macinnon 's repetitive argument killed a newspaper - ironically, the first newspaper
to run WA Inc'storie-s.

As the writer quite properly said, this was the first newspaper to run WA Inc stories. The
article continued later -

Meanwhile, the carrion management of Community Newspapers continues to draw
pay and MacKinnon carps on in Parliament about what a cynical Government we
have in WA.

This is a pretty cynical motion so far as this House and I am concerned. It is something of an
effort to find time to respond to the sorts of comiments made by Opposition members today.
We have also made certain, in relation to the SOIC and SGlO -
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Mr Blaikie: Where is the member for Eyre?

Mr TAYLOR: The member for Eyre happens to be in his electorate in the central desert.

Mr Blaikie: You did not want him around.

Mr TAYLOR: He is at a longstanding commnitment. To suggest that the member for Eyre,
of all the members on this side of the House, would run away from people of the quality of
members opposite is absolutely beyond belief!

We have made certain in relation to the SGIO/SGIC - and this is one of our responsibilities
as a Government - as I said on Thursday, that never again will this Government or its
Ministers be placed in the situation of having any influence whatever on the decision making
ability of that organisation so far as investments are concerned. The implications of that sort
of corporatisation are quite clearly that Ministers will not be able to become involved in the
day to day operations of that organisation or the board in any sense and that, in fact, the
Chief Executive Officer will have full responsibility for all aspects of performance. In
addition, the board of the organisation will be able to make any decision without reference to
the Minister including, of course, appointment decisions, remuneration and investment
decisions, and the like. That is the way it should be.

Mr Court: Does that include the board making a decision to sell the bank or the SOIC?

Mr TAYLOR: I am not talking about the bank. We own the bank.

Mr Court: You said the board can make a~decision without consulting the Minister.

Mr TAYLOR: Day to day investment decisions and that sort of thing. It would be some
decision if it said, "We will sell the bank today." The member for Nedlands knows that
statement is silly.

Mr Court: You said you will not interfere with the board, so if it makes a decision to sell the
insurance company -

Mr TAYLOR: The member far Nedlands is being silly. We will have no hesitation in
ensuring that the board's broad policy parameters regarding the sort of return we want to see
on our investment is made quite clear to that organisation. In addition, we will make certain
that the overall performance of the organisation in maximising returns to taxpayers of this
State is one that will be scrutinised by this Parliament and the responsible Minister.

Mr Clarko: Your record is one of loss.

Mr TAYLOR: It is not. The member should have a look at the performance of that
organisation.

Mr Clarko: Two years ago the R & I Bank made a $47 million profit.

Mr TAYLOR: The position is not one of loss; that is the paint I am making. The
Government will ensure that the organisation will be able to run itself in that sense. We will
ensure, as well, that the organisation. is reviewed by this process of corporatisation review. I
have also made a decision that, to assist that review, a senior Treasury officer will chair the
review process. In fact, not only Mr Rees but also Mr Michell from the SGIO-SGIC will be
pan of the review process, as will a senior officer from the Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade. In fact, the head of that department will be part of the review, as
indeed will one of the senior officers of the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet. That is how
seriously we take this matter.

Mr Macinnon: Which officer from the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet?

Mr TAYLOR: That is up to the Premier; I do not make those decisions. That is how
seriously we take our responsibility to ensure that things are dane in a right and proper
manner.

The McCusker report was quoted from liberally last night and again today. On the day I
stood here after the McCusker report was tabled the member for Riverton said by way of
interjection, "It is a whitewash" and members on the other side cringed. Last night the
member for Wellington said exactly the samne thing, supported by way of interjection by the
member for Applecross. What has the Leader of the Opposition to say about the report?
Does he think it was a whitewash?
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Mr Macinnon: I have said consistently that the trms of reference of Mr McCusker made
the inquiry invalid in most respects relating to the Government.

Mr TAYLOR: I am not asking that. Does the Leader of the Opposition think it was a
whitewash?
Mr MacKinnon: From that point of view, it was a whitewash of the Government, yes.

Mr TAYLOR: I am asking about the report. The Leader of the Opposition should not duck
for cover.

Mr Macinnon: I am not ducking for cover. I will answer the question when the Deputy
Premier tells me whether he supports the Rees report.
Mr TAYLOR: He can duck for cover; I shall give the Leader of the Opposition that
opportunity. As far as that report is concerned, he wants to have it both ways.
Mr MacKinnon: Wait until next week.

Mr TAYLOR: The Leader of the Opposition wants to have it both ways as far as that report
is concerned. He wants to be able to quote it when it is suits him, and he wants to be able to
say that it is a whitewash when that is to his advantage. He will not make up his mind
whether he should support the members on his side who describe it as a whitewash.

What this Government has said in relation to these issues is quite clearly on the record. We
say quite definitely that these sorts of issues are and will be on the public record. We are
accountable as far as those sorts of issues are concerned.

Mr Clarko: Not until you have a special Royal Commission.

Mr TAYLOR: If members opposite have allegations or questions and they do not want to
bring them up in this Parliament, they should take them to people who are able to deal with
them without interference from the Government.

Mr Lewis: Who?

Ms TAYLOR: Take them to the Auditor General, to the Solicitor General, to the Official
Corruption Commnission, or to the police.

Mr Macinnon: A special Royal Commission would be better.

Ms TAYLOR: If members opposite can suggest that any of those organisations is influenced
by this Governiment I would be surprised.

Mr Clarko: They are influenced by the terms of reference you give them. That is what was
wrong with the Rothwells inquiry.

Mr TAYLOR: I am not talking about giving them terms of reference; I am talking about
members opposite going to them with any new allegations. I will not hear anything from
members opposite that they have any doubt about taking those sorts of allegations to those
organisations because they know very well that they will deal with them properly, just as we
believe that they will deal with them properly.

The way the Leader of the Opposition in particular has gone about this today is a
demonstration of his inability to look at the wider issues in Western Australia. I heard him

__ on the radio a couple of weeks ago when I was debating this issue say there are more
important things in Western Australia, and one of them is jobs. I agree entirely. That is why
I am not going to be diverted; I am not going to be put off in relation to these sorts of issues
from what I see as my responsibility and my duty as a member of Parliament. I have made
up my mind very clearly -about- that. That- is-in relation to the economnic development and the
creation of jobs in this State. That is what I shall get on with.

Several members interjected.

Mr TAYLOR: We have done very well over those years in relation to employment and
growth.

Ms Fred Tubby: More small businesses are going to the wall now than ever before in
Western Australia's history.

Mr TAYLOR: I have a comment on the question of Jonray, which was raised by the member
for Applecross. I have a note in relation to that issue which was handed to me. T'his issue, in
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relation t0 the public record, was raised before the Standing Committee on Government
Agencies. The State Government Insurance Commission was questioned on the matter in the
tabled documents, and the Opposition was already aware at that stage of the payment and the
amount involved. Nowhere in the interim or finial report of that Standing Committee is there
any reference to this matter being unusual, or worthy of comment, even though members of
the Opposition in the Legislative Council questioned the SGIC about the matter, contrary to
statements made by the member for Applecross.

Mr Court: You are still not telling us.

Mr TAYLOR: I am told that the payment to Jonray was for investment advice. That is also
noted in the board's minutes. The argument implies that people such as Mr Holmes a Court
would have completed all the fine details in relation to that massive share transaction
themselves.

Mr Lewis: What about Freehill Hollingdale and Page?

Mr TAYLOR: They are lawyers. We are talking about a securities Firm. The member for
Applecross pretended that this was all new information.
Mr Lewis: No, I did not say that at all.

Mr TAYLOR: These documents appeared before the Standing Comnmittee of the Legislative
Council and were tabled by this Government.

Several members interjected.

Mr TAYLOR: The member for Applecross pretended it was not on the public record. It was
considered by that Legislative Council Standing Committee.
Mr Lewis: I did not say that at all.

Mr TAYLOR: The member mentioned revelations.

Several members interjected.

Mr TAYLOR: It is most appropriate because of the nature of this motion.
Amendment to Motion

Mr TAYLOR: I move -
To delete all words after "House" with a view to substituting the following -

censures the Leader of the Opposition and those of his colleagues who have:

(a) consistently and deliberately misled the Parliament and the public
through a series of smears, innuendoes, half truths and untruths in an
attempt to further their cheap and narrow political ambitions;

(b) ridiculed the comprehensive and objective findings of the McCusker
report, because that Report did not suit their interests or the vested
interests of others;

(c) permitted the privilege of Parliament to be abused by allowing
themselves to be the conduit for self-serving stories concocted by
those who are named in tho McCusker Report, and who have an
interest in discrediting the findings of that Report and the Government
of Western Australia; and

This House also notes that in the light of the Liberal Opposition's criticism of
the McCusker Report, it is apparent that no enquiry, no matter how wide
ranging would be acceptable to the Opposition because they choose to ignore
or dispute the facts when they do not serve their cheap political ends. The
House also notes that the Leader of the Opposition's strategy of rumour and
smear has evolved because he has no policies, no vision and no leadership.

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [3.27 pm]: About half an hour ago we heard a dissertation by
the Premier reminding us of a few facts. The Deputy Premier has just tried to bucket ths
side of the House on the type of motion put forward today. Then he produced an
unbelievable amendment to that motion.

Speaking about double standards, I remind the Premier of the time when she came to office
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and what she had to say about this House and its operations. She should try to compare those
comments with where she stands today. I remnind her of what she had to say about the
quality of debate in this Chamber and how we denigrate ourselves by personal attacks. It
would do her good to read her statements in the debate.

We are talking here about the future of Government in this State. We have reached a
position where, right from the beginning of this debate when these matters were first raised,
all this Government has wanted to do has been to blacken the argument. The only way
information has come out in this Parliament is as a result of the Opposition's pulling it out
tooth by tooth. At no stage has the Government volunteered information on any of these
aspects; we have always had to pull it out. All the time we hear the cry from the Government
benches, "Where is your evidence?" This cry is repeated, and every time we produce
evidence, as we have done over the past year, the Government says it is all a matter of public
record. The Government's position is worse than lamentable; it is absolutely disgraceful.

A year or two ago I remember the Premier talking to me about the actions of the Queensland
National Party Government and reminding me of the corruption in which that Government
was involved. She pointed out how that Government may have lost a few thousand dollars as
a result of its corrupt activities. This Government has lost about $1.2 billion since it has been
in Government by doing its level best. That is what this Government is saying. It has
reached the position it is in today by doing its level best. We should be pleased that this
Government was not trying to do its worst!

The Premier also insinuated to the member for Applecross that nothing he said was true. I
ask the Premier to confirm that that is what she was saying. Is she saying that nothing said
on this side of the House is true? That is what her implication appeared to be. Over the
course of 18 months we could not obtain information from the Government, yet when the
Premier had an opportunity to contribute to the debate she tipped buckets on us stating,
"Nothing you say is true; you have no credibility."

Where is this Government going? All Western Australians have put a question mark on this
Government.

Mr Taylor: Put your heart in it.

Mr TRENORDEN: [ ask the Deputy Premier to put his heart in it. He and I have had a few
arguments across the Chamber, and he has made two mistakes this year when shooting from
the hip: The first was talking about privatising the State Government Insurance Comm-ission,
which was a decision made on the spur of the moment.

Mr Taylor: It got the monkey off its back; that is the whole issue.

Mr TRENORDEN: What monkey? The Deputy Premier said that he would privatise the
SQIC and the public servants would no longer be public servants as it would be a private
organisation. That would cause a great deal of disrupt ion.

Mr Taylor: Not at all.

Mr TRENOR DEN: The organisation cannot go from being a Government instrumentality to
being corporatised without disruption; that is not logical and goes against all rules of
accountability. If the Government is to corporatise the SGIC, those people will no longer be
public servants.

Mr Taylor: They would work for an insurance organisation.

Mr TRENORDEN: They will no longer be public servants.

The second mistake made by the Deputy Premier was in 'asking for the .Ree .s report.

Mr Taylor: What do you mean?

Mr TRENORDEN: That report has raised many more questions than it has provided
answers. It is not necessary for the Government to say that we are making up these
allegations; all that is necessary is for Government members to step out of the door and start
talking to the community and ask people where the debate is headed. The Government can
bucket us as much as it likes, but the truth is that the public has been placed in a position in
which Mr Rees has presented one point of view, Mr Lloyd and Mr Edwards are stating
another point of view, Mr Parker is presenting another point of view, and the Government is
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presenting yet another paint of view. However, none of those views matches. Should the
public not be saying to the Government, "Why can't we know which of those four statements
is true?"
I was present when evidence was given to the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
Committee on 2 November 1989. At that meeting I asked questions of Mr Wyvem Rees. I
do not intend to go trough all of this evidence, but what he said at that meeting definitely
contradicts what he said in his report to the Deputy Premier and, therefore, to the Parliament.
If a committee of this House cannot call people before it, and if witnesses cannot be honest to
the committee, how is this Parliament to function? Mr Deputy Speaker, I will make you a
little more comfortable by explaining that this document from which I am about to quote was
tabled last week following the debate on the report from the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Conumittee on the SOIC. I obtained the paper through the processes of
the House and not through my association with the committee.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have been checking the Standing Orders in this regard and, as
members would be aware, evidence placed before a Select or Standing Committee can be
quoted in this House only if the committee's report has been put before the House.
Mvr TRENORDEN: That is correct. I just wanted to make sure that it was clear that I had
obtained the papers from this House today. I have a similar paper in my possession, but
before I quoted from this I made sure that I had received a copy through the system. I
wanted to ensure that nobody can accuse me of contravening the Standing Order mentioned
by the Deputy Speaker.

When Mr Rees attended the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Commnittee he made
certain statements in which he did not tell direct lies. During the committee proceedings I
asked questions about the bonds and debentures; I quote -

Mr& TRENORDEN: Again, those purchases were recommended by the investment
committee and that is all documented?

Mr REES: It is documented.
Mr TRENORDEN: Were you directed to purchase them?

Mr REES: We have no record of a direction at all in either of these matters.
Mr TRENORDEN: The record is nothing. Were you directed orally or not?
Mr REES: We did not have any direction.

This evidence is available to the public of Westemn Australia and it contains a number of
occasions on which if he did not directly lie - which I believe is the case from reading the
evidence - he did not directly tell the tnuth. There is a problem here in what Mr Rees said to
the committee in its attempts to establish a position for this House - the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee is directly responsible to this House. The evidence given to
that commnittee should also be forwarded to those people who have an interest in these
matters. There is no doubt in my mind whatsoever that the evidence given by Mr Rees to the
committee does not correspond to the report that he presented to his Minister.
Mr Donovan: On what point?
Mr TRENORDEN: On the question of direction.
Mlr Donovan: Before you answer that, I refer you to part (a) of the Deputy Premier's
amendment. What you are saying is exactly why he moved the amendment.
Mr TRENORDEN: I do not have a copy of the amendment.
Mr Donovan: Get yourself a copy and have a look at it. Tell the House how the report from
Mr Rees and the evidence presented to the PAC differ.
Mir TRENORDEN: They differ on the question of whether the SGIC was directed, and
whether any ministerial direction was involved. I do not intend to spend my time running
through the entire transcript.
Wr Donovan: Of course not.
Mr TRENORDEN: It on the public record! There is no doubt that the information given to
the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, and to the public through this
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House and through the media in this whole exercise does not match. It really does not matter
if one cakes the argument of the Government or the argument of the Opposition and then
adds all the detail one wants because it gets down to one fundamental question; that is, who
is telling the truth?

Mr Donovan: You have the amendment in front of you now. That is why the Deputy
Premier moved the amendment. What you are doing is not on. You are saying that the PAC
report is at variance with what was said in the Rees report tabled in this House. However,
you are not prepared to give page numbers.

Mr TRENORDEN: I have 30 minutes in which I am supposed to give all the page numbers;
that is a ridiculous proposition! I am sick and tired of listening to the member prattling on. I
intend to ignore him.

The information is available. If members or the public look at the Rees report and the PAC
report they can see that the information just does not match. The public have a right to know
just who is telling the truth. All Western Australians know chat this Government will not
give information, and that nothing has changed over the time of the Burke, Dowding and
Lawrence Governments.

The action has been precisely the same and the method is the same. Members will remember
that during Brian Burke's days, before he imposed a massive increase in State taxes he talked
about superannuation benefits for politicians. While the public argued for two weeks about
that issue, Mr Burke slipped through tax increases. When they were through he dropped the
issue of politicians' superannuation. Mr Dowding took the same tack and this Government is
now talking about highly important issues such as duck shooting and daylight saving. Our
agenda looks like a cafe menu. The Government does nothing but run side issues. Important
fundamentals are involved and at the end of the day Western Australians will ask themselves
where the Government is leading them. We cannot believe information that we get from the
Government. Everyone on the Government side stonewalls and plays Boycott. The cricket
season is coming up and there is no flashing outside the off stump. The Government just
blocks everything that comes along.

Mr Graham: You cannot have it both ways. The member for Vasse reckons we let
everything go through to the keeper, but you reckon we are blocking it.

Mr TRENORDEN: We get a wicket from time to time. However, we are not getting any
closer to the truth. The public of Western Australia are not getting any closer to the truth. I
will not stand here and call for a Royal Commission, but frankly while the Government is
canrying on as it is it is doing me a great deal of good. The next election will be in February
1993 and by the Government's caking the action that it has, members opposite will feel the
pain every month until that date, because information will keep coming out. The
Government can accuse the Opposition of running around for other interests, but that does
not cut any ice. I had that tipped on me by the previous Treasurer, David Parker. He stood
in this House a year ago and bucketed me. Nobody on that side of the House can say that the
figures 1 gave in the Parliament in September 1989 were not factually correct. I was
bucketed the whole way. The Deputy Premier finally came to the conclusion that I was right
and he formed an agreement with me, Hon Peter Foss and Hon Max Evans which accepted
the principles of the legislation which I brought forward; but did he stand up and say chat he
was wrong a year ago? Of course he did not; he played the same old blocking game. For the
Government to say that the Opposition is not producing any argument is absolute rubbish.
The speeches by the Premier and the Deputy Premier were without substance. The
Opposition has produced evidence and has done so consistently.

The Opposition might not be spot on all the time with its information, but that is because we
are pulling our information from everywhere. It would be better if the Government rather
than the Opposition started bringing information to this Parliament. It would be better for the
people of Western Australia if the Government said that it was time for the charade to finish;
it was time to open up the books and let it all run. In fact the Government has said that.
How many times has it said that? Yet we have not seen any action. None whatsoever.
Neither the Opposition nor the public of Western Australia can get the time of day from the
Government. The history of Labor Government Treasurers and finance Ministers from 1983
to now has been despicable when one considers the people who have held those positions. I
am not making accusations, I am talking about historical facts. Today we heard the Premier
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bucketing previous Ministers and saying it was all their fault. The decisions were made by
17 Cabinet Ministers, and how many are left in this place today? Thirteen remain, and the
Premier claims that the four who left were the whale problem.
Mr Pearce: No-one has said that. The Premier did not say that those four Ministers were
responsible for these things.
Mr TRENORDEN: The Leader of the House should have a look at the Premier's speech
today.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I cannot allow the debate to continue with cross
exchanges.

Mr TRENORDEN: Obviously the Opposition will not accept this amendment. It is absolute
rubbish. It talks about the Opposition consistently and deliberately misleading the
Parliament. There is no point in going backwards and forwards across the Chamber with
these accusations. I do not give a damn what is contained in part (a) of the amendment, the
public will decide who has been telling the truth and who has been logical. I am happy to be
judged by the people. We know what will happen in a few minutes' time. The vote will be
carried in this House and the charade will continue.

What has happened to the worthwhile prom-ise made by this Premier when she came to
Parliament about making Parliament a place for the people? Where has that gone? Look at
this motion and the Premier's speech today and compare that with the sentiments she
expressed a few months ago. The Premier stated that the Opposition ridiculed the
comprehensive and objective findings of the McCusker report. We may have had one or two
people talking about the McCusker report; that is natural. He did a good job within his terms
of reference. That is my position and it is on record; it will not change. The Opposition
wants to know what was not in the report. We want to know what is happening. It is
commendable that the McCusker report resulted in a few prosecutions; that is great. But
what about the prosecutions which have not occurred? What about the questions which we
on this side have raised and which we have proved to be tine? What about the people who
are responsible for those actions? Who lost the money? Who got it? All those questions
have been asked, but we keep on getting a stonewall response from this Government. The
editorial in today's The West Australian is spot on as far as it concerned members of the
Government. It was not written by the Opposition.

Mr Pearce: The West Australian has been the real opposition in this State for several years
now.

Mr TRENORDEN: I will quote the words of Robert Holmes a Court. In the last interview
before his death he said that the motives and the behaviour of the SOIC should be looked at.
That is the bottom line.

MR COURT (Nedlands) [3.49 pm]: I do not support the amendment before the House.

Mr Pearce: If it passes it could be your big chance. You should rethink your position.

Mr COURT: We are debating the question of who is misleading whom with regard to
WA Inc. The Leader of the House must have had a pretty interesting Caucus meeting on
Tuesday because a few members must have been asking what was going on.

When the McCusker report came down we were told that the Ministers had been let off the
hook. Then Oily Rees said in his report that Ministers were involved in some of the
decisions. Then the Government's former key advisers came out publicly and said they were
not going to be the bunnies in this exercise and that Ministers were involved in telling them
what to do. I bet a lot of backbenchers are asking the Labor leadership, "Who is telling the
truth? How much more will come out?" I can remember that when the Teachers Credit
Society went bust it was everyone's fault but the Government's.

Mr Lewis: It was the Opposition's!
Mr& COURT: Yes, it was even the Opposition's fault! Who was responsible?

Mr Pearce: The Liberal Party was starting a n.

Mr Taylor: That was also stated in the court proceedings in relation to the issue.

Mr COURT: The Government is responsible for overseeing the building societies and credit
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unions in this State to make sure that they are ru correctly, just as the Reserve Bank is
responsible for overseeing the banks.
Mr Pearce: Who went to gaol over the Teachers Credit Society?

Mr COURT: Some Ministers should have faced a few hearings over what took place with
the Teachers Credit Society. At one stage the Government could not tell us who was the
Minister responsible for overseeing the building society and credit union legislation, and the
Government wonders why things can run amuck! We have gone through the problems of the
State Government Insurance Commission, the State Government Insurance Office, the
R & I Bank and the Government Employees Superannuation Board and they were the fault
of everybody, but not the Governument. There has been no ministerial direction.

Last week, in an amazing speech to this Parliament, the Deputy Premier was forced into a
corner by 'The 7.30 Report" and others to present this report prepared by Oily Rees. Not
only did we receive Olly Rees' report but also a bit was tagged on the end of that report
about the Superannuation Board. No-one had mentioned the Superannuation Board in all of
the build up to the matter on the SCIC but the Government included in the report a section
about the Superannuation Board. All of a sudden we were told about the put option. Why
did the Deputy Premier and the Government tell us about the put option last week?
Mr Taylor: Why do you think I did it?

Mr COURT: The Deputy Premier did it because there was a motion on the Notice Paper in
the other place and it would have come out in a few days anyway.

Mr Taylor: I did it because I was told about it. When I was told about it I acted upon it.

Mr COURT: Is the Minister saying that he was told about it and then acted upon it?

Mr Taylor: I was told about it, that is dead right.
Mr COURT: That is very interesting. I hope the media are listening to this because it is
revealing. How soon did the Minister act?

Mr Taylor: The chief executive officer briefed me in relation to the issue on the Wednesday
or Thursday before I went on leave. There were two other people in my office at the same
time, and I actually asked for a briefing on the issue. He went right through the issue with
me. I told him that he had no alternative but to take the matter to the Auditor General and I
understand that very day, if not the next day, he took the matter to the Auditor General.

Mr COURT: Is that the first the Deputy Premier knew about the put option?

Mr Taylor: I received a detailed briefing on the put option.

Mr COURT: The Deputy Premier is misleading this House. He misled this House last week
and he has misled it again today. I will tell the House why he misled it. I am sick of
continually not being told the truth about what went on.

Mr Taylor: I happen to have witnesses who were there when I received the briefing in
relation to the put option.

Mr COURT: The Deputy Premier is telling me that in September he was told about this put
option and about the dealings surrounding it. I will tell the Deputy Premier when he was told
about it. He was told about it in May this year.

Mr Taylor: That is wrong.

Mr COURT: I will read out the evidence which indicates the Deputy Premier knew about it
in May. This is typical of what the Government comes up with.
Mr Pearce: What is it?
Mr COURT: This is a letter written on the letterhead of the Deputy Premier and signed by
Ian Taylor which relates to the papers tabled in the other House. It states in paragraph 2 -

In accordance with the usual practice, I have extracted from these volumes a Cabinet
submission and associated papers, also documents the subject of legal professional
privilege (legal advice from solicitors). In addition, there is a report of Mr Tucker
dated 12 December 1988, which incidentally touches on legal matters. I have caused
it to be modified to delete two lines and a brief appendix summarising advice the
subject of legal professional privilege.
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Mr Taylor: That letter was written on the legal advice of people involved.

Mr COURT: The Deputy Premier told us that he read this memorandum in May of this year
and authorised it to be changed. What does the memorandum say? The memorandum is
from Mr Tucker to Mr Ralston from the GESB and Oily Rees from the SOIC and spells out
all the details of the put option. The Deputy Premier has just told us that he was told about it
in September this year and he acted upon it immediately.

Mr Taylor: I was given a briefing on that put option on the Thursday before this Parliament
got up.

Mr COURT: That is not what the Deputy Premier said. He told this Parliament that he first
found out about the put option recently, not five months ago. The Deputy Premier can Try to
shout me down but we heard the Premier say last week -

That is the way that matters shouid be conducted. Equally, with the Government
Employees Superannuation Board the very serious allegations contained in the
Deputy Premier's statement -

Mr Lewis: He denied that anything had been held from the Auditor General two
weeks ago ...

Dr LAWRENCE: That is correct. It first came to the Deputy Premier's and my
attention two and a half weeks ago.

Then the Leader of the House stated in this House last week that it was all new information.
It was news to members;, they had just found out about this put option arrangement. To this
day we would not have known any more about the matter if there had not been a motion on
the Notice Paper in the other House asking for more information.

Mr Trenorden: That has been the case all the time.

Mr COURT: That is right. The Premier, the Deputy Premier and the Leader of the House
are telling us that they found out about it only then. However, the Deputy Premier admits
that he even edited - which I do not mind - a memorandum which outlined what the put
option was all about. Is that not interesting? The Deputy Premier was forced last week to
include in his speech orn the SGIC this extra information in the report from Oily Rees about
the Goverrnent Employees Superannuation Board. The Deputy Premier knew that the
Opposition was starting To get close to the details surrounding this fraudulent deal. The
Deputy Premier himself stated last week -

I have now been advised that ... a put option signed in relation to the Central Park
development was not disclosed as a contingent liability in the GESH's annual
accounts. In addition, I am advised that details of the put option were not
appropriately noted in the GES board seal register or the board's minutes.

The Deputy Premier went through this memorandum which fully described the put option,
edited it and took out those bits which may have affected legal action, yet it was not until we
started putting pressure on him, through the other House, that we started to be told the tmuth.

Mr Pearce: What is the precise fonn of words in the letter?

Mir COURT: Here we go. Last week the media were told that this was all news to the
Goverrnent, that it was a terrible mistake. They were told that it was awful. The Deputy
Premier said last week -

I stress that the Government views these matters as very serious mistakes. They
represent part of an unfortunate period which has already been the subject of public
examination and which will never occur again.

Today we still have not been told the full story about the put option. We have not been told
whether the Minister was involved in a part of this deal which held a contingent liability in
excess of $70 million. An amount of $70 million had been held out of the accounts in June
1988. It is now nearly Christmas 1990 and we still do not know the full story. The
Government had the nerve to come into this Parliament last week thinking that a ministerial
statement, with a bit tagged on the end about the GESB, would cover the situation. Last
week the Deputy Premier created the impression that he had only just found out about the put
option.
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Mr Taylor: I got a briefing on that put option on that Wednesday or Thursday.
Mr COURT: How come the Deputy Premier was able to edit the docunent? The siwuation is
becoming worse. He is now telling this Parliament that in May he was able to edit a
document which was all about the put option, but that he was not briefed on the put option
until September.

Mr Pearce: Read it out.

Mr COURT: Who do we believe in this exercise? The original motion moved was all about
these people misleading this Parliament. I put it to the House in quite simple terms: Last
week the Premier, the Deputy Premier and the Leader of the House misled this House. They
said that they had just received this information and that they had just found out about the put
option.

Mr Taylor: I said I got a briefing on the put option on Thursday. That is when the first
problems in relation to that put option, the seals, whether it Was in the board minutes and
whether these things had been done properly, were put to me. I said to the CEO at the end of
the briefing that he had no choice but to go to the Auditor General. The put option has been
known in this Parliament for ages, but the issue of whether any improprieties or otherwise
were associated with it is quite separate.

Mr COURT: Is that the Government's defence? Is the Deputy Premier telling the House
that he was able to edit a tabled memorandum which was published in May without his
having received a briefing on the put option?

Mr Taylor: I was advised on that day of what might be an impropriety but I do not know
whether it is.

Mr COURT: Who advised the Deputy Premier to amend the memorandum?

Mr Taylor: It would have been Crown Law.

Mr COURT: The Deputy Premier is saying that Crown Law advised him?

Mr Taylor: I would not act on any advice other than from Crown Law or the solicitors who
act for the Government Employees Superannuation Board.

Mr COURT: Is the Deputy Premier saying that Crown Law briefed him?

Mr Taylor: Either Crown Law or the solicitors who work for the Superannuation Board, who
would have suggested in relation to cases before the court that those were the issues that
should be made available. I would not personally be put in the position you have suggested
in relation to these matters. Immediately the matter of possible impropriety was drawn to my
attention in that briefing, it was sent to the Auditor General. Do not pretend otherwise.

Mr COURT: It is not a matter of my pretending otherwise. The Deputy Premier is saying
that Crown Law advised him on how this memorandum involving the put option should be
edited.

Mr Taylor: I would not have done it of my own accord.

Mr COURT: Surely, one of the most serious things that has occurred in the Superannuation
Board would have been brought to the Deputy Premier's attention; that is, that the put option
was not disclosed in the accounts.

Mr Taylor: It was brought to my attention at the time of the briefing when it was first raised
with me.

Mr COURT: How could the -Deputy- Premier amnend -in -May- a -detailed -memorandu
involving the put option when he did not know it was still a secret and no-one knew about it?
Mr Taylor- I did not know the story. I got the details of the story when I told you I got the
derails.
Mr COURT: I want to know who is misleading whom?

Mr Pearce: It is clear that you are misleading the House. Read out the statement.

Mr COURT: I will read the statement. It says -

With regard to the statements which have been tabled in the House today and some of
the documentation, the Premier said a few moments ago that many of these things are
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as much news to members of the current Government as they are to members of the
Opposition ...

That is absolute nonsense because the Government was involved on I May in editing these
documents which were tabled on. The Government now says that it did not know about the
put option until October. It is an absolute joke. The Deputy Premier and the Premier say
that they want to know more and that they are shocked and horrified about what is being
revealed. These people know what has been going on and the Government is playing a game
of seeing how long it can hold back before telling the truth.

The Premier spoke about fraudulent actions being brought before the courts as a result of
some of the things the Government has initiated. That may be well and good and it will
follow the legal process, but as yet no-one has looked at the performance of the Ministers
opposite who Rees, Edwards and Lloyd now say were directing the people involved. Lloyd
recently said in court that he was doing what his masters, the Government, had told him to do
in relation to the $15 million that went into Western Collieries. That is the pattern being
followed. Ministers of the Crown seem to think that they will be able to bluff their way out
of this situation because they have not given written directions. However, a few people
standing in the witness box are trying to save themselves from going to gaol and will make
sure that the truth comes out. Governm-ent members should not boast about the number of
people facing charges for fraud because with all the information coming out about WA Inc
dealings and the Government's holding back of information, some Ministers and former
Ministers will be closely involved in those court proceedings.

This House was misled last week. It was told that the Government had just found out about a
put option, although I have made it clear in the House today that not only did the
Government know about that put option, but also it was fully involved in editing documents
relating to that put option in May.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [4.06 pml: The normal way in which
debates run in this place is for someone to move a motion and for others to oppose it. Those
who support the motion put forward the proof and those who oppose it try to rebut that proof.
I have not seen an example as glaring or blatant of somebody on the Opposition side
providing in his speech the proof for the motion before the House as did the member for
Nedlands with regard to the amendment moved by the Deputy Premier. The point being
made in this proposed amendment is simply that when the Opposition comes forward with its
claims in this Parliament - particularly this afternoon, although it has happened on other
occasions - it is not honest in thie way in which it presents those claims. The member for
Nedlands - the hopeful Leader of the Opposition - demonstrated that absolutely and
precisely. As the Deputy Premier said, there is a world of difference between knowing there
is a put option and knowing there is some irregularity in a put option.

Mr MacKinnon: Why was he amending the document on legal advice?

Mr PEARCE: The Deputy Premier has explained that and I wiln go over it again in a
moment for the benefit of the Leader of the Opposition. I make the point very clearly: I
asked the member for Nedlands to demonstrate the final, crunch proof of his claim. That
proof must be in the document he had; that is to say, the detail of the memorandum which he
claimed to have. I asked him to read it. Instead, he read the speech three times. Why did he
not read the document? It is because there is nothing in the memorandum to lead anyone to
believe there was any irregularity with regard to the put option. That is the point involved.
Neither the Deputy Premier nor anybody else was aware of any suggestion of irregularity
about the put option until the matter was reported to the Deputy Premier at the time he
reported it. If the member for Nedlands had proof to the contrary, he would have produced
it. I have stood often in this place with a piece of paper in my back pocket, and drawn out
someone to the stage where he sticks out his neck, and out comes the chopper, and zoom. If
the member for Nedlands had proof, he would have presented it when Government members
were calling for it. He would have read excerpts from the memorandum which demonstrated
that somebody should have been aware of irregularities with regard to the put option.

Mr Court: Are you saying that Crown Law, two years after the event, would not know that
there was a put option that had not been disclosed in the accounts?

Mr PEARCE: The Crown Law advice to the Deputy Premier with regard to this matter did
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not relate to the regularity or irregularity of documents, but to whether some information
would impact on a court case. It is not within the purview of the Deputy Premier to judge
what would or would not be likely to impact on a court case. That is a matter for the
Government's advisers, and the Deputy Premier took that advice and put it into effect. There
is nothing in that memorandum which would lead a casual reader to believe that there was
something improper about the put option.

Mr Court: Do you call Crown Law a casual reader?

Mr PEARCE: Even if that were the case, and I do not believe it was -

Mr Court: Crown Law went through it in detail because court cases were involved.

Mr PEARCE: Which court case was to do with the irregular nature of the put option?

Mr Court: It says in your covering letter, which I will read out when it comes back from
Hansard, that legal action was currently taking place in relation to these matters.

Mr PEARCE: In relation to these matters generally; it was not to do with the alleged
irregular nature of the put option. Even if someone in Crown Law had suspicions about the
put option, he did not draw that to anybody's attention. The facts of the matter are precisely
as the Deputy Premier has said: From the time that he was aware that there were claims of
irregularity about the put option, he made investigations, found out the facts, and provided
those facts to the Parliament, without in fact being asked to do so. That is not misleading the
Parliament, and the Opposition has failed completely in its efforts to demonstrate that the
Deputy Premier has misled the Parliament in that way. That is all a piece of the way in
which the Opposition has presented its case today. It has not presented one skerrick of
evidence for the claims it has made.

I came to this Parliament on the same day as the now Leader of the Opposition, arid he was
not the outstanding new member on the Liberal Party side at that time; the member for
Cotsesloe was. The now Leader of the Opposition, who was then the member for Murdoch,
was renowned for making speeches where he would just lay out a supposition and then in the
course of a sentence or two, without his providing any evidence at all, that supposition would
become a declared and proved fact, and he would present it to the Parliament as such. In
fact, very often he would put it the other way. He would say, "Mr Speaker, the Opposition
has declared that such is the case. I put it to you that is not true"; and having neatly rebutted
the matter, he would move on to the next point. That kind of presentation or rebuttal by
assertion was the thing that made the member's colleagues so angry when he was raised to
the Ministry after three years on the back bench. Some of the people who thought they
should have been appointed as Ministers at that time are still in this place. I was with some
of them at a cricket match on the day when the Ministry was announced after the 1980
election, and they all conceded that the member for Cottesloe should have been in the
Ministry, and not one of them would concede that the then member for Murdoch ought to
have been in the Ministry ahead of them - people who had been in the Parliament for three,
six and nine years longer than he. One of the reasons they advanced in that little angry
conversation was that there was nothing of substance in the member's speeches.

The member has not changed now that he has become the Leader of the Opposition. What
we heard today was a classic piece of obfuscation of the kind that marks the productions of
those peuple who believe that the pyramids were built by people from outer space. When the
program about von Daniken's book Chariots of the Gods was shown on television, I was a
teacher at Bentley Senior High School, and I was so alarmed by the extent to which people
were taking as the truth that facile kind of propaganda that I called a public meeting of all the
students at that school to demonstrate to them how von Daniken's so-called proofs were not
proofs. In fact, this is how von Daniken operated. He would say, "Here is a mystery to be
explained. How could the pyramids have been built by people so long ago when the level of
technology was so low?" He would then say, "One answer may be that they were built by
people from outer space." At the end of the chapter he would say, 'Therefore, I have proved
that people from outer space built the pyramids." That was the line of argument that marked
von Daniken's work.

It is also the line of argument that has marked the work of the Leader of the Opposition
because he has said, "Here is a question about some matter which is on the public record.
Here are a couple of selected quotes from documents which are on the public record. This
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may lead you to ask the question: Was the former Premier responsible for that? Ergo; I have
proved that the former Premier was responsible for that." That line of argument does not
hold water because unfortunately what the member has to produce in this Parliament, as he
would have to in a court, to nail down his case, is an element of proof or evidence. Hie needs
something which demonstrates that what he is claiming is true. Opposition members have
not been able to demonstrate that any member of the current Government was tied into the
things which they are claiming.

In order for Opposition members to inflict the political damage which they seek to inflict
they need to be able to tie members of the current Cabinet to the actions about which they are
complaining because that is the only way they will1 be able to say that the inquiries,
investigations and prosecutions which have been launched by the Government, and the court
cases to recover money, will not be sufficient in the end to find out the whole truth and to
take all the actions of punishment and recovery that are available. The Opposition has not
been able to tie in any member of the current Cabinet in that way. Not a skerrick of evidence
or proof points in that direction. The member for Nedlands was the only Opposition member
who really tried to show today that the Deputy Premier had misled the Parliament, but he
would not produce the crucial proof which he said he had. He would not produce that
evidence because, as [ will assert now and tell the House is the truth, there is nothing in the
memorandum produced by the member for Nedlands which could lead one to the conclusion
that there was something -

Mr Court: Thte Deputy Premier told us earlier today that the first time he knew about the put
option was two and a half weeks ago.
Mr PEARCE: Okay. Let us work on the basis that the member for Nedlands was so carried
away with himself arid was so frothing at the mouth that we could not understand what he
was saying. The member should not rush off now. He should go back and sit in his seat and
read out for us that part of the memorandum which proves that point.

Mr Court. I was going to read it out on radio.

Mr PEARCE: Read it out now. Sit down, please, because I have the floor, but I will hand
over to the member.

Mr Court: Do you want me to read the whole memorandum?

Mr PEARCE: Read out the bit that proves there is some demonstration of impropriety in the
put option. That sentence will do. That is all we require.
Mr Court: It says on page two -

CENTRAL PARK DEVELOPMENT SUTE, ST. GEORGE'S TERRACE

On the 30th June 1988, Esjay Pty Ltd, a shelf company controlled by Warren
Anderson and possibly Armstrong Jones Life Company (their interest is unclear)
acquired Midtown's (Bond Corporation Limited) interest in the property for a sum of
$57.5 million. This is made up in the follow way:-

Land Purchase Price $45,000,000

GESB Loan to Midtown buy-out $11,000,000

Project Management buy-out $1,500,0(0

Under the joint venture arrangement with Esjay Pty Ltd, a fee of $5 million is to be
paid to Esjay Pty Ltd to project manage Stage I and 2 of the proposed development.
$1.5 million has been paid to date.
Further the GESB agreed to fund all Esjay Pty Ltd's development costs for a period
of up to 12 months after completion of Stage 1. (car park level).

Under the agreement, Esjay Pty Ltd has a put option whereby it can require the GESB
to acquire its interest in the property at a given time. Esjay Pty Ltd's put fee is
$5 million.

That spells out what the put option said. Crown Law has gone through that document and
briefed the Deputy Premier, yet the Deputy Premier is saying that the first he knew about it -

Mr PEARCE: That is an error of the first magnitude because the point made by the Deputy
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Premier about the put option was not that there was not one but that the put option had not
been properly processed by the body concerned, or properly authorised or shown in the
books. Now none of that improper allegation about the put option appears in the
memorandum, That is exactly the point that I made. The Deputy Premnier, on the occasion
when he went through those papers and read that memorandum, would not have had any
inkling at all that there was anything improper about the put option, any more than he would
have believed that there was anything improper about the six or seven other financial
transactions which were raised in the single paragraph read out by the member for Nedlands.
How much more dishonest can the member opposite be than to come into the House and
accuse someone of misleading the House on the basis of a document that he read out only
when he was absolutely forced to do so, and it then showed that he had no proof?
That is the way it has gone for members opposite. The member for Nedlands produces
cheques and accuses us of all sorts of things in regard to them, but they do not have anyone's
name on them. They are not signed by anyone or directed to anyone, yet he waves them
around and says, "I can tell you a story about this cheque." Well, the member for Nedlands
has been caught out again with regard to this option and I think it is incumbent upon the
Opposition to start to recognise the kind of tactics it is using. It may well. be chat Opposition
members all do, and that they are prepared to support their leadership in the use of these
tactics, but I do not think it is a proper thing for them to be doing. If they are going to make
claims, let them give some evidence for the claims.
Mr Lewis: How many times have we heard this?

Mr PEARCE: How many times have we not had the evidence?

Mr Lewis: Say it again - come on! It is like a record, and the needle is stuck. It goes around
and around.

Mr Clarko: A Royal Commission could sum up and weigh up the evidence.

Ms PEARCE: Members opposite would have to have some evidence to give a Royal
Commidssion. How could the member for Nedlands take that memorandum to a Royal
Commission and present it as evidence for the claimn that he was making? He had an
opportunity to do it right here in the Parliament, and he muffed it - he blew it completely. It
sounded good when he rolled it out - "I have here a document which proves that the Deputy
Premier misled the Parliamnent." The trouble was that he would not read it out - and why
not? It was because the document did not do what he said it did, and when we forced him to
read it out - not in the course of his own speech but in the course of mine - it was manifestly
the case that his document did not do what he said it did. What he is hoping for is that that
will get the headline anyway - a headline which says '"Deputy Premier midsled House' -
Court". People would read that and think it had been proved in some way, but clearly it has
not.
I suppose everyone plays that game of shooting for the headlines, with the idea that if one
throws enough mud some of it will stick. However, what we want to do now int supporting
ts amendment is to place on the record the fact that this House recognises the tactics that
are being used, and we tink they are not the right thing for this Parliament to be doing. We
want to censure the Leader of the Opposition, not only for using those tactics himself but for
supporting the use of them by his colleagues. I suppose it is a little like the political beauty
contest we see here on Wednesday afternoons now, when those members opposite who want
to challenge the Leader of the Opposition strut their wares and he struts his. The fact is the
Leader of the Opposition, in strutting his wares today, did not do a job even up to his normal
standard, and that is saying something. People who are impartial observers have already
commented -

Mr Clarko: In summing up Parliament last Friday on the ABC, they said that last week he
gave the best speech of the week.

Ms PEARCE: Well, we can listen to what they say about it this Friday. The fact is that it
was an awful speech and the looks on the faces of members opposite reflected it all. I did not
think anyone could give a worse speech than that, but the member for Applecross proved me
wrong in a very short time indeed. The way in which the member for Applecross speaks in
this Parliament never ceases to amaze me. I always think that no-one can get worse than that
but the member for Applecross manages to break his own record every time. There is a kind
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of Olympic athlete of speaking somewhere inside the member for Applecross with regard to
these matters.

The real potential Leader of the Opposition, the member for Nedlands, unfortunately seems
to be taken with an attack of hysterics every time he speaks in the Parliament. The member
for Nedlands was actually quite a good speaker at one time. He was like young Winston and
was beginning to get the tones of old Winston - he was starting to sound a bit like the old
man - and that is not a bad style to adopt; but now he has adapted the foamidng-at-the-mouth,
rabid style of speaking in Parliament and it is not doing him any good, particularly when all
that shouting and yeling is designed to cover the fact that the documents which are alleged
to support his case are weak and do not support it.

Members opposite can rant and rave and yell every Wednesday from now until the next
election and it will not do them any good. Let me put this on record: It is the case that the
Government is hurt politically in the eyes of the people by not calling for a Royal
Commission. We accept that that is the truth.

Mr Clarko: But you know it is better for you to put up with the odium that you are copping
now than to have a Royal Commission, because it will all come out then and that is what you
don't want. It is the better of two evils for you.

Several members interjected.

Mr Fred Tubby: Your little mate from Armadale wants a Royal Commission because he has
a great deal to tell. He wants to lay it on the table - everything.

Mr PEARCE: My little mate from Armadale!

Mr Fred Tubby: He was coming in today.

Mr PEARCE: Well, he has not turned up, and I was very disappointed that he did not come.
However, that is a clear indication of the kind of ratbag upon whom members opposite rely
for their claims. The last claim made in regard to that evidence was innuendo by the member
for Applecross that I took bribes when I was the Minister for Planning and that I had all this
money in a secret bank account in the Eastern States.

Mr Lewis: I never said that at all.

Mr PEARCE: The member for Applecross did not get out the whole story, because I could
have told him the story that there was $97 000 in that account. Not that I have it; there is
$35 in my overpaid Gold Card American Express account and it turned into $97 000, in
that gentleman's mind, which I am alleged to have stashed away in a secret bank account. I
can see from the look on the faces of members opposite that they knew of that figure before.

Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: Members opposite can shout and yell all they like with regard to these matters
until the election comes Mround. We acknowledge that failing to have a Royal Commission
hurts us politically and we know that if enough mud is thrown some of it will stick, but it is
our belief that in the end the advice which we give in the last two lines of the amendment
moved by the Deputy Premier is the advice which the people will turn to when it comes to
choosing a Government. They will look for a Government which has policies, vision and
leadership, and we are not addressing ourselves to these things in any obsessive or
compulsive way such as members opposite are doing; we are attending to the proper
Government of this State and we will continue to do that for the term of this Government and
well beyond, into the term of the next Government. If members opposite want to be in
Government they would be well advised to follow our path.

Government members: Hear, hear!

MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) (4.26 pm]: I tried hard to resist temptation, but I looked up some
of the words used by the member for Applecross during his speech which I had not heard
before. Because of the way some of them were pronounced I had some difficulty finding
them, but I want to tell the House about this one because it sums up the debate by members
opposite pretty well. The dictionary contains the word "embuggerance", which roUs nicely
off the tongue. It means "an unnecessary or irrelevant interruption in the completion of a
task". That just about sums up the debate from the Opposition here today.
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The question we must ask is: Why has this motion come up all of a sudden? The answer is
pretty obvious to anyone but an innocent bystander - it is because the Leader of the
Opposition is sick and tired of being outgunned by the Deputy Premier. Every rime members
opposite have raised an allegation or laid down a slander or a slur they get the answers, but
not the answers they wanted. It is nothing more than a cynical political exercise and it comes
from the Liberal Party, which never copped the 1989 election result - nor, for that matter, the
1986 or 1983 election results. Members of the Liberal Party still have a born to rule
mentality and think they should get into Government. Well, it does not work that way. They
had their chance and they blew it. They are in Opposition and they are staying there.

Let us look at members opposite. They are standing up like paragons of virtue and saying,
"Give us the answers, give us the truth." This is the mob who brought in the section 54B
provision. There were not 2 500 people, as at a People for Fair and Open Government rally,
but 16 000 people out at the front of Parliament House opposing that provision, yet that did
not change the minds of Liberal Party members one iota. They are the mob who brought in
Noorikanbafi, and who presided over Australia's worst gerrymander which, as the Fitzgerald
inquiry said, is institutionalised corruption. It is a system they presided over, lived with and
loved. They are the people who have opposed the declaration of donations to political
parties, and they still oppose it. They say, "Let us have open Government and let us all be
honest", but they will not tell us who slips a quid into their campaign finds, and when they
get a piece of paper that is not signed they tell us they have some secret information.

I have infornation about Federal senators and where they got their campaign funds.
Members opposite should ask their Federal senators where they got their money. Opposition
members opposed the introduction of a pecuniary interest Bill into Parliament. I have
listened this afternoon to the allegations and half truths about corruption and bribery, but not
one shred of evidence has been produced. The Leader of the Opposition stood up and ranted
on from a collection of Press clippings, from the McCusker report, from public documents,
and the ultimate insult, from Brian Burke's biography. The Leader of the Opposition failed
dismally. On the basis of that pretext the Leader of the Opposition moves a motion that the
Deputy Premier should stand aside. I would not even smack my children on an argument
like that.

The member for Applecross jumps up and says, "Corruption is evident.". When he is
challenged on that statement he says, "Everyone knows there is corruption." He must
produce evidence. The member for Applecross shakes his head and sticks it up in the air, but
[ say to him, "Why the hell don't you produce evidence?" The McCusker report says -

The investigation has found no evidence which would establish the commission of
any offence by such persons. I have been at pains to ensure that any suggestion that
such evidence did exist has been followed and properly considered.

However, the member for Applecross says that everyone knows there has been corruption. It
is a shame the member for Riverton has left the Chamber because he is a case in point. He
came to me a month ago and said that he had rock solid evidence of Ministers' taking
kickbacks and of Ministers' involvement in graft and corruption. I said that he should come
into Parliament that afternoon and raise it in the McCusker debate. I suggested that he
produce his evidence in Parliament under absolute privilege. What did he say? This is
typical of the Liberal Party's campaign. He said that he made a telephone call to
Mr McCusker who said that he could not investigate the matters raised by the member
because they were beyond his termns of reference. The member then said that he and
Mr MeCusker spoke about other matters and the actions of certain directors of Rothwells
including Mr Connell and Mr Burgess. The member said he was prepared 'to givie
Mr McCusker names and places and to provide him with other information. However, the
member was not happy when he realised that Mr McCusker expected him to hunt down the
information himself. The member then indicated to Mr McCusker that he did not have the
time or the resources. That is typical of Liberal Party allegations: No detail, no substance,
nothing. "The member told Mr McCusker that he did not have the time to get the information.
What a load of nonsense! The Opposition had its chances to produce evidence and it failed
dismally. Opposition members have thrown up those allegations in this place regularly.
What is it afraid of? The Opposition's actions remind me of the McCarthy era, "I have a
piece of paper that proves you are a Communist; if you axe not, prove it."
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Whatever happened to the fundamentals of this country? One of the basic tenets of
democracy is the presumption of innocence. The Opposition has not extended that to one
person in Western Australia. It has smeared politicians, departmental heads and anyone who
has got in its way. It has done that without producing one shred of evidence. The
Opposition is running on the reverse onus of proof, It is saying that all Government
members are guilty and that the only way to prove we are not is with a Royal Commission. I
have heard the same rhetoric in this place for 18 months, but the Opposition has not
produced any evidence. It has not produced a sausage.

Mr Lewis: Rubbish!

Mr GRAHAM: It is not rubbish. The Opposition picks up a piece of information, it twists it
and ties it together, and it ends up with a convoluted story which it calls a fact.

W~ Trenorden: Why has Rees come out with statements? Why did you have the McCusker
inquiry? It was because we produced evidence.
Nr GRAHAM: Let us have a look at how it works. The member told Mr McCusker that he
was prepared to name names and to provide him with other information.
Mr Trenorden: Why did you have the McCusker report?

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr GRAHAM: The member made allegations and started rumours; and that is how the
Liberal Party operates. That is why the motion will be defeated and the amendment will
pass. The amendment says -

The House also notes that in the light of the liberal Opposition's criticism of the
McCusker report, it is apparent that no inquiry no matter how wide ranging would be
acceptable to the Opposition because they chose to ignore or dispute the facts when
they do not serve their cheap political ends.

That is a fact of life and members saw it last night. All of a sudden the Opposition cas the
McCusker report a whitewash. That is because the report does not say what the Opposition
wants it to say. It is a complete and utter waste of time unless someone somewhere produces
evidence. The Opposition cannot say to members in this Parliament, "There are people out
there who will give evidence to a Royal Commission"; if those people have evidence they
have an obligation to bring it forward.

Mr Trenorden: To whom?

Mr GRAHAM: The member for Applecross earlier today asked that same question: To
whom? He has allegedly got all this information but he has not done anything with it. The
member has absolute privilege in this place, and if he has dates, names, times and places, he
should bring that in here. I am sure the Deputy Premier, the Leader of the House, or the
Premier will advise him where to put it. If he would like to talk to me in the bar later I could
probably tell him where to put it also.

Mr Lewis: We all know who carried your paper bags around this town.

MrGRAHAM: I beg your pardon!

Withdrawal of Remark
The SPEAKER: Order! Uip you get. I will not even ask -

Mr LEWIS: I do not know what I am supposed to withdraw.

The SPEAKER: You just withdraw it straight away or I will have you out of the House.

Mr Lewis: I withdraw.
The SPEAKER: I will not tolerate that sort of comment in this place. It is not just a little bit
improper, it is highly improper. The member brings this whole place into disrepute and the
fact that I have to stand up twice and tell him that is disgusting in itself. Withdraw it.

Mr Lewis: I did withdraw it.

The SPEAKER: You withdraw it now when I have sat down.

Mr LEWIS: For the third time I withdraw.
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The SPEAKER: For the very last time you get up and withdraw it without a qualification or
you are out of here.

Mr LEWIS: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Mr GRAHAM: Thank you, Mr Speaker. The point has just been made again - even with the
withdrawal. Standing Order No 142 about tedious repetition should be read by members
opposite. In my previous life - before I became a member of Parliament - I used to came into
the Public Gallery from time to time and watch the performances in the House. I can
remember Brian Burke, who was then the Leader of the Opposition, hooking into the then
Premier, Sir Charles Court, about something - I cannot recall what it was.

Sir Charles' answer to Brian Burke should be understood and taken on board by the Liberal
Party. Sir Charles said to Brian Burke, "If you want to go fishing, son, you bring your own
bait, don't expect me to provide it." The same thing applies to the member for Applecross
today: If he wants to go fishing he should produce his own bait by way of concrete evidence.
MR SHAVE (Melville) [4.41 pm]: I am concerned about the Government's position
regarding this motion and about who is making the decisions. Why is the Deputy Premier
taking the flak for the Government when the Premier is the head person responsible for the
decisions? It is unacceptable that the Deputy Premier is seen as the person responsible for
the decisions made by this Government and the refusal of this Government to be accountable
to the people in Parliament. The Premier is the top person and she should be telling us what
is happening. Rather than that, she came into Parliament, stood for five mninutes and said that
the Government will take Mr Bond and Mr Connell to court and let the courts decide whether
they are guilty.

I am not interested in what Mr Connell or Mr Bond do or whether they go to court. I am
interested in what this Government has been doing with the public's money. The people are
also interested in that. They are not concerned about a court case or the Premier making
announcements in here hoping that The West Australian will report on the front page
tomorrow morning that Mr Bond and Mr Canneli have been taken to court by the
Government. People want to know who, in this Government, was in bed with Mr Connell
and Mr Bond when the decisions were made. Taking them to court is like one business
partner prosecuting another business partner for something that occurred between the two
partners. The Deputy Premier may be happy to be the fall-guy, but people are getting sick
and tired of the Premier hiding from her responsibilities. Do not tell me, when $500 ilflion
deals are negotiated between business men and this Government, that the "executive" or the
"board of' directors" do not know what is happening. I have been listening to people in this
debate over the last couple of weeks saying that they did not know what happened and they
are asking someone to find out what has happened.

Mr Trenorden: They know nothing.

Mr SHAVE: They know nothing. By saying that, they are admitting they are an
incompetent Government. The board of directors has been allowing two or three people to
squander bilions of dollars of taxpayers' funds and has denied any knowledge of that.

Mr Trenorden: Members do not want to ask any questions.

Mr SHAVE: They do not want to ask any questions; they do not want an inquiry and they do
not want the public - the shareholders - to know what their board was doing. That is not
good enough, Madam Premier. The public wants to know what the board has been doing.
Two issues exist here: If the board did not know what was happening, it should either resign
or be dismissed. It is highly unlikely that a board of any company would not know when
$500 million decisions are being made.

Mr Clarko: Do you find it incredible that neither the Deputy Premier nor the Premier are
here when this motion is being debated?

Mr& SHAVE: It interests me that the Premier is absent whenever possible. When this subject
is being debated, that person dives for cover.
Mr Trenorden: Was it she who said we should change this place into an accountable place?
Was it she who said the debate should be raised to a level which contributes to politics in
Western Australia?
081.1-6
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Mr SHAVE: It was she who said that. The Premier has had a good run with the people in
the Press Gallery for six months. They were prepared to use the "Dr Feelgood" title and say
that she is nice, that she has a pleasant manner and does the right thing.

Mri Gordon Hill: Get out of the gutter.

Mr SHAVE: I do not need to get out of the gutter. Government members are in the gutter,
not I; I am not hiding behind anything. I am prepared to face a Royal Commission; I will
admit what I have done, but not people in Government; they will not stand and be
accountable for what has happened. What will the Government do when the people in the
Press Gallery are sick of being misled? The public have become sick of it and everyone on
this side of the House is sick of it. The Government will say it will take someone else to
court.

Mvr Lewis: And they personally abuse people.

Mr SHAVE: Members opposite say that Bond did this and Connell did that. Those people
were the Government's business partners, not ours. The $500 000 was paid to the
Government for its election campaigns at the same time the money was put into Rothwells.
The Opposition did not receive it.

Mt& Cordon Hill: What evidence is there of that?

Mr SHAVE: The evidence was produced in this Parliament. The cheque numbers were
provided. How much does the Minister need?

Mr Gordon Hill: That is absolute nonsense, the member waved fictitious evidence around.

Mr Court: They had signatures on them.

Mr SHAVE: The Government did not deny the situation. I did not hear Stephen Smith say
in public that it was a lie. Of course he did not, because he and the Labor Party received the
money. They received the money because they gave the money at the other end. If one
gives someone $500 million without interest and agrees to buy back a project, of course that
person will give one $1 million or $2 million. The Government had $ 10 million for its
election campaign. It is corrupt and it was caught in the net. The people want to know
exactly how much money the Government gave to Rothwells and how much various people
gave to the Government.

The Premier, who should be in the Chamber but who has a habit of hiding when this issue is
raised, cannot hide any longer because the public have had enough. The sooner she comes
clean and tells the public where their money has gone, the better her chances are of being
elected at the next election. The longer the matter continues and the court cases continue,
and Government members are called into court and are cross-examined and questioned, the
worse the situation will become. The Premier cannot let this matter drag on and not be
accountable. Sooner or later she must tell the truth. ALl the psychology and university
degrees in the world will not save her and her friends from the inevitable.

Mr Gordon Hill interjected.

Mr SHAVE: I do not have to justify my claims. I speak about things as I see them. I see
things as 85 per cent of the public see them. They do not miust the Premier any more; they
know where she is at. She is doing exactly what Peter Dowding did; he has gone. She is
doing exactly what Brian Burke did. What an embarrassment it is! The Opposition must sit
on this side of the House and watch the Premniers and a Deputy Premier get dragged out of
this place. This Parliament is being denigrated because of a situation which is causing the
public to have the lowest possible opinion of it. A poll will show what the people think of
politicians.

Mr Gordon Hill: You are making a big contribution towards that denigration.

Mr SHAVE: I am speaking the truth. The Minister should be taking the Premier aside and
telling her that he has had enough; that he is embarrassed and that the Premier should let
people know what is happening. However, he will not do that because he does not know
about everything that is taking place.
Mr Trenorden: He does not want to know.

Mr SHAVE: The Government members do not know about everything that is happening.
The Premier knows a lot more than they do.
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Mrs Beggs: That is a lot of rubbish!

Mr SHAVE: There are two possible scenarios: Either the State has been run by an
Executive which has not known anything about the situation - the Premier, who is presiding
over a $5 billion Budget, as a member of that board does not know everything that has
happened - or the Premier did know what happened. The shareholders want to know what
happened. That is what this debate is about. Members on this side of the House are not
dragging out muck. They want to know what happened to their taxes. 1 pay my taxes; the
people in die gallery pay their taxes and the police officer in the gallery pays his taxes. He
wants to know what happened to his money and what the board did. If the crew opposite
were running a pnivate company, the shareholders would be demanding that the Corporate
Affairs Department hold an inquiry. They want to know what happened. The Minister for
Transport was one of those people on the board and if she did not know what her offsidezs
were doing when this went on, she was neglecting her duties. She should have known, and if
she did know what was going on she should not have allowed it to go on.

Several members interjected.

Mr Court: It is strange that three years after the event they still do not know about the
$74 million liability in the Superannuation Board.

Mr SHAVE: It is incredible! It astounds me that members opposite can sit in this place and
say that they did not know or that they were not sure what went on and not join members on
this side of the House in their calls for an inquiry to find out what happened. The Minister
pays her taxes and it is her money also which is involved. Perhaps she is protecting someone
who sits near her. There must be a reason why Government members will not be
accountable for their actions. The longer this issue continues the worse it will become for
the people who sit on the Government benches. The sooner the Premier appears in this place
and gives the people of this State a fair go and the answers to which they are entitled, the
better off this State and the Government will be. The Government of this State is at present
out of control.

MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) (4.51 pm]: The member for
Melville summed it up in his contribution to this debate by indicating exactly what it is the
Opposition is looking for. Interestingly enough the member for Pilbara also summed it up
when he spoke in this debate and said, "You people have the bom, to rule mentality." The
reason this Government is in the position in which it finds itself is that it has the born to rule
mentality. The Labor Party has acquired' that vision because it comes into this place
defending the indefensible. This Government is not a Government of action - it has a siege
mentality and it is continuing to defend itself.

Why do we have this situation today when only last week the Premier and the Deputy
Premier came into this place supporting the Rees statement? Not one member of the
Government has stood in this place today in support of the Rees document. Does the
Minister for Transport support it? Does the Leader of the House support it? Does the
member for Pilbara support the Rees document? Not one member on the Government side
of this House, from the Premier down, will support the Rees document and neither should
they. That is what this debate is about. Members, opposite last week supported this
document and this week they are rnning as far as they can from it.

Let us look at one aspect of the Deputy Premier's statement. He said -

The report points out that major investments were introduced to the State
Government Insurance Commission by commissioners who were senior Government

- officers. ---

In relation to the Bell Property and die BHP shares I proved conclusively that David Parker
admitted that he introduced it and that was the biggest single deal which totalled
$491 million. The Deputy Premier's statement continues -

The report also says the board then made decisions based on information which
included independent valuations of the proposed investment and outside advice on its
validity.

The property was purchased before the valuation was received. The valuation was made
after the decision was made to purchase the property. The Deputy Premier said in his
statement -
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The report states that in relation to a number of investments the SGIC was unaware
that the funds deposited by it would be on-lent to Rothwells.

If it was unaware why were the two cheques, one supposedly for the deal done after the
property purchase, paid before the property purchase? If the SCIC was unaware why did it
not pay the $ 100 million deposit on the property until the $50 million out of the SGIC had
gone into Rothwells? That is the type of question to which the member for Melville referred.

Mr Trenordert: If they were totally unaware and the money went to Spedley Securities, why
didn't they pull the money out when Spedleys started to get on the nose?
Mr MacKINNON: Exactly. That is another good question. The questions which have been
raised show that the Government is trying to defend the indefensible. The Premier said
words to the effect that it is extraordinary that the Opposition attempts to link ideas that have
no connection. I would say there is a strong connection between the fact that Brian Burke
received a call from Laurie Conell on 23 October and the SCIC just happened to buy the
property on the same day for $30 million. Is there a connection, is it a coincidence or is it
extraordinary? I will say it is! The purchase of property from Bell Group on 13 November
1987 and the purchase of 2.5 per cent worth of BHP shares totalling $491 million - and
former Deputy Premier David Parker involved the SOIC when it paid $50 million into
Rothwells. I have already commented on that and I would say that is extraordinary! From
the sale of property to Consolidated Press and Tipperary Developments on 20 March,
$50 million went into Rothwells and I ask members whether that has nothing to do with this
issue. Is it extraordinary? Again, I say it is.

I refer now to the Bell Group share indemnity and the meeting at which former Minister Grill
was present. Out of that deal $100 million went to Rothwells. Is that not extraordinary and
does not it bear some relationship to this issue? Do members opposite still think we are
grabbing things out of thin air? Members opposite know as well as I do that the whole thing
is related from start to finish. Little wonder that the Premier and Deputy Premier are not in
this House. They are looking more like their predecessors. Dowding and Parker, every day.
I would not be surprised if they are outside writing out their resignations. That is what they
should be doing.

The Premier made an extraordinary comment which reflected what I have been saying all
along; that is, she is no better than her predecessor. She said that under the Westminster
system of Parliament Dowding and Parker had accepted their responsibilities and had
resigned. Would someone tell me why Dowding resigned? Did he resign because he said,
'I've been a naughty boy"? He resigned because Bob Hawke thought he would lose the
Federal election and members opposite stabbed Dowding in the back in a gutless way while
he was overseas. I respect the Leader of the House because he stood up for him, as did the
member for Perth. [ do not think the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations stood
up for him. Did Dowding resign because of the wonderful Westminster principle? Of course
he did not. Why did Parker resign? He went because he said he had something better to do.
So much for the Premier's allegations that these people have faced up to their
responsibilities. What a lot of nonsense! The Leader of the House has been telling me about
the way I have debated issues in this House over the years. I am pleased that only one
member of the Government in this Parliament has not changed over the years and that is the
Leader of the House. He amazes me how he can speak for 20 minutes and say absolutely
nothing. He has not changed. He is consistent if nothing else.

Several members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: Let us look at the amendment, which states that the House notes that the
Leader of the Opposition's strategy of rumour and smear has evolved because he has no
policies, no vision and no leadership. I refer members to the record. It was not rumour or
smear when I opposed the rescue of Rothwells by standing up to the Government and saying
it should not become involved. [ was criticised by The West Australian and everybody else;
it was not nunour or smear when the next day Bond telephoned me and threatened to get rid
of me as Leader of the Opposition, and he tried; it was not rumour and innuendo when the
member for Nedlands tabled the Teachers Credit Society's cheque; it was not rumour, smear
or innuendo when the Opposition said 18 months to two years ago that the Government was
supporting Rothwells - members opposite said, "No, not us." They all voted accordingly -
what I said happened to be true.
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With regard to Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd the Opposition said it was a sham and it was.
McCusker also said it was. We were told in regard to the PICL guarantees chat, "There is no
guarantee, there will be no guarantee and there was no guarantee", but there was. The
Government Employees Superannuation Board manipulation is no rumnour or smear - it is
fact! What has happened as a consequence? Where is Mr Burke?

Opposition members: Dublin.

Mr MacKEhJNON: Where is Mr Dowding?

Opposition members: Sydney.

Mr MacKINNON: Where is Mr Parker?

Opposition members: Hong Kong.

Mr MacKINNON: Where is Mr Grill?

Opposition members: In the desert.

Mr MacKINNON: Well, I never! They are not in those places because of rumour, smear or
innuendo; they are where they are because of the maintenance of pressure from this
Opposition seeking to get to the truth. If we have no credibility on the issue, neither has The
West Australian, the Sunday Times , "The 7.30 Report", the Sydney Morning Herald, The
Australian, the Confederation of Western Australian Industry, the Civil Service Association,
or, heaven forbid, the Kalgoorlie Miner. The motion shows, first, that the Deputy Premier
was wrong in his references to Spedleys, Rothwells and the SGIC. His claims to this
Parliament last week were wrong in fact. He attempted to deliberately mislead this House.
The put option, as the member for Nedlands. indicated quite clearly, was again a situation
where the Deputy Premier, if he did not know, should have known when he did that editing.

I conclude along the same lines as the member for Melville when he said the Government's
continued refusal to have a Royal Commission will be a testimony to its defeat. Burke is
gone, sacrificed on the altar of WA Inc, as he should have been. Dowding was destroyed by
the same issue. My prediction, as I have said over and over again, is that Carmen Lawrence,
the current Premier, will be sacrificed on the same altar unless she wakes up to the fact that
the people and the shareholders want to know what happened to their money, where it went
and who is responsible. They are sick of the cover up and want to know who was in there
and why.

Amendment (words to be deleted) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Dr Alexander Dr Edwards Mr Leahy Mir Troy
Mrs Beggp Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Dr Watson
Mrs Buchanan Mr Graham Mr Pearce Mr Wilson
Mr Canr Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Catania Mr Gordon Hill Mir DL. Smith
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Mr P.I. Smith
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor

Noes (19)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Onsyden Mr Mensaros Dr Tumur
Mr CiJ. Barnett Mr Kieraib Mr Nicholls Mr Watt
Mr Clarki Mr LeU 'Mr Shave M -- L -hrWese-
Mr Court Mr Macinnon Mr Trenorden Mr Blaikic (Teller)
Mrs Edwanfles Mr McNee Mr Fred Tubby

Pairs

Mr Grill W M Cowan
Mr Bridge Mr Strickland
Mr Marlborough Mr Omodei
Mr Read Mr Minson
Mr Thomas Mr Bradshaw
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Amendment thus passed.

Amendment (words to be substituted) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Dr Alexander
Mrs Beggs
Mrs Buchanan
Mr Carr
Mr Catania
Mr Cunningham
Mr Donovan

Mr Ainsworth
MrC.L. Bameti
Mr Claito
Mr Court
Mrs Edwardes

Dr Edwards
Dr Gallop
Mrx Graham
Mrs Henderson
Mr Gordon Hill
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawrence

Mr Grayden
Mr Kierath
Mr Lewis
Mr Macinnon
Mr McNee

Mr Leahiy
Mr McGinty
Mr Pearce
Mr Ripper
Mr D.L.Smithi
Mr Pi. Smith
Mr Taylor

Noes (19)
Mr Mensaros
Mr Nicholls
Mr Shave
Mr Trenorden
Mr Fred Tubby

Mr Tray
Dr Watson
Mr Wilson
Mrs. Watkins (Teller)

Dr Turnbull
Mr Watt
Mr Wiese
Mr Blaikie (Teller)

Pan
Mr Grill Mr Cowan
Mr Bridge Mr Strickland
Mr Marlborough Mr Omodem
Mr Read Mr Ninson
Mr Thomas Mr Bradshaw

Amendment thus passed.

Motion, as Amended

Question (motion, as amended) put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Dr Alexander Dr Edwards Mr Leahy Mr Tray
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Mocinty Dr Watson
Mrs Buchanan Mr Graham Mr Pearce Mr Wilson
Mr Carr Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Catania Mr Gordon Hill Mr DL Sth
Mr Cunningham Mr Kobelke Mr P.J. Smith
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor

Noes (19)

Mr Ainsworth Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Dr Turubull
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr Kierath Mr Nicholls Mr Watt
Mr Clarto Mr Lewis Mr Shave Mr Wiese
Mr Court Mr Macinnon Mr Trenorden Mr Blaikie (Teller)
Mrs Edwaaies Mr McNee Mr Fred Tubby

pairs
Mr Gfil
Mr Bridge
Mr Marlborough
Mr Read
Mr Thomas

Question thus passed.

Mr Cowan
Mr Strickland
Mr Omodet
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Minson
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MOTION - JOONDALUP DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Office of Land Services Incorporation Condemnation
Debate resumed from 17 October.

MRS BEGGcS (Whitford - Minister for Transport) [5.13 pm]: This debate was incomplete
at the end of the last private member's day. Perhaps the member for Kingsley has now lost
interest, because she has a headline on the front page of the newspaper, one which was not
designed to address some of the real issues in the northern suburbs, particularly those which
relate to the completion of the work started by the Joondalup Development Corporation.
This task has been substantially completed, and that is where there has been a difference of
opinion between the member for Kingsley and comments made by members on this side of
the House.

This comes down to an interpretation of what this motion means. The member for Kingsley
began by criticising the Treasurer in regard to the Budget speech. She stated that the East
Perth project was the first matter to be addressed by the Treasurer. The Treasurer said quite
categorically that the East Perth project will be one of the first addressed by officers of the
Office of Land Services. As the member for Kingsley knows, that point has been
misrepresented in this place and also in the northern suburbs. When the Office of Land
Services is incorporated, it will incorporate the work currently done by the Joondalup
Development Corporation and the work currently done by LandCorp.
The Treasurer said that before the Joondalup Development Corporation has finished its job
the Office of Land Services will be set up, and I and the member for Wanneroc have pushed
very strongly the point of view that the Office of Land Services should be set up in
Joondalup. We think that the northern suburbs have some very important projects which are
almost complete. We think the establishment of a major Government department in the
northern suburbs will benefit the whole, ongoing development of Joondalup. In addressing
where the Office of Land Services should be situated, in the final analysis, that point will be
given consideration.

The Government's commitment to Joondalup will not change under the new name. In fact
the Minister for Planning, Hon Kay Hallahan, recently approved plans for the phased
development of the Joondalup centre. The Government has recently signed that development
plan and the Joondalup Development Corporation will continue to develop Joondalup under
that plan.

The document, which will be used by both the Office of Land Services and the Warineroo
Council, states that the whole purpose of the development plan is to describe the plannmng
strategy for the rapid development of the city centre from 1990 onwards. This includes
stage I of the regional shopping centre which will be the catalyst for further development of
the centre.

I suggest to the member for Kingsley that actions speak louder than words. It has been the
actions of this Government which have accelerated the development of Joondalup, with the
support of the Joondalup Development Corporation board and staff. I agreed with the
member for Kingsley when she congratulated the work of the Joondalup Development
Corporation, particularly the work of the current chairman, Mir David Hatt. There is no
doubt that under his chairmanship the work of the Joondalup Development Corporation was
enhanced, and it has accelerated to the stage where it is possible for the structure of the
corporation to be incorporated into the department.

Why should it not be? It may be all right for the member for Kingsley to take a parochial
view of the development of the State as a whole, but it is not all right for the Government to
put all its eggs in one basket. Although I am absolutely commuitted to the ongoing
development of the northern suburbs, I have a wider responsibility to the State. If anyone
should suggest that the Government should not give absolute support to the redevelopment of
East Perth -

Several members interjected.

Mrs BEGiGS: The member should tell his colleague to keep quiet because he wants to talk
when I have finished. He might not get a chance because I have only 12 minutes, and I shall
need all that time.
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I had the pleasure of working with people involved with the redevelopment of East Perth
when I was the Minister for Planning. It is a project which deserves the support of this
Parliament and the people of the northern suburbs. Perhaps the people in the northern
suburbs are not as parochial as the member for Kingsley. I am sure the project will receive
the necessary support. For the member for Kingsley to suggest in any way at all. that the
Government's attention to the East Perth development will detract from development in the
northern suburbs is absolute nonsense. The $7 million allocated to the first phase of the
development of East Perth will not come from moneys currently being used by the Joondalup
Development Corporation; it will come from money which will be incorporated into the
Office of Land Services. Those moneys will come from the moneys available to LandCorp.

It is important to note that the Joondalup Development Corporation will not be wound up
immediately. That corporation will play an integral part in the setting up of this new Office
of Land Services. Amendments will be required to the Land Act and a number of other Acts
to establish the Office of Land Services. In she meantime the Joondalup Development
Corporation will continue under its own Act, as it has done for the past 14 years.

Let us turn to the Government's comnmitment to Joondalup. The Capital Works budget for
the area amiounts to $26.5 million, specifically for the city centre; $5.4 milion for road works
associated with the northern suburbs rapid transport system; and $17.9 million for
preliminary work on the northern suburbs electric railway. In addition to those amounts,
$180 million will be spent over the next few years on the infrastructure or headworks for the
establishment of 27 000 households. This represents part of the strategy to underpin the
development of the Joondalup regional centre, and in particular the business park and the
proposed shopping centre.

The integration of the Joondalup Development Centre with the Office of Land Services will
also allow the expertise developed by the staff of the Joondalup Development Corporation to
be made available to other developments throughout the State as the development at
Joondalup winds up in accordance with the total plan. That is a commendable action. As the
member for Kingsley pointed out, the JDC represents a bright light in the planning of various
developments. if the corporation can lead by example, its expertise will. be valued; it will
add to and not detract from the administration of the Office of Land Services.

The member for Wanneroo has stated she will do all she can to ensure that the Office of
Land Services is located in the northern suburbs. Of course, that would ensure due attention
is paid to the ongoing requirements of the northemn suburbs. It is important also for the
House to recognise the financial benefits the corporation has enjoyed. The Joondalup Centre
Act made available 937 hectares of Crown land at a 50 per cent discount rate of $10 000 per
hectare. The corporation will not be required to pay that money up front; it has had the
benefit of no interest, no holding costs on land, and no reappraisal of the purchase price - that
is, no consumer price index adjustments. In June this year, the JDC settled its land purchase
debt carried by the Department of Land Administration for 14 years. That had a significant
impact on the decision to incorporate JDC into the Office of Land Services.

By today's values, the land developed by the Joondalup Development Corporation could be
valued at around $200 000 per hectare. The corporation paid $9.4 million for land worth
around $187 million in broad acre values at the rime of settlement. Currently, the
corporation has developed 55 per cent of the land originally granted or otherwise purchased.
A majority of the remaining land to be developed forms the city centre. The commitment by
the Government to the completion of that development represents $26 million, and relates
also to services and industrial development. The balance of the land comprises proposed
supporting transport, road and rail service reservations. The development of that land will
not be impeded by the incorporation of the Joondalup Development Corporation into the
Office of Land Services. It will progress according to the current program and with the same
enthusiasm.

The member for Wanneroo has outlined clearly some notable achievements of the Joondalup
Development Corporation. Speaking as the previous Minister for Planning, I wish to record
my appreciation for the work undertaken by the JDC. I congratulate the corporation for a
task well done. Many people have served in a number of capacities with the corporation;
they have all made a contribution. The contribution by the current board and the current
chairman is remarkable.
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The member for Kingsley may not be well acquainted with some of the difficult issues and
problems faced by the JDC in the early days, considering the conflict and the lack of
cooperation by the Wanneroo City Council. In many respects, the Wanneroo City Council
can be held responsible for impeding the more rapid progress of some of those
developments. I am pleased to say that in recent times the cooperation by the City of
Wanneroo has improved greatiy. It has become almost perfect.
It is incumbent upon me also to point out to the member for Kingsley that as the Wanneroo
City Council has an ongoing role in the development of activities in the northern suburbs, it
should not be using the merger of the instrumentalities as a means to put down what will be a
very bright future for the whole of the Joondalup area. Many plans have almost come to
fruition. I am confident that they will come to fruition as desired by the community and by
the City of Wanneroo. The member for Kingsley would be better served, and she would
better serve the interests of the community, if she supported the merger to ensure the good
works are continued. She should encourage the Wanneroo City Council - and she has some
influence there -

Mr Kierath: What influence does she have?
Mrs BEGGS: Her husband is a councillor.
Mr Kierath: That means nothing.
Mrs BEGGS: I am not suggesting anything untoward; I am only saying that the member for
Kingsley has some influence. For the plans to come to fruition, the support of the whale
community is needed. Progress should continue in a positive way. The sort of carping
attitude shown by the member for Kingsley does no good at all. The doom and gloom
approach promoted by the member is not in the best interests of the northern suburbs. [ urge
the member for Kingsley to support the formation of the new Office of Land Services. At
the same rime, the member should support the member for Wanneroo and the member for
Whitford in ensuring that the Office of Land Services is located in the Joondalup Centre.
The City of Wanneroo should also give the merger the support it deserves.
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley) [5.28 pm]: No member in this place should take any notice
of the comment by the Minister that I have lost interest in this debate. As the Minister well
knows, to receive priority and to bring on any debate on private members' day means the
matter is not only an important issue to me, but also a very important issue to the Opposition
as a whole. I am sorry sufficient time was not available today. Had I received the
opportunity I would have asked the Minister whether she would rather the matter were held
over to next week for her to complete her speech if she required. The Opposition has not
received answers to its questions. When referring to the Government's commitment to
continuing these projects, and to replace the office of the Joondalup Development
Corporation with the Office of Land Services, I must query the reason for the incorporation
of the two bodies. The Minister has stated that itris nor okay for the Government to put all its
eggs in one basket, so what is the Government doing by incorporating all land service areas
in the Office of Land Services?
Mrs Beggs: The Government cannot continue to give attention to one development at the
expense of other priorities throughout the Stare. The member for Kingsley can take a
parochial view, but I anm damned sure [ will not.
Mrs EDWARDES: The people of the northern suburbs will be pleased to hear those
comments.
Mrs Beggs: The redevelopment of East Perth will provide much needed jobs for residents in
the northern suburbs.
Mrs EDWARDES: The plans have not been fnalised; they are subject to studies such as car
parking, public transport, cyclist and pedestrian access and a comprehensive transportation
policy. The incorporation of the Joondalup Development Corporation into the Off ice of
Land Services has nothing to do with the substantive completion of its independent charter,
with the business people or with the people of Wanneroo; it has everything to do with the
cash reserves of JDC.
[Leave granted for speech to be continued.]
Debate thus adjourned,
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SHARK BAY - WORLD HERITAGE LISTING
Government Agreement Tabling

MR PEARCE (Anrnadale - Leader of the House) [5.30 pml]: Mr Deputy Speaker, in
question time yesterday I responded to a question from the Leader of the Opposition. I said
that I would be happy to cable an agreement between the State of Western Australia and the
Commonwealth of Australia on legislative and administrative arrangements for Shark Bay
World Heritage property. I regret that although in my answer I said I would table it - I
thought it had been provided for tabling - on checking with the Clerk of Papers it appears
chat was not done. I now seek leave of the House to table this agreement.
Leave granted.
[See paper No 63 1.

[Questions without notice taken.)
House adjourned a: 6.0) pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

JOBMATE SCHEME - EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING DEPART'MENT FUNDS

1446. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

(1) Does the Minister's department fund the northern suburbs Jobmate scheme
and under which program?

(2) If so, will the Mfinister detail each of the years that the funds have been made
available and their respective amounts?

Mrt TROY replied:

(1.) Yes, the Department of Employment and Training funds the scheme through
the employment equity program.

(2) 1989. Operating grants $17 857.50.
1990. Operating grants $24 474.00.

WELL WOMEN'S CENTRE - GWEN ELLERY CENTRE, SOUTH HEDLAND
Estabishiment

1480. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is a Well Women's Centre being established in the Gwen Ellery Centre in
South Hedland?

(2) What are the services this centre will offer?

(3) Will this centre consistently follow up patients with serious medical
problems?

(4) How many staff are employed by this centre?

(5) Who are these persons?

(6) What qualifications do these persons have?

(7) What duties will each of these staff members be perform-ing?

(8) How is this centre being funded?

(9) Will unpaid volunteers act as receptionists in this centre?

(10) If yes to (9), how will the question of patient confidentiality be handled if
using volunteers?

(11) If yes to (9), how will the matter of workers compensation be handled if one
of these unpaid volunteers is injured whilst working at the centre?

(12) What is the legal liability of the organising committee and of any non-medical
practitioners performing cancer screening and other health checks?

(13) Will the Health Department accept legal liability for services performed at
this clinic?

(14) Who are the members of the committee of the Well Women's Centre?

(15) Are any of these- members of the-committee public servants?-

(16) If yesto (15) -

(a) which members are public servants;

(b) have these persons been aiithorisedi to -atten d mreet ig s to -develop this
project;

(c) who gave these persons authorisation to attend these meetings?

(17) How many meetings to establish this project have been held?

(18) Is the Well Women' Centre to bulk bill patients?
(19) Do Medicare regulations forbid the payment of rebates for -

(a) health services performed by State or Local Government authorities;

(b) counselling services;
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(c) screening services such as a pap smear except when provided by the
patient's own doctor?

(20) Do private practitioners in the area already bulk bill patients in circumstances
where those patients cannot afford to pay?

(21) Are there two women doctors in private practice in Port Hedland, one full
turne and one working sessions in all three other private practices in the town?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) Yes. I am advised that Well Women's Centre has been established in (he

Gwen Ellery Centre which is owned by the Port Hedland Shire.

(2) I understand that the centre will offer preventive health services for women;
that is, pap smears, breast checks, general counselling and distribution of
literature.

(3)-(lL)
These questions should be referred to the Well Women's Centre, P0 Box
2072, South Hedland, or the Shire of Port H-edland.

(12) 1 understand there will be no antempt to clinically diagnose any condition in
such a way that it would breach the Medical Act. In this case I envisage no
particular exposure to civil liability beyond that which occurs in the normal
course of affairs in any voluntary organisation.

(13) The Health Department has arranged for a community nurse to visit the centre
for one afternoon per week. The Health Department will accept liability for
this nurse as it would for any of its employees.

(14)-(l8)
These questions should also be referred to the Well Women's Centre.

(l9X(a)-(c)
Yes.

(20)-(21)
These questions should be referred to the Medical Board or the local GPs as
their arangements with their patients and composition of private practice do
not fall under my jurisdiction.

EDUCATION MINSTRY - JOONDALUP AND BALGA DISTRICT OFFICES
Minor Works Expenditure

1548. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

What is the minor works expenditure by the Joondalup district and Balga
district for the year ending 30 June 1990?

Dr GALLOP replied:

The minor work expenditure for the fiscal period L989-90 for -

Joondalup District Office was - $233 700
Balga District Office was - $205 182

EDUCATION MINISTRY - JOONDALUP AND BALGA DISTRICT OFFICES
Minor Works Al(locations

155 1. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

What amounts of money are allocated to the district offices for minor works
allocation in the Budget 1990-91 for Joondalup and Baga?

Dr GALLOP replied:

The minor works allocations for new works for the fiscal period 1990-91 for -

Joondalup District Office - $131 300
Balga District Office - $102 700

In addition, funding will be provided for works in progress.
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DOCTORS - FOREIGN QUALIFICATIONS
Registration Legislation

1559. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Health:
When does the Government plan to legislate to allow for the registration of
doctors with foreign qualifications so that they may practise in Western
Australia?

Mr WILSON replied:
Medical practitioners who have foreign qualifications may register in Western
Australia if they comply with the Medical Act 1984.

HOSPITALS - TEACHING AND NON-TEACHING HOSPITALS
Medicare Revenue - Othier Sources Revenue

L566. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:
(1) What revenue was earned from Medicare payments in the years 1986-87

through to 1989-90 for -

(a) Teaching hospitals?
(b) Non teaching hospitals?

(c) What proportion of annual turnover did the revenue from Medicare
payments to teaching hospitals represent?

(d) What proportion of annual turnover did the revenue from Medicare
payments to non teaching hospitals represent?

(2) What revenue was earned from all other sources in the years 1986-87 through
to 1989-90 in -

(a) Teaching hospitals?

(b) Non-teaching hospitals?

(c) What proportion of annual turnover did the revenue from other sources
to teaching hospitals represent?

(d) What proportion of annual turnover did the revenue from other sources
to non reaching hospitals represent?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) (a)-(b)
Nil.

(c)-(d)
Not applicable.

The Medicare payments are not directly distributed to hospitals. The total
amounts applicable to hospitals under the Medicare agreement and the
hospital funding grant were -

$000
1986-87 -83 269-
1987-88 91 726
1988-89 273 165
1989-90 302238

(2) Tetotal revenue for teaching and non-teaching hospital was as follows -

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Teaching Non-reaching Teaching Non-teaching
$000 $000%%

1986-87 45667 41919 12.1 17.3
1987-88 45659 42512 11.2 15.7
1988-89 46 142 40415 10.3 13.5
1989-90 48363 43202 9.4 12.8
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NURSING HOMES - HOSTELS
Places Per Thousand Head of Population Statistics

1567. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:

Will the Minister advise the number of nursing home places per thousand
head of population and the number of hostel places per thousand bead of
population in the years 1986-87 through to 1989-90 for -

(a) the metropolitan area;

(b) the non-metropolitan area?

Mr WILSON replied:

Approval and funding of nursing homes and hostel places is a Commonwealth
responsibility. Questions relating to these matters should be directed to the
Commonwealth Department of Community Services and Health.

NURSING HOMES - COST PER OCCUPIED BED DAY

1568. Mir MINSON to the Minister for Health:

What were the operating costs per bed, per day averaged over the 1989-90
financial year for nursing homes operated by the following groups -

(a) The Health Department;

(b) The Silver Chain Nursing Association;

(c) Homes of Peace;

(d) private nursing homes (average figure)?
Mr W]ILSON replied:

The average cost per occupied bed day is as follows -

(a) Health Department $160.60*
(b) Silver Chain Nursing Homes $105.40

(c) Homes of Peace $118.80
(d) Private nursing homes. Details are not maintained by the Health

Department of WA and comparative figures could not be obtained
from the Commonwealth Health Department.

* Health Department nursing homes generally provide a greater range of
medical and therapy services than those provided in other- nursing
homes.

HOSPITALS - TEACHING AND NON-TEACHING HOSPITALS
Maintenance, Gardening and Engineering Service Employment

Statistics
1569. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:

How many persons were employed in the 1989-90 year in providing painting,
electrical, plumbing, gardening, general maintenance and similar engineering
services to -

(a) teaching hospitals;

(b) non-teaching hospitals?

Mr WILSON replied:

(a) Teaching hospitals (including WASON) = 469.3 1.

(b) Non-teaching hospitals (including nursing homes) = 439.19.

HOSPITALS - WAITING LIST REDUCTION PROJECTS
Government Funding

1570. Mr MIhJSON to the Minister for Health:

(1) Does the Government have a special funding allocation for projects aimed at
reducing hospital waiting lists?
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(2) 1f8o -
(a) what are the amounts for each of the 1989-90 and 1990-91 years;

(b) what projects were funded in 1989-90;
(c) what amount was allocated to each of these projects;

(d) what projects are funded in 1990-91;

(e) what amount has been, allocated to each of these projects?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) (a) 1989-90 amount $2.0m.
1990-91 amount $3.lim.

(b)-(c)
Cataract program - Lions Eye Institute ($100 000)
Outpatient waiting times - Princes Margaret Hospital ($40 000)
Pain management and ENT - Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital ($80 000)
Procedure coding of waiting lists - Health Department of Western
Australia ($20 000)
Review of hospital morbidity data systems - Health Department of
Western Australia ($50 000)
Orthopaedic waiting list - Royal Perth Hospital ($700 000)
Cardiothoracic surgery - Royal Perth Hospital ($1 million).

(d)-(e)
To date $1.1 million has been comm-itted to waiting list reduction
projects and further projects are being examined to utilise the overall
funding of $3.1 million in 1990-91. The projects already approved
are -

Pre-anaesthetic assessment clinic - Royal Perth Hospital ($ 185 000)
Day surgery - Royal Perth Hospital ($80 000)
Day care arrhythmia - Royal Perth Hospital ($36 000)
Rapid transit scheme - Sir Charles Clairdner Hospital ($446 000)
Waiting list data collection - Bentley Hospital ($10 000)
Discharge planning - Health Department of Western Australia
($50 000)
Orthopaedic waiting list - Royal Perth Hospital ($300 000).

HOSPITALS - COUNTRY HOSPITALS
Frozen Foods Feasibility Assessment

1571. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the Minister considering the introduction of pie-packaged frozen foods into
selected country hospitals?

(2) If so -

-- (a) at which hospitals;-
(b) what are the expected cost savings in 1990-91 compared to 1989-90;

(c) what are the expected cost savings in t991-92 compared to 1989-90;
(d) will some kitchen and serving staff be retrenched from the hospitals

where it is proposed to introduce the packaged frozen food service;
(e) if yes to (d), how many staff will be affected and in which country

hospitals?
Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) (a) Regional and large district hospitals have been used as the basis for an
initial feasibility assessment of the introduction of frozen foods into
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country hospitals. The assessment will include consideration of the
other options available in each case.

(b) The results of the initial feasibility assessment indicate a net one-off
expense of approximately $450 000 in 1990-91 compared to 1989-90.

(c) The results of the initial feasibility assessment indicate expected cost
savings in 1991-92 compared to 1989-90 of approximately
$1 500000.

(d) No.
(e) Not applicable.

HOSPITALS - FREMANTLE HOSPITAL
Bed Closures

1574. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:
(1) How many beds have been closed at Fremantle Hospital in the last

12 months?
(2) In what wards were these beds?
(3) Were these beds closed due to staff shortages?

(4) If not, what were the reasons for the closures?
(5) When will the bed numbers be restored to previous numbers?
Mr WILSON replied:
(1) Twelve beds have been closed at Fremantle Hospital in the last 12 months.
(2) The bed closures have occurred in the general medical ward.
(3) No.
(4) The closures have occurred due to maintenance and the need for this hospital

to manage within its budget.
(5) At this stage it appears unlikely that the bed numbers will be fully restored.

Occupancy levels are being continually monitored with efforts being placed
on a more efficient use of existing beds.

HOSPITALS - GRAYLANDS HOSPITAL
Mentally I// Offenders' Facility - Public Approaches Statistics

1577. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Health:
How many written, verbal or telephone approaches has the Minister received
from people -

(a) opposed to,
(b) in support of
the planned facility to accommodate mentally ill or disturbed criminals in
Graylands Hospita?

Mr WILSON replied:
No records other than written inquiries have been retained on the planned
location of the secure facility for the treatment of mentally disordered
offenders. Records indicate the number of individuals who have registered a
written complaint on the planned facility is -
(a) 77 opposed to.
(b) Five in support.

AUTISTIC CH[ILDREN, ASSOCIATION FOR - BUDGET ALLOCATION
1590. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Health:

(1) Does the 1990-91 State Budget make any provision for Governiment support
to be provided to the Association for Autistic Children?

(2) If not, why not?
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Mr WILSON replied:

Yes. The Health Department of WA has made provision in the 1990-91
Budget for the Association for Autistic Children to be funded to provide
assessment services, as part of a diagnostic team, through the Department of
Developmental Paediatrics at Princess Margaret Hospital. The association
also receives substantial funding from the Commonwealth.

HOSPITALS - NON-TEACHING HOSPITALS
Hydrotherapy Facilities Construction - Budget Allocation

1591. Mr MacKINNON to die Minister for Health:

(1) Does the Budget this year include any allocations for the construction of
hydrotherapy facilities at non-teaching hospitals in Western Australia?

(2) If so, what is the allocation and for which hospitals?

(3) If no allocation has been made, why not?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) The Budget this year does not include any allocations for die construction of
hydrotherapy facilities at non-teaching hospitals in Western Australia.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) Non-teaching hospitals have not considered hydrotherapy facilities as high
priority in the budget requests. Some areas refer clients to the hydrotherapy
services at RP(R)H, Shenton Park. Others utilise community facilities for
aquarobic type activities as required.

MAMMOGRAPHY UNIT - ALBANY

16 14. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Health:
In relation to the proposed mammography unit for Albany -

(a) will the unit be mobile;

(b) if so, will it be permanently based in Albany;

(c) if no to (b), in which other towns will the unit be based?

Mr WELSON replied:

(a) It is intended that the unit will be mobile in order to provide optimal access to
all women in the target age range in the great southern region.

(b) No.

(c) The unit will travel to all other cenrems in the great southern region which have
a population of more than 50 eligible women.

MAIN ROADS DEPARTMENT - LOCAL GOVERNMENT TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT SCHEMES

Signs and Road Markings Installation - Funding Changes
-1617. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Winl the Main Roads Department no longer fund the installation of signing
and placement markings on council traffic management works?

(2) Why has this change occurred?

(3) What has been the annual cost to the MRD for these activities in each of the
past five years and what was the estimated cost for 1990-91?

(4) Were individual councils given any opportunity to participate in die decision
to make this change?

Mrs. BEGGS replied:

(1) The Main Roads Department has made a request to local governments to
include the installation of signs and road markings for traffic management
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schemes in total project costs. Funding of the schemes will then be
considered in the same consultative maniner as has always occurred. For the
current financial year this procedure will apply only to those projects where
the cost of signs and pavement markings is estimated at more than $500. The
situation with projects where the cast of signs and pavement markings is
estimated to be less than $500 remains unchanged. The change is being
implemented on a phased approach with Main Roads continuing to fund
directly most signing and pavement marking this financial year.

(2) The exclusion of pavement sign and pavement marking costs from project
benefit cost studies is, in some cases, distorting the analysis to an extent that a
more expensive option would be chosen because ongoing maintenance costs
are not taken into account. As Main Roads continues to fund all maintenance
of signs and pavement markings this is of major concern, particularly for
projects that include considerable signs and road markings.

(3) Separate details are not available for local government schemes but the
increase in costs shown below for total Main Roads expenditure on signs and
pavement markings is indicative of increases for local government schemes.

1985-86 $I.49M Includes signs and pavement
1986-87 $1 .62M markings on new projects and
1987-88 $1.69M the maintenance of all signs
1988-89 $1.97M and pavement markings.

1989-90 $2-06M Maintenance of signs and
1990-91 (estimated) $2.50M pavement markings only.

Signs and pavement markings
for new works funded as part
of total project.

Commencing in 1989-90 signs and pavement markings for Main Roads
Department funded new works have been directly charged to the project
rather than to a separate account. Consequently, the 1989-90 figure and the
figure estimated for 1990-91 are conservative relative to the figures for
previous years.

(4) Main Roads and local government engineers are discussing the administrative
details that will result from the proposed changes. It is expected that all
councils will be further contacted on the results of this consultative process
before the end of 1990. A policy for full implementation next finiancial year
will then be prepared taking into account the views of local governments.

SCHOOLS - JANDAXOT PRIMARY SCHOOL
Work Commencement Date

1619. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Education:

(1) When will work commence on the new Jandakor Primary School?

(2) What facilities will be included in stage I of the project?

(3) When is it anticipated that this first stage will be completed?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) January 1991.
(2) Nine classrooms, preprimaiy centre, library/resource centre, an/craft room,

music room, covered assembly area and canteen and admiinistration block. In
addition, a grassed oval and a double court area overmarked for tennis, netball
and basketball will be provided.

(3) December 1991.
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SCHOOLS - ROSSMOYNE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Staff Room Improvements Funding

1620. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Education:

(1) Will the Government give consideration to funding improvements to the
Rossmoyne Senior High School staff room in the coming Budget?

(2) If not. why not?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) No fund allocation was made for the proposed improvements in the 1990-91
Budget.

(2) It was not considered to be as important a priority as other schools but will be
considered for 1991-92.

JOB MATE - VICTORIA PARK JOBMIATE.PROGRAM
Cost

1633. Mr KI2ERATI- to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

(1) Referring to the Victoria Park Jobmate program what has been the cost in
each of the last three years of running this program?

(2) What proportion of referrals to the Victoria Park Jobmare program have been
found employment places during the last three years?

(3) Is it envisaged that funding may be reduced or stopped to the program?

(4) If so, for what reason?

(5) If funding to the program is to cease, where will similar facilities of personal
support, information, direction, counselling and referrals be provided for
people seeking employment, with the same personalised service as has existed
in the Jobmate scheme?

Mr TROY replied:

(1) Year 1988 $11 175
1989 $10 143
1990 $22047

(2) Between 30 and 40 per cent each year.

(3) Jobmnate projects are funded through the Employment Equity Program (EEP)
and target the unemployed firomn disadvantaged groups. Refunding
submissions are currently under assessment and recommendations for funding
will be made -at the end of October.

(4) An award review of all such programs is carried out.

(5) It should be noted that refunding decisions. have not yet been made- However,
other service providers to the unemployed in the region are -

Commonwealth Employment Service, Victoria Park;
Belmont Skiflshare (long term unemployed);

- PEP Employment Service- (disabled); --- --

Commonwealth Rehabilitation Unit (disabled);
Confederation of WA Industry Job Link, Belmont;
Victoria Park Skillshare (long term

unemployed);-
Workplus (disabled);
Don't Overlook Mature Expertise (mature aged).

AGENT GENERAL - LONDON
Reporting Requirement

1641. Mr HOUSE to the Premier:

(1) Is the Agent General in London required to report to the Western Australian
Government?

(2) If so -
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(a) to whom is the Agent General required to report;
(b) how often does the Agent General report;
(c) what form do these reports take;

(d) what is the nature of these reports?
(3) Was the previous Agent General required to report to the Government?
(4) If so -

(a) to whom was the Agent General required to report;
(b) how often did the Agent General report;

(c) what form did these reports take;

(d) what was the nature of these reports?

(5) Can the Premier outline the specific components of the Agent General's brief
in London?

(6) Can the Premnier outline with whom the Agent General has official contact
with in the course of fulfilling his brief?

(7) What industries does the Agent General have contact with?

(8) Does the Agent General have contact with industry and governments from
other European countries?

(9) If yes to (8), can the Premier outline with whom contact was made, and the
nature of this contact?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) (a)-(d)
The Agent General formally reports once a year to the responsible
Minister, the Premier, in an annual report which is tabled in the
Parliament. The Agent General also reports, or has contact with the
Premier and other Ministers as circumstances require.

(3) Yes.
(4) See (2).
(5) The Agent General's Act 1895 defines the responsibilities of the Agent

General as "to do and perform all acts, matters and things in the United
Kingdom and elsewhere in relation to Western Australia' in accordance with
instructions from the responsible Minister.
In my media release of 6 August 1990 I detailed the Government's specific
requirements for the Agent General.

(6)-(9)
The Agent General and his officers have contact with a wide range of
individuals and organisations, both in the private and governmental sectors in
the course of their duties in the United Kingdom and Europe.

The number and nature of the contacts varies from time to time and it would
not be appropriate to disclose specific detail, the nature of which the industry
or business contact would expect to remain confidential. The last contact,
made at the request of a Western Australian company, involved assistance
with a successful presentation mounted by that company in Poland. This
involved London officers in contact with Polish Government agencies,
industry in Poland and the UK.

PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOUR RELATIONS DEPARTMENT - 'ALL PART OF
"THE SERVICE" NEWSPAPER

1649. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
(1) Does the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations publish a

newspaper titled All Part of the Service?
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(2) Will the Minister advise how many issues have been published since I
January 1988?

(3) What is the total cost of printing and distributing of each issue?

(4) How widely is this newspaper distributed, and in what numbers?
Mr TROY replied:

Thirty one editions of All Part of the Service were published through the
Department of Productivity and Labour Relations (formerly the Office of
Industrial Relations) from 1 January 1988 to September 1990. The total cost
of priming and distribution was approximately 270 per copy.

The publication was distributed across all State public sector agencies, with
approximately 36 000 copies per issue.

MICRO-ECONOMIC REFORM - PREMIERS' CONFERENCE PRESENTATION
1663. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

Who will be assisting the Premier in preparing the State's case for
presentation to the special Premiers' Conference on micro-economic reform?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

AUl Ministers, with coordination by the Department of the Cabinet and
oversight by the Cabinet Subcommittee on micro-economic reform.

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES - SELF-DETERMINATION CONCEPT
Government Commitment

1664. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) To what extent is the Government committed to the concept of self-
determination within Aboriginal communities?

(2) Is the Government equally committed to the concept of self-determination
within other racial or ethnic groups?

(3) If yes, which ones?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) The Goverrnment is fully committed to the concept of self-determination
within Aboriginal communities.

(2) Similarly, the Government recognises the right of ethnic and other racial
communities to maintain their cultural heritage and customs and encourages
them to do so.

(3) All ethnic and racial groups regardless of background.

PUBLIC SECTOR - 736 FTES REDUCTION-
Corporate Services Area

1672. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Public Sector Management:

By what specific means does the Government intend to ensure that the
reduction of 736 ETEs in the public sector occurs in the area of corporate
services and not in the area of service delivery to the public?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

A Budget implementation group has been established to monitor staff
movements and reductions at Budget subprogram level to ensure that
reduction of FTEs in the public sector occurs in areas of corporate services
and non-essential service delivery.
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GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND INSTRUMENTALTES - SENIOR OFFICERS
Criminal Code Sections 82-86

1678. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Public Sector Management:

Will the Minister list die State Government agencies and instrumentalities
whose senior officers are not subject to Sections 82, 83, 84, 85 or 86 of the
Criminal Code?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

Sections 82, 83, 84, 85 and 86 of the Criminal Code apply to all public
officers as defined. The code defines a public officer as a person exercising
authority under a written law and includes -

a police officer;
a person authorised uinder a written law to execute or serve any
process of a court or tribunal;
an officer within the meaning of the Public Service Act 1978;
a member, officer or employee of any authority, board, corporation,
commuission, municipality, council or committee or similar body
established under a written law; or
any other person holding office under, or employed by, the State of
Western Australia whether for remuneration or not.

As such, all senior officers of all State Government agencies and
instrumentalities are subject to the specified sections of the Criminal Code.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN WOMEN'S TRUST FUND - PROJECT FUNDING

1681. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Women's Interests:

(1) What projects did the Western Australian Women's Trust fund in 1989-90?

(2) What projects has the trust funded or made a commitment to fund in the
current financial year?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) In 1989-90 the Western Australian Women's Trust funded 63 projects
throughout the State. These included projects assisting rural and isolated
women, women from non-English backgrounds, older women and Aboriginal
women.

A complete list of those projects funded in 1989-90 is available from the
Office of Women's Interests.

(2) Applications for this year's round of funding for the Women's Trust will be
called for in the next week or two. The closing date has been set for just prior
to Christmas and projects will be considered early in the New Year.

GOVERNMENT MEDIA OFFICE - OBJECTIVES
National Media Liaison Service Relationship

1682. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

(1) What are the official objectives of the Government Media Office?

(2) What relationship, if any, does it have with the National Media Liaison
Service?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) The key objectives of the Government Media Office are to liaise with both
metropolitan and rural media on behalf of the Premier and Ministers and to
facilitate access to Government information.

(2) None.
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PUBLIC SECTOR - MANAGING CHANGE IN THE PUBLUC SECTOR WHITE
PAPER

Poor Performance Dismissal Increase

1700. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Public Sector Management:

(1) Since the release of the Government's white paper Managing Change in the
Public Sector, has there been any increase in the number of public servants
who have been demoted or dismissed for unsatisfactory performance?

(2) For each of the years since the release of Managing Change in the Public
Sector, how many public servants have been -

(a) demoted;

(b) dismissed;

(c) persuaded to take early retirement;

on account of their unsatisfactory performance and how many of these were
from middle and senior management?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) The 1986 White Paper introduced both the Government's agenda for the
implementation of a performance management system and the policy for the
management of poor performance. Disciplinary action related specifically to
poor performance has only been taken following the release of the 1986 White
Paper and subsequent amendments to the Public Service Act. It is therefore
impossible to identify any increase or decrease in poor performance related
dismissals in the period following the release of the White Paper.

(2) The White Paper indicated the Government's expectation that public sector
managers address the issue of poor performance principally "through
improved management practices". The majority of cases involving poor
performance are therefore treated directly through agencies' performance
management systems.

(a) Due to the general confidentiality of these systems it is not possible to
differentiate between those officers who have been demoted on
account of their unsatisfactory performance and those who have been
encouraged by their supervisors to apply for voluntary regression
where particular performance problems could not be corrected through
other strategies.

(b) One public servant has been dismissed specifically as a result of
unsatisfactory performance in this period. This individual had been
appointed at level 5.

(c) It is not possible to substantiate the number, if any, of those officers
persuaded to take early retirement on account of their poor
performance.

SCHOOLS - KAPINARA PRIMARY SCHOOL, CITY BEACH
Enrolments

1704. - Mr MENSAROS to the Miniister for Education:

(1) What is the current enrolment at the Kapinara Primary School in City Beach?

(2) What is the anticipated enrolment at the commencement of the 1991 school
year?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) 229 primary and 60 preprimary.

(2) 221 primary and 54 preprimary.
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FISHING - SOUTH COAST BEACH FISHERY
Management Inquiry

1724. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) Has the Minister announced a report into the management of the south coast
beach fishery in 1990-91?

(2) If so, who will be conducting the inquiry?

(3) Over what period of time wil the inquiry be conducted?

(4) On what date will the report be released?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1) No.

(2)-(4)
Not applicable.

FISHTING -SALMON FISHERY
Management Inquiry

1726. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) Has the Minister announced an inquiry into the management of the Australian
salmon fishery in 1990-91?

(2) If so, who will be conducting the inquiry?

(3) Over what period of time will the inquiry be conducted?

(4) On what dare will the report be released?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

(1)-(4)
Yes. I initiated a review of the salmon fishery and will forward to the.
honourable member a copy of the process of the review under separate cover.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS PLANNING AUTHORITY ACT - AMENDMENTS

1730. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) When are the changes to the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority Act which
have been approved by Cabinet likely to be presented to the Parliament?

(2) What are the changes which have been approved?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) It is proposed to introduce amending legislation into the current session of
Parliament.

(2) The draft Bill incorporating the proposed changes has yet to be approved by
Cabinet.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE CONMiSSION - ESTABLISHMENT PROPOSAL

'754. Mr MacKIN4NON to the Premier:

(1) Is the Government planning to establish an Aboriginal heritage commission?

(2) If so, what will the purpose of the commission be and when will the
legislation be presented to the Parliament?

(3) Has the Government consulted Aboriginal groups, industry groups and others
interested in the proposal?

(4) If not, why not?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

As I have indicated a number of times an the public record and, indeed, I
believe in this House - although perhaps not referring to it as an Aboriginal
heritage commission - the Government has proposed a major rewrite of the
Act and a major reorganisation of the protection of heritage in this State. The
purpose of that will be to provide for the proper protection and representation
of Aboriginal people and the appropriate predictability of mechanisms for
protection of Aboriginal sites. It will, of course, be the subject of wide public
debate, but we need to have a proposal to put to Aboriginal people and
interested members of the commuunity.

Mr Macinnon: When?

Dr LAWRENCE: I hope later this year. Until that process of consultation is
undertaken and completed, no legislation will be brought before the House.
Again, I would hope that during the course of the next year we can bring that
new legislation into the Parliament.

CENTRAL PARK DEVELOPMENT - WESTRALIA SQUARE
Documents Tabling

755. Mr DONOVAN to the Deputy Premier:

Will the Deputy Premier advise the House of his actions in relation to the
requests from the Legislative Council to table documents relating to Central
Park and Westralia Square as referred to by the member for Nedlands in
today's debate?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Yes, I am more than happy to do so. What the member for Nedlands had to
say was nothing more than a dirty little smear. I will repeat what I said in my
ministerial statement last Thursday in relation to this issue. I said -

[ have now been advised that, although it was never exercised, a put
option signed in relation to the Central Park development was not
disclosed as a contingent liability in GESB's annual accounts. In
addition, I am advised that details of the put option were not
appropriately noted in the GES board seal register or the board's
minutes. Immediately upon being made aware of these matters I
arranged for them to be referred to the Auditor General, and
subsequently to the Solicitor General.

I can get statutory declarations from the chief executive officer of the
Superannuation Board and other people who were at that briefing who can
attest that when I was given the details in relation to those two matters I said
that they had to be referred in the first instance to the Auditor General.
In December 1989 a motion was passed in the Legislative Council asking for
certain documents in relation to this matter. The fanner Minister received -
advice from the Superannuation Board and the SGIC on these issues.
Included in that advice was this -

We are concerned that that material may in some way prejudice
existing or ftuture legal proceedings. For this reason we advise that
once the SGIC documentation has been collated the whole matter be
referred to the Solicitor General for an opinion.

The matter was referred to the Solicitor General, who said that there were
documents that could in fact impact on existing cases and cases that may
come forward. I wanted to make certain that the information was made
available and I wanted to know how to go about that. The advice I received
was that the only way I could make certain of that was to give a direction to
the SOIC and the Superannuation Board requiring them to make that
infornation available for tabling. I asked the Crown Law Department to draft
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that direction. I sent a letter to the Superannuation Board on I May - these
documents were tabled on 2 May - which said -

Pursuant to section 6 of the Government Employees Superannuation
Act 1987 1 direct you to provide me with the following documents:

I then listed a page of documents. If I had nor given thar direction I could
have claimed privilege in relation to those documents. Advice from the
Crown Law Department was that just about all of those documents - I have
two folders of them - could have been held back because one way or another
they could have impacted upon legal matters chat were before the courts or
that could go before the courts. I made the choice to give thar direction.
Perhaps the member for Nedlands might be good enough to apologise.

BRIDGES - FREMANTLE TRAFFIC BRIDGE
Fender Piles Deterioration - Main Roads Department Inquiry

756. Mr SHAVE to the Minister for Transport:

I have a question of which I have given the Minister a day's notice.

(1) Will the Minister confirm that the buffer piles on the Fremantle Traffic
Bridge are in poor condition and need immediate attention?

(2) Wil the Minister confinn that officials from the Main Roads
Department wish to carry our urgent repairs?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of his question.

Recent inspection of the fender piles found evidence of Toredo worm. I do
nor know what that is, but it sounds serious. Tests on the fender pile system
shows that deterioration is minor and the Main Roads Department is currently
investigating ways of upgrading the fender system.

HOSPITALS - COUNTRY HOSPITALS
Temporary Closure - Government Business Losses Report

757. Mr"GRA-HAM to the Premier:
What is the Premier's response to an article in this morning's The West
Australian which reports that a number of residents in the central wheatbelt
region are blaming losses resulting from Government involvement in business
for the rumoured temporary closure of some hospitals in that region?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I wish I had kept a calculator in my left pocket for every time a member of the
Opposition has made a claim that money that they see in the Budget spent for
some purpose could have been spent for some other purpose, or losses that
have been acknowledged could have been spent elsewhere. Members of the
Opposition have spent those dollars about 10 or 20 times over on my rough
estimation, and that is probably conservative. Itris important for people to be
fair about this and, in relation to the Budget, to recognise that those losses are
being provided for in this Budget and that that amounts to $50 million. There
is no secret in that and there is nothing that can be done about that. However,
the really serious problem that this State faces, and I hope that members
opposite will support me when I go to the special Premiers' Conference, is
that we have had a steadily deteriorating source of funds from the
Commonwealth and that much of it is tied in ways that we do not have a
capacity to influence. In addition, as members would be acutely aware arid
have properly commented on in this Parliament, there is a downturn in the
nation's economy which means that the State's own source revenues have
been reduced.
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We could have taken the irresponsible attitude that has been recommended
during the Budget debate so far and which will be recommended, I am sure, in
the Estimates Committee again by members of the Opposition, of "Dan the
economic circumstances, put up the taxes and charges, forget the business
community and the householder because I want my area protected from the
fact that we have to bring in a balanced Budget". The Budget was described
as being a tight and balanced Budget by the Institute of Public Affairs, not an
organisation that normally supports this Government. If, every time a
difficult decision is made by this Government, members opposite encourage
the view that there is only one reason for it, they are misleading themselves
and the people of Western Australia. No responsible economic commentator
would reach that conclusion. The Budget problem we faced was not
$50 million, but $500 million. We took the responsible action.
The problems created by a senior bureaucrat in the Health Department
proposing solutions to the funding problems of country hospitals have been
resolved. It was an unfortunate incident, particularly given the sensitivity of
the rural sector at the moment. The matter has been resolved. They have
understood the Government's resolve to ensure that expenditure is kept low
and to ensure that the impact of taxes and charges on the rural sector is
reduced as far as is humanly possible by this Government. If members
opposite and some members of the community believe that that is
irresponsible, I do not understand their thinking.

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE - AUTUMN AND SPRING SESSIONS 1991 DATES
758. Mr CLARKO to the Leader of the House:

(1.) Has a decision been made about sitting dates for the Legislative Assembly for
the autumn and spring sessions of 1991?

(2) If the answer is yes, what are they?

Mr Blaikie: I do not think they will be in Government this time next year.

Mr PEARCE replied:

(l)-2)
The Opposition says that several times every year and we are still here. We
will be here for a long time yet. We will be here next year and we will be
here as follows -

The Government has set dates for the autumn and spring sessions for
next year. The autumn session will be a nine week session beginning
on Tuesday, 19 March and concluding on Thursday, 13 June.

Mr& Fred Tubby: It is the first autunn session since I have been here and I have been
here for three years.

Mr PEARCE: I do not know where the member has been every autumn, but I have
been here in the-Parliament.

Mr Fred Tubby: Not in March.
Mr PEARCE: The member has not been with us for all that long, but the Parliament

has two sessions a year; one is- called the autumn -session, and, the other is
called the spring or the Budget session. We can call them sessions A or B, or
session one or two if the member can count tha t far, or session blue or green
or whatever he likes. However, there are two a year and there have been two
a year as long as I have been here, apart from when there have been Liberal
Governments and we did not have one after the elections. I do not know
where the member has been, but the member's Whip should be holding a
Select Committee into him if he has not been around for the autumn session.

Mr Clarko: At least I thank and conmmend you for being the best Leader of the House
in regard to ts matter.
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Mr PEARCE: Why be restrictive? That is probably the kiss of death for me. I
wonder what my new portfolio will be.

The spring session will commnence on Tuesday, August 20 and run. for
I I weeks, concluding on Thursday, 5 December. 1 table the details.

(See paper No 632]

FARMERS - CORRICIN METING
Outcome

759. Mrs WATKINS to the Minister for Agriculture:

In keeping with the rural nature of my electorate, what was the result of the
meeting of farmers at Corrigin today which the Minister was invited to
attend?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

It is important that the House be informed about the events which occurred at
Corrigin today. As members know, a major rally of farmers was held. I ani
not sure of the precise number but there was talk that there were 2 000 or
3 000 farmers. I was impressed by the positive approach that the meeting
generally took about matters which concern the rural sector and, in particular,
its appreciation and recognition of the work being done by the State
Government. It was clear that the importance of the work of the rural task
force was being recognised and, apart from the huge number of submissions
that have gone into the task force already - it totalled in excess of 100 last
week - there was generally fairly strong support by industry spokespersons
and as was indicated by some of the questions that were asked from the oval.
There was a clear indication that the industry is searching for positive
leadership and as long as we are able to provide that there will be a strong
response from the industry to the Government. The industry seeks
appropriate strategies to assist it in the minimisation of problems associated
with the downturn in the economy. That was a positive side of the meeting.

One feature that I thought was unfortunate - it is a shame it happened because
it was a good meeting - was the mock hostility for the benefit of the television
cameras. Members will see an example of that on the television and it was
disappointing.

Mr Trenorden: Mock hostility? Are you saying that there is no hostility out there?

Mr BRIDGE: It was mock hostility, not genuine hostility. There is a difference.
That was disappointing particularly because people in the main were positive
and responsible in considering the matters of concern that have to be dealt
with.

RACING INDUSTRY - TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD
Funds Distribution Method - No Changes Assurance

760. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Racing and Gaining:

Can the Minister assure the racing industry that the method of distributing
Totalisator Agency Board funds will not alter as a result of legislation
currently before the House?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

I think I gave that commitment during the debate on the legislation. Is the
member asking me to give an assurance that it will not change this year. next
year or in 10 years?

Mr Trtnorden: Some clubs are worried that the method of distributing the funds will
change.

Mrs BEGGS: There is no intention on my part to change the way the funds are
distributed.
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SWIMMING - WORLD SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Foreign Country Participation

761. Mr CUNNINGHAM to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
Will the Minister advise the House of progress towards participation of other
countries in the forthcoming Sixth World Swinning Championships in Perth
next January?

Mr GORDON HIL-L replied:
This will be an enormously exciting event. The response that we have
received from competitors and officials from other countries has been truly
fantastic. A total of 2 232 officials and athletes have registered to come to
Western Australia. Sixty three countries have so far confirmed that they will
be competing at this exciting event. They include countries ranging from
Argentina to Zimbabwe and include swimmrers from the United States of
America, the Soviet Union, Germany, Japan, Brazil and many other countries.
That level of participation compares favourably with the total representation
at the World Swimming Championships in Madrid four years ago at which 61
countries participated involving 1 419 competitors. Therefore, almost double
the number of competitors and officials that participated in the event on the
last occasion will be competing in Perth. That vindicates the Government's
comnmitment of $5.9 million towards expanding and upgrading the Perth
Superdrome to a world class facility which has attracted the attention of
athletes and praise from competitors and officials from round the world.
It is opportune to remind members of this House of the enormous benefits this
competition will bring to Western Australia and the enormous economic
benefits to the State. I urge all members to be available to witness the World
Swimming Championships from 3 to 13 January.

TRADE UNIONS - CONSTRUCTON. MINING AND ENERGY WORKERS
UNION

36 Hour Week - Perth Bus Junction, Mounts Bay Road Sire
762. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

(1) Is the Minister aware of comments made by Mr Colin Saunders, President of
the Construction, Mining and Energy Workers Union, as reported in The West
Australian on Saturday, 20 October 1990? 1 quote -

I think theme were 19 stoppages up until we got that 36-hour week
down there.

This comment was referring to the Perth bus junction in Mounts Bay Road.
The Minister is on the public record threatening to "declare war", to cut power
and water supplies to building sites, and to block Government contracts to
offending companies.

(2) With due regard to these comments, what action will the Minister now take
over the 36 hour week on the Perth bus junction site, as publicly admitted to
by the CMEWU?

Mr TROY replied:
(1 )-(2)

I am somewhat pleased that question has been raised because it allows me to
place on record the circumstances of the Government action in this area.
Inspectors from the industrial inspectorate have examined that site on at least
two occasions looking for contravention of the provisions of the wage fixing
arrangement. Insufficient evidence was forthcoming to secure a conviction.

Mr Kierath: You have a public admission.
Mr TROY: That public admission on Saturday was noted and certainly some action

is being taken. The public clamrouring that occasionally takes place when one
union tries to gain an advantage over another for its membership does not
always reflect the true position.
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In the last State wage case this Government clearly expressed concern about
allegations of 36 hour week provisions. I am quite happy to make a copy of
the transcript of the hearing available to the member providing details of what
happened in the commission. The commission considered the Government's
argument but did not act upon it. Clearly, one cart claim that a 36 hour week is
in operation. However, insufficient evidence is available to obtain a
conviction on the basis that it offends the present conditions of wage fixing.

Productivity in the building industry clearly has been considered as a result of
a major review nationally. That review gave consideration to an arrangement
whereby site agreements linked to productivity could allow some flexibility in
the hours worked. It is fairly easy to recognise from the metal trades
decisions in the last national wage case, where two shift options of 36 hours a
week were available - that is, six days work for 12 hours a day, providing two
shifts of 36 hours a week - that the arrangement provided significant
opportunities for increased productivity. [ have clearly put on record that
provided site agreements are ratified in the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission, I will accept them but there must be quarantining to
avoid a general flow-on of those conditions.

CHILD CARE CENTRE - LINGALONGA, ESPERANCE
Accommodation Problems

763. Mr LEAHY to the Minister for Goldfields:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the accommodation problems facing the Lingalonga
Child Care Centre in Esperance?

(2) Is anything being done to assist?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I am very pleased to reply to the member's question in relation to this issue
because only a couple of months ago I was in Esperance and had the
opportunity to briefly visit the Lingalonga centre which is on the waterfront in
Esperance. It provides an excellent service, as the member for Roe knows, to
a range of young people in the Esperance community. At the same time
people have been working for a number of years under very difficult
circumstances because of the poor quality of the building. Its fibro/iron
roofing leaks when it rains and the building is nowhere near adequate. The
Esperance Shire Council has said that it will not approve the use of the
building for a child care centre beyond April next year.

I am very pleased that the Minister for Racing and Gaming has approved a
grant by the Lotteries Commission of something like $275 000 to allow a new
47 place centre to be built on a site provided by the Esperance Shire Council.
I understand that added to that grant w ill be another sum of at least $ 100 000
from the Comnmonwealth Government. That will allow a new child care
facility to be built in Esperance. Certainly it is a well overdue facility as far
as the people and the children of Esperanice are concerned. it is a worthwhile
grant made by the Lotteries Comnmission of Western Australia to a community
child care centre very much in need of replacement.

SMITH, MR ROBERT - SURVEILLANCE FIRM
Government Employment

764. Mr COURT to the Premier:

Some notice of this question has been given to the Premier.

(1) Was Robert Smith's surveillance firm employed by the State
Government?

(2) If yes, over what period did it work for the Government?

(3) How much was it paid during this period?
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(4) Which Minister or Ministers dealt with this firm?

(5) Who authorised the payment for its work?

(6) Will the Government table the terms on which it was contracted?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

As the member for Nedlands indicated, he did give me some notice of this
question. It was sufficient notice to determine that the same question or
versions of it have been answered on notice on at least five occasions. I refer
the member to questions 2055 and 2119 of 15 December 1988, 268 in the
Legislative Council on 31 August 1989, and 800 and 801 on I11 September
1990. Precisely the same elements of this question were asked by the former
member for Contesloe. Indeed, the member for Nedlands may have copied
that question.

The member is tryig to take advantage of a story in The West Australian
yesterday. The Government has come to expect that from members opposite
but it is patently dishonest in my view to keep asking the same question. The
only point of this can be some suggestion, innuendo or smear. Whatever the
nature of this company, as the member for Nedlands knows, one of the
individuals concerned is before the courts and I will not reflect on him or the
circumstances surrounding that case. Members might remember that it -is
important for various members of Government to be protected by various*
means. I do not know the details of this man's activities; that is the subject of
a court case. Not many firms in this town undertake that type of surveillance
work, but Ministers and members will know - and some former Ministers will
understand - that it is appropriate that members be protected in this way. It is
appropriate that the security of Government and the personal security of
members be protected. Members opposite may want to use a headline in The
West Australian and the fact that a court case is proceeding to score a cheap
political point, and to make some connection. However, they know the
question has been answered on five separate occasions. The Opposition has
no credibility on the matter if it keeps asking the same question.

TRANSPORT - ONE CENT PER TONNE PER KILOMETRE CHARGE
Illegal Claim

765. Mr KGB ELKE to the Minister for Transport:

Will the Minister for Transport advise the House on the claim by the member
for the Agricultural Region, Hon David Wordsworth, reported in today's
country edition of The West Australian, that the Government's l1V per net
tomne per kilomnetre charge on the road transport of grain and fertiliser is
illegal?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

I thank the member for raising this issue. It has been raised a couple of times
mn this Parliament and I have provided information to the member for Moore
and more recently to the Leader of the Opposition. However, still the
Opposition takes a strange view of how the Transport Co-ordination Act
works. I point out that section 21(l)(b) of the Transport Co-ordination Act, as
amended, states -

(1) In respect of every public vehicle licence the following fees are
payable to the Director General in the prescribed manner, in
relation to the term of the licence, or such shorter period as is
prescribed, namely ...
(b) for a commercial goods vehicle licence under

Division 3 a fee determined by the Minister, but not
exceeding the prescribed amount for each licence for
each 50 kilograms or part thereof the gross weight of
the vehicle, which prescribed amount may be different
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for different routes or areas of operation or for different
classes of goods or mass of goods or for any
combination of those factors.

The "prescribed amount' was promulgated in the Government Gazette of
8 December 1989 as $5. This came into effect on 29 June 1990. the day the
Transport Co-ordination Amendment Act 1989 camne into operation. Provided
the prescribed amount is not exceeded, section 21(1 )(b) provides flexibility
for the Minister to set fees for different routes, areas of operation, classes of
goods, mass of goods or any combination thereof.
The constraints inmplied by Mr Wordsworth do not apply and it is rather
irresponsible of the member to suggest without fully checking the facts that
people should demand their money back.


